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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
In 1955 just as Sputnik technology was getting off the ground,
and public education was being raked over the coals by revisionist educators, Catholic education found itself in a similar turmoil.

In an

articlH in Jhought magazine, in that year, Msgr. John Tracy Ellis, noted
historian from the Catholic University of America, ptililicly criticized
Catholic education for being anti-intellectual.

The ensuing debate

heatedly continued until finally in 1964 Mrs. Mary Perkins Ryan raised
the question ·which everybody feared: why Catholic schools at all?
The purpose of Mrs. Ryan's book, admittedly somewhat tongue in
cheek, was to get the Catholic Church in the United States to reevaluate
i.ts

strong traditional stand on Catholic schools,

hopc~iully

them in favor of informal programs of religious educat j.on.

abandoning
The book did

not have its desired effect; howeve1:, it did generate considerable conti:oversy in wh:lch ne•.; :Issues emer.ged.

This latter development did much

to clarify C<:it.ho1:ic thinkir•. g, and paved the way for a rejuvenated edu-

c.et5_ona1 mission in the

C"nu·c~h.

It is the puqwse of this di.Gsertation to study the history ancl
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development of the Cathol:lc educational debate in some sense associated
with Mary Perkins Ryan's book, Are Parochial Schools the Answer?

The

author hopes to centE.or on the issu<!s that were brought into the forum of
the debate; such as the purpose of the Catholic schools, the rationale
for financing Catholic education, and lastly the optimal moment for
Catholic schooling.

Key personalities treated will be Mary Perkins

Ryan! James Michael Lee, Father Andrew Greeley, James Donohue, Neil
McCluskey -

to name a few.
C. Scope

The study herein undertaken deals with specific issues rather thar..
institutions or levels of Catholic education.

Thereby the a.uthor hopes

to avoid the myopia that comes from a too narrow focus, such as would
occur if one simply examined the parochial school situation.

Obviously~

however, from time to time, different levels of the Church • s

eduC;atior~al

apostoh1te

~.rill f~gure

prominently in this or that debate, but indin•.ctly.

Also from the very start, it should be made clear that the issues
and personalities treated all come under the heading of Roman Catholicism,
1. e. , the educators and critics are all involved :f.n some way on the level

of their: community of faith.

vJe

are not concerned with lcmg-Htanding op-

position directed against the Church from without, as for ex<tmple, the
cri+.:ie~,:;ns

heaped upon Roman Catholicism by Paul Blanchard and James

Conant during the period of the 1950's.
The general time period of this study is from the publicatioD of
Jdm Trae:y Ellis 1 essay, "American Catholics and the Intellectual Life,''
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in 1955 to the publication of the pastoral letter of the American
bishops, entitled, To Teach

~s

Jesus Did, in 1972.

However, the more

particular focus will be f_:om the release of Mary Perkins Ryan's book,
Are Parochial Schools the Answer?, in 1964, to the promulgation of the
statement on Catholic education by the Washington Symposium in 1969.
The reason for the telescoping of course lies in the fact that the storm
of controversy touched off in 196'• was more or less definitively resolved by the timf: of the summit meeting taking place in the nation 1 s
capital in 1969.

The other two parameters are significant in that they

gracefully lead to and from the main conflict span; 1955 marks the first
public criticism of Catholic education on a national scale.

The 1972

date exhibits a re-vitalized Catholic education, which put more stress
on academics, religious content, and service, though not approximating
its peak enrollments witnessed in the 1960's.
D. Need for the Study
Because the Catholic 01urch has made such vast changes over the
last fifteen years, there is an increasing need for Catholics and others
interested in socio-religious phenomena to understand the interplay of
people, ideas,· and events that paved the way for the present situation.
This applies to every phase. of Cathnlic life, especially to the field of
Catholic education, which is the b.::y to understanding and accepting the
Church of the 1970's.
There is an increasing feeling of rootlessness among many adult
Cathol5.cs c a feeling that the Church is no longer true to its original
mandate given by Jesus Christ.

The author

bt~lieves

that by systematically
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examining the Catholic school debate of the nineteen-sixties, the PostVatican II Catholic will gain insights into the phenomenon of change

and better adapt to a Churcb which was taking a giant step in renewing
itself.

Moreover, the author believes the order and continuity that

will emerge from the study, will have a quieting effect on the reader,
pointing out the surer footing of Catholic education for the f>.1ture.

E. Definitions
Catholic education as defined in this treatise is education engaged in by Roman Catholics in an institutional setting.

As such it

involves formal instruction, and takes place according to certa:I.n guidelines set down by the Catholic hierarchy.

Given this frame of reference,

Catholic education encompasses every level of involvement from pre-school
to adult education -- as long as it exists in a given, structured en-

vironment, and under the tutelage of priests, religious, and laity.
From the very onset, Catholic education must be distinguished
from religious education.

The former has been synonymous with Catholic

schooling, which involves a unified plan of instruction in secular as
well as religiQus subjects; it also involves the attitudes, beliefs,
and practices that are inculcated during the normal course of the school
day.

The latter is more restricted; religious education refers only to

a small aspect of Catholic education, and can take place either iu the
formal ge.ographical location of specific buildings, or in an
setting such as the home.

inforn~-~1

As such the time dedicated to religious ed'J-

cation is very minimal, usually from sixty to ninety minutes during any
given week.
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Also the term Catholic education as used in this treatment, is
somewhat narrowed to refer to only that which takes place in the school.
Thus the study takes no cognizance of the other modes of education in
the Church, such as the Catholic press, the Sunday homily (sermon),
Catholic hymnology, the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD), and
other mass education media.l
It might also be mentioned that the term Catholic education in no

way denotes a simple, unified, monistic structure or system perfectly
administered by an omni-present hierarchy.

Rather, there is great diver-

sity along many linGs.
For

o~e

the same way.

thing, not all Catholic schools are owned and operated in
Some, such as the parochial schools are ov.'Il.ed hy the

parish and ultimately by the diocese.

Others such as academies, private

high schools, junior colleges, and diminishingly fetver full fledged

colleges and universities, are in the hands of religious orders or lay
boards of control.

In

ter~s

of

su?er~ision,

especially in the case of

elementa~J

schools, sometimes the chief administrator is the pastor, the educational
supervi~Hw

of the religious community, or the diocesan superintendent.

Likewise control varies according to where the power base is, either at
the

lo~nl

level, if the school is separate and independent, or at the

diocesan level, if the school is part of a system.

The fanner situation

lFor an intc:resting treatment o£ this topic, confer Vincent P.

Lannie, "Stmlight and Twilight: Unlockint, the Catholic Educatio~t;.,;.l i'a;;,; i.:."
Notr_§'~ J!£'~~0. }ou~~l _n_f X:!!nc<>:~J.S2.!.!. 7 (Spring 1976): 5-17.
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might manifest itself in the form of central financing, coordinated
central purchasing, etc.
As regards the quality of Catholic

education~

here again !:here is

considerable diversity, depending upon who controls and staffs the
school; and what the educational vision is.

In schools, for example,

those run by the Jesuit Order, much greater stress is put on academi.c
preparation of teachers than in schools run by other communities, where
religious are pushed into a classroom, just barely out of the novitiate.
Hhen it comes to financing, once more there is variation.

Most

schools, at least at the lower level, are supported mainly by tuition
and a much larger subsidy from the parish treasury.

However, in a few

casE":s, as in the instance of inner-c.ity schools, d1e funding comes from

the lH.shop. 2
From tv-hat h.ns been said, although efforts to unify Catholic edu-

cat1on h::1ve been "systematic," there is practicall31 speaking no one
system.

This is especially true of higher education, where most in-

stitutions are autonomous.
on the given diocese.

On

the lower level, the situation depends

Virtually the closest we come to a system is the

parc.,chial school, one which is more a purposeful system than an administrative system.

2According to a study by Notre Dame University, released in the
19GO's, only 34 of the. nation's 2500 Catholic high schools had more thnn
50 percent of their budget funded from the bishop's office. Confer
Reginald A. Neutvien, ed., Catholic Schools in Action (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1966Y,-p. ~·;·.· --- -- - ·-----
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F. Methodology and Procedure

The dissertation is fundamentally an historical study of the
issues debated :f.n Catholic-education in the period from the late 1950's

As implied from this introduction

into the following decade and a half.

thus far 1 the study 'l'rill rely heavily on the historical method.

The

Ruthor wi.ll strive to faithfully reconstruct the climate of controversy
above mentioned, through documentation and calculated inference.

Since the dissertation deals with a period of American Catholic
education that is relatively current, the main part o£ the research involves monographs, learned journals of education, bulletins of national
and etate Catholie educational associati.ons, columns of correspcndence,
rr.ajor ad<h:-esses, and iutervj_ews with the major figures concerned with
the debate.

G. Basic

Assum~o~~

'fl1ere are t,;-o major. assumption.: underlying this study.

The. first

is the beJ.i.ef that the Catholi.c educati.onal ·renascertee of the 1960's :ls
due chiefly to the wedding of
Church~

t~;:::

l::mg-separat.::d aspects of the immigrant

Catho1icism and Ameriurnimrr.

upv.'ardly mobilE' members of the

U(!W

Cree the Church began producing

middle cl<JSS, it

t•1 as

only a matter of

time that a ne>v consciousness would set ir.., letting Roman CathC>lici8m
t.:,.)ke its place among the religions of the xwtion.

the part cf fJne:d.can Catholics ·would in
Church~s

tti.:l..""71

This

n~·w

awareness on

cause them to q1.•0stion

t(v:~

t:radit:i..onal educational processes,

The second m,-:-.jor !3-Sst.·•mpt:ion is that once the Chll!:dl Li.,!r:t .LEicd

~71th

8
the Araerica11 way of life, it could no longer remain isolationist; it had
to give up its opposition to basically American philosophies of education, such as those of Dewey, Kilpatrick, and others.

The obvious con-

sequence of this is that from here on in the Church in America will find
its educational structure changing just as fast as American life changes.

CHAPTER II
A HISTORY OF

CATHO~IC

EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT FROM THE

FIRST PROVINCLIU. CotJNCIL OF BALTIMORE TO VATICAN II
~n

the 1960's prominent liturgists and religious educators raised

the question that perhaps the American Catholic Church could do without
its massive network of parochial schools in favor of more experiential
and catechetical programs of Christian formation.
c:at:i.onal critici.sm

\\'SS

Although Catholic edu-

uot unheard of during this period, the thought of

abandoning what had bec_->me a permanent fixture in American Catholicism,
came as a shock.

However, a backward glance at the history of the paro-

ch:tal schools in the United States rev-eals a rather surprisi-ng conclusion: parochial schoo1s ·were neve:r. absolutely necess<.1:.cy for the life of

the Church .1n h-Jeri-:.:a.

!.lthc·::.:-~~1

they

Ft:re

encouraged by ccc1:;;L,ia.st.i.c.:J.) authority t
dated by

th~

A:mt:o1::i.cc:.n Catholic Cburch.

in th:> e.r,Hn:!n);

n:r.cs~·"L>.t:to:1 thP~t. tv~

ve·cy serv:f.ceable and strongly

t.~1ey

were never

ahsolut~:~ly

ruan·-

The present writer hopes to show

cnly major factor responsible for

the esta.b1:i.l-;t. .1nf.•nt o= t:be va:coch:ial schools was the incidence of religious

bigotry :in

th8, publ:Lc. 1" C'.hools

By indicating the

:tnterr;~tl

;:md the

secu]a}~

godlessness the:t foJJ

r;e:.:.cts of debate that wer-e never

quit~?

(oWI;':d.

er;.;.,li·-

cated, the wr:i.ter also w:ish(£s t:o point out how the Gatholie ec.uc.atiom:d.

debate came full cycle, once the Amet'ica.n:tzat:i.on. of the Ch\.l:rch took
place and Catho:Lic institutions democr<!tized.

This chapter focuses on the period of grm,;th nnd
9

cll-:ve.lopr,~ent

f:rvii,
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the first provincial council of Baltimore up until Vatican II.

However,

for obvious historical reasons the major thrust will be on the late
1800's; this was the period when primal questions began to be asked,
such as, Why Parochial Schools?, What relationship should there be with
the Public Schools?, What role should the State play in Education?

By

contrasting the early beginnings of the parochial school movement with
the Golden Age of Insight represented by Vatican II, the Catholic educational issues of the 1960's will make more sense.
In order to understand the legislatfon of the councils of Baltimore, it is important to understand something of the background of the
times.

The possibility of C&tholic schools as a distinct and separate

system in the United States, came ahout only as a last resort in the
face of a hostile American environment.
lie

Cl~urch

In the beginning of the Catho-

as a free entity in the newly formed American nation, there

was J.ittle organized effort to establish a system of schools.

The

equ1va1ent of Catholic elementary schools existed here and there and
serv<:>:d basically a religious function.

As a practical necessity in

many cases, bec<.mse of isolation and distance, some Catholic parishes
also \"7ere engaged in se:cular education.
However, the situation took on a new urgency as the new tides of
immigration

came~

beginning with the Irish in the 1830's and 1840's.

\l!'i::h the flood of these Catholics, \·:rho settled mostly in the large

0astern cities, the Church soon realized that speeial efforts were
neede(: to preserve the faith of the innnigrant.

In v::Lew of both the

rt.'!lat:ively few Catholic schools that existed during this period a0d

11
the anti-Catholi.c sentiment that prevailed in the public schools, the
American bishops became increasingly concerned.

They now saw the need

for vigilance and outspokenness to bolster the religious practice of
their new flock.
In the 1840's as the common school movement gained momentum,
giants of the Cnurch, such as Archbishop Hughes of New York, challenged
the threat that the comnon schools represented to the faith of the immigrant Catholic.

Although in the early years of his episcopacy, Hughes

had the pleasmtt situation of having his schools funded by the Public
School Society of New York, he soon became militant as he fought for the
Catholic share of tax monies.l

Hughes' first enconnter with the pro-

public sciwcl forcc.s unfortunately ended in

d~feat.

Nonetheless, he

proceeded to attack the Protestant, anti-Catholic atmosphere of the publie schools.

What angered him most was that Catholics attending the

schools were denied the use of their own Bible (the Rheims-Douay version)
and had to tolerate readings from the King James Bible and the other
practices prevalent in the public schools at this time.

Hughes joined

forces with other clergymen, such as Archbishop Kendrick of Philadelphia,
in fighting the anti-Catholic bias in the textbooks also in use in the
public schools.

As time went on and the nativist frenzy took greater

hold on the country, it was inevitable that ecclesiastical legislation

lJarr,es i1ichael Lee in his article, "Roman Catholic Religious Educat:ion,11 as found in M.arvin J. Taylor, ed., Foundations for Christian
Edueatj_on in d.U Era of Change (Nashville: Abingdon, 1976~p. 245, cites
Hugfl:;-;;; as -"origfna1~ing for the first time ••• a deliberate, full Catholic
co::li'J.it.mont to the organized, wholesale establishment of a separatE• and
totul Catholic School System."
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would be mounted toward the e8tablfshment of a separate system of Catholie parochial schools.
It was against thi~:c~ fiackgruund that the Catholic bishops of the
United States met periodically in Baltimore from 1829 until 1885 to
address the situation brought about by the lack of an. organized network
of Catholic schools.

Although the avowed purpose of the meetings was

pastorial, i.e. , to take care of the needs of the emerging Church in
.America, education took up much of the bishops' deliberations.

Not only

were they concerned about the religious instruction of their flock, but
the bishops were also impatient to establish seminaries for the training
of priests, and institutions of higher learning where teachers could be
educated.

The end result of these periodic assemblies was the inaugJra-

tion of a system of parochial schools that was normative for the entire
C::ttholic population.
As stated above, the first provincial council of Baltimore evinced
the first visible drive for systematic Catholic education.

Meeting in

1829, the council fathers among other things, voiced the need for formal
declaration:
We judge. it absol1Jtely necessary that schools should be established,
in \vhich th2 young may be taught principles of faith and morality,
while b~::ing instructed in letters. 2
The stateweut was important not insofar as it was a clear mandate for
the establishment of parochial schools, but rather in that for the first
time on a n.dticnal level, the bishops expressed the need for universal
2As quoted in Hl:l.rold A. Buetow, Of Singular Benefit (New York:
Macmillan Comp::-my, 1970), p. 146.
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instruction.
On

August 20, 1833, against the background of the then emergent

common school movement, the second provincial council convened.

The

conference made up of nine bishops and one archbishop, continued the
drive for education by passing legislation for the inauguration of more
efficient parochial schools.

A significant contribution of this meeting

was the selection of a committee of three to supervise the publication
of Catholic textbooks.3

In a pastoral letter summing up the work of the

council, Bishop .John England again stressed the importance of Catholic
education in which youth would have "the best opportunities of literature and science, united to a strict protection of their morals an.d the
best safeguards of their faith."4
The third provincial council, which met in 1837, seems not to have
concerned j_tself too much with education.

However, the pastoral issued

following the council urged Catholics to support the schools.

The coun-

cil fathers also went on record, through their spokesman, Bishop England,
as praising the work of the teaching orders of nuns, who had been stream:tug into the country during this period.

Three

yea~s

later, the fourth provincial council concerned itself

with the anti-Catholic influence in the public schools.

Since the Catho-

---------3The three university and college presidents who served on the
committee we:re from St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore; Mt. St. Mary's Col-

lege, Emmitsburg; and Georgetown Colleec=.
4PetPr Keenan Guilday, The National P!istorals of the American
Hi_~;-'"a-rc~ _(:!.79?..::-' 19_l~)
(Washi.ngt~n·, -n:-c:-:"Nat-:i.on~l catholic lieifare··--council, 1923), p. 74.
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lie immigrant population began to swell the enrollment of the existing
parochial schools, and funds were scarce, many pilgrims to the new land
placed their children in public schools, which in many instances were
detrimental to the faith.

The council fathers considered the matter and

urged priests and parents to insist on their civil rights.
Like the previous council, the fifth provincial gathering, which
met in 1843, inveighed against the anti-Catholic climate of the public
schools.

The bishops in their pastoral insisted on the natural right of

parents to have their children educated in the above schools without
interference with their religious faith and practices.

The council

fathers also reminded parents of their duty to impart faith to their
children.

This 'ivas the last mention of Catholic education until the

Hrst plenary5 council of Baltimore in 1852.6
The first provinci.al councils were significant in that they exhibi.ted a definite trend in American Catholic thinking toward setti.ng
up an independent system of parochial schools.

At first the councils

"\\-ri.tnessed the need to supervise the religious instruction of youth; then
gradually by establishing a committee on the publication of Catholic
textbou.k.s, the· opposition to the Protestant scriptures in the public
schools, and the strong insistence on the civil rights of Catholics
5A plenary council c:ove,rs a larger area of jurisdiction than a
provincial co1.:u1cil., ir; more solemrA tn r.. att:re; and requires the pe-rmissi.on
of the pope to be c~mvoked.
6The provincial council::;. <vhich met in 1846 and 1849 respect:f.vely,
had not.ning to say about education. Although these were peak years ol
the nativtst aprising, not onlv waR Catholic education not a part of tht~
bishops' agenda, but not a single word about pcrsecutio"l was mentioned:
a curious fact to sny the least.
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unable to attend the existing parochial schools, the counc:Us paved the
way for the legislation that followed in the first three plenary councils
of Baltimore.
In 1852, two years before the Maine Supreme Court made the King
James

v~rsion

of the Bible normative in the public schools of that state,

the f..merican bishops assembled for the first plenary council meeting in
Baltimore.

Seeing the impossibility of any compromise with the public

school system, these American churchmen called for the establishment of
parochial schools in dioceses whenever possible.

In their pastoral

letter the bishops had the following command:
Encourage the establishment and support of Catholic schools; make
every sacrifice which may be necessary for this object; spare our
hearts the pain of beholding the youth whom, after the example of
our Master, we so much love, involved in all the evils of an uncatholic education, evils too multiplied and too obvious to require that we should do more than raise our voices in solemn protest against the system from which they spring.7
Fourteen years later, at the close of the Civil \liar, the American
bishops met once again in plenary session; the year was 1866.

Compared

with the enactments of previous }Tears, there was very little legislation.
However, matters educational were nonetheless touched upon.

The bi.P.hops

directed their priests to build schools next to the parish church and to
provide religious instn1ction for children attending public schools. Perhaps t:he most spectacular suggestion made at the council was the creation
of a national Catholic univE>rsity.

Unfortunately, the time was not ripe

fo:c the .idea and so it bad to be shelved until the 1880's.

7Guildays Bational Pastorals, p. 191.

Other pro-
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visions of the council were for the education of the poor, especially
the newly liberated black man and the rehabilitation of delinquent youth.
Generally speaki.ng, however, all that the second plenary council accomplished was to reinforce earlier decrees and pronouncements.
The third plenar; council, which met in Baltimore, in 1884, was
of course the most significant of all the Baltimore councils.

It was

at this meeting that legislation would be made for Catholic education,
which would influence the course of American church history for many
years to come.
Part of the background of the third plenary council involved a
Catholic layman and journalist named James A. MCMaster.

Born a Presby-

terian, }fcMaster was part of the conservative element in the Church,
which believed that every Catholic child should be educated in a school
maintained by the faith.

Perhaps encouraged by the Syllabus of Errors8

and the triumphalist tone of Vatican I, McMaster conducted a one-man
campaign in the Catholic press for a distinct network of Catholic schools.
He eventually brought his influence to bear in Rome through an agent,
Miss Ella B. Edes.
As things worked out,

Mc¥~ster's

persistence was rewarded.

The

Congregation of the Propaganda sent the American hierarchy a questionnaire, which eventually became the basis of the Papal Instruction of

BA rather conservative docut11ent directed by authorities :i.n Rome
agai.nst lfberal chur.chmen, v1ho because their views bordered dangerously
on heresy, ~·it~re branded, "modernists."
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1875.9

The above document gave McMaster a moderate victory and served

as the ideological gr.ound'\vork for the educational decrees of the third
plenary council of Baltimore.
Duri.ng the third council of Baltimore there was considerable disCllSSion, on the force that legislation should have regarding the obligation of sending Catholic youth to the Catholic schools.

In many dioceses

attendance at parochial schools was almost equivalent to fidelity to God.
Parents who bypassed the parochial schools were excluded from the sacraments.

In other dioceses parents were free to do as they pleased.

This

amb:tguity along with the need for further clarification on the rights
and

d~ties

of pastors and parents as regards the Catholic school, formed

the agenda o.f the council's committee on schools.
The principal movers at the council for a resolution of the school
issuet were Archbishop Feehan, of Chicago, who was chairman of the committee on schools; Bishop Spalding, of Peoria; Bishop Flasch, of La
Crosce; and Bishop Cosgrove, of Davenport.

Studying the former pro-

J.,ouncements of the Baltimore councils, the fathers of Baltimore III once
again under:sc()red the negative effects of public education.

It was their

opinion that if religious instruction were separated from secular education, and left to ·c:he home and church, religious indifference would
result~

so rPuch so that raligion lvould no longer be considered a real

part of li.fe.

Accordingly then the bishops of Baltimore III, reempha-

9The J:nstruction put heavy stress on the importance of parochial
educatJon but at the Game time safeguarded the rights of parents who due
to hardship rL':l.Ve to se11d their offspring to the public schools.
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sized the importance of parochial schools:
Therefore we not only exhort Catholic parents with paternal love
but we also command them, with all the authority in our power,
to procure for their beloved offspring, given to them by God,
re-born in Christ in baptism, and destined for heaven, a truly
Christian and Catholic educations and to defend and safeguard
them from the dangers of an education merely secular during the
entire period of childhood and youth; and therefore to send them
to parochial schools or others truly Catholic, unless perchance
the Ordinary, in a particular case, should judge that it might
be permitted otherwise.lO
After laying down the above principle on the grave importance of
providing a Catholic education, and emphasizing the role of the bishop
in deciding mitigatj.ng circumstances, the council fathers next turned
to the rights of parents:
Since, therefore~ for a sufficient cause, approved by the Ordinary,
parents may wish to send their children to the public schools, providing the prox:f.mate dangers are removed by the necessary precautions,
we strictly enjoin that no one, whether bishop or priest,--and this
the Pope through the Sacred Congregation expressly forbids--should
dare to repel such parents from the sacraments as unworthy, either
by threat or act. And much more is this to be understood concerning the children themselves. ~fuerefore let pastors of souls, while
they warn the faithful committed to them of the dangers of these
schools, take great care lest, led by an immoderate zeal, they may
violate, by word or deed 1 the most wi.se counsels and percepts of the
Holy Se.e.ll
Moving out of the area of rights, the bishops of Baltimore III
then attacked the root cause of non-attendance at paroehial schools.

The

two 1uain fact:urs responsible for the poor attendanee at many parochial
school::.; vlas 1) the lack of schools in certain areas and 2) the jnfer:tor

acade:m:i.c quality.

The: bishops were quick to admit these tv.m failings,

10James A. Burns, The Growth and Development of the Catholic.
-~£!wol Sys~~m in -~.!:!:::. United.. _St.ates (New York: Benzinger Brotbf;rs~-1912),
p. 193.

lltbid.

s

p. 194.
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but vowed to renew their efforts to provide widespread, quality Catholic
education.

Toward that end, the council fathers issued the following

decree:
I. Near each church, where :f.t does not yet exist, a parochial school
is to be erected within two years from the promulgation of this
Couueil, and is to be maintained in perpetuum, unless the bishop,
,on account of grave difficulties, judgt! that a postponement be
allowed.

II. A priest who, by his grave negligence, prevents the erection of
a school within this time, or its maintenance, or who, after repea.ted admon:i.t:i.ons of the bishop, does not attend to the matter,
deserves removal from that church.
III. A mission or a parish which so neglects to asslst a priest in

erecting or maintaining a school, that by reason of this supine
negligence the school is rendered impossible, should be reprehended by the bishop and, by the most efficacious and pn1dent
means possible, induced to contribute the necessary support.

IV. All Catholic parents are bound to send their children to the
parochial schools, unless either at home or in other Catholic
schools they may sufficiently and evidently provide for the
Christian education of their children, or unless it be lawful
to send them to other schools on account of a sufficient cause,
approved by the bishop, and with opportune cautions and remedies.
As to what is a Catholic school, it is left to the judgment of
the Ordinary to define.12
Thus the third
Catholic educati.on.

pl~nary

council of Baltimore marked a milestone in

While clarifying the role of pastors and parents in

promoting Catholic education, and laying stress on the grave duty of the
clergy in building schools, the council paved the way for the growth and
development of the parochial school movement in the United States.

The

council also cUd yeoman's duty in setting standards and implementing
policy.

Row2ver, vhs.t the council did not do was to make the parochial

schools an absolute norm of Catholic education; the fathers were suffj12Ibid., p. 195.
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ciently enlighted to allow flexibility in the parents implementing
Christ's command to impart teachings.

Those who in later ages pointed

to Baltimore III as the sine qua non for parochial schools are guilty of
both misrepresenting history ancl of failing to read the spirit of the
presen.t.l3
Although the thfrd plenary council of Baltimore etJtablished the
principle of "e-rery Catholic child in a Catholic school," the country
was still a long way off from actually implementing the decrees.

In

fact, there was a graving liberal element among the .American b:i.shops
that would challenge the status quo, and render the above goal just a
bit more difficult to attain.

Chief among these liberal protagonists

were Archbishop John Ireland, of St. Paul, Minnesota; John Lancaster
Spalding, of Peoria; Bishop John Keane, head of the Catholic University
of Americal4; and Cardinal Gibbons of Baltimore.
These churchmen, mostly Irish in background, saw no need to place
1.m.due stress on the parochial schools, which in some sense kept the immigrant from becoming absorbed into the American mainstream.

As these

libe:ral clerics argued, the Church should support education in general,
including the public schools, rather than re.stricting herself to a closed
system of reli.g:tous indoctrination hmv-ever ensconced in secular leanling.
They believed education and citizenship went hand in hand.

Many of this

power group envisioned giving over the existing parochial schools to the

13For a behind-the-scenes report of the council, confer Frand.s r.
Cassidy, "Catholic Education in the Third Plenary Couneil of BaJ.timore~;y
Catholic Historical Review, 34 (January 1949): 414-36.
-----rzvrhe-wliversity first opened its doors in 1889.
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government at a nendncl expense and thus in effect fostering a system of
Catholic public schools.

Religious

instr~ction

could take place after

the regular course of studies.
Opposing this liberal faction, who seemed out

o[

harmony with the

decrees of Baltimore III, was a strongly vocal group of bishops, embody-·
ing the German point of view, which was pro-Catholic schools.

Chief

among this camp were Bishop Bernard McQuaid, of Rochester, New York;
William Corrigan, archbishop of New York; and the bishops of Wisconsin.
These conservatives were militant in demanding a sectarian education for
the nation's Catholics to protect them against the dangers rampant in
American society, which often resulted in the loss of faith of countless
itrumigrants.

Perhaps one of the strongest reasons for backing the pare-

chial schools lvas the fact that these institutions preserved the native
la.nguege, customs, and faith of the new comers to America.

Unlike the

liberals, who represented a tradition that was Anglo-American to begin
with, the conservatives needed an indentification vlith their respective
ethnic group to sustain the faith life of their people.

The rallyi.ng

cry of the pro-parochial school faction was "where the language is, there
the faith is.ulS
While the stot1i1 clouds had been gathering for some time, the actu;:l
deluge came when Archbishop John Ireland addressed the National Edue::.,ticnr'"l
Association at St. Paul in 1890.

In his remarks before the convention,

15In 1890 the state of Wisconsin passed a law requiring instruction in English in all schools of the state; the law reinforced the attitudes of the Catholic Germanizing element in the state.
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Ireland praised the public schools for their progress and reemphasized
the need for

compulso~

so, and partially as a

attendance at these same institutions.
diplorr~tic

In doing

move, Ireland bemoaned the fact that

such a thing as parochial schools had to exist.

As might be expected,

Ireland's comments were interpi:eted as a strong denunciation of the
emergent parochial school system.

From the standpoint of the present,

Ireland's speech before the NEA provided ample evidence for the existence
of a counter parochial school movement in the late nineteenth century.
(However, it must be emphasized that in fact, Ireland was not against
the parochial schools -- only parochial schools 0W11ed and financed by
the Church rather than the nation.)
Not long after his NEA encounter, the archbishop of St. Paul was
involved in another situation ·with far reaching implications for Catholie education in America.

In the suremer of 1891, Ireland entered into

an agreement with the public school board in Faribault and Stillwater,
Minnesota.

According to the cooperative plan, Ireland le.ased the paro-

chial schools in these two cities to the public schools, for a nominal
fee.l6

The sisters and Catholic lay teachers, under the arrangement,

were to be employees of the public system, provided they met standards
approved by the board,

Religious instruction would then be given after

the regular. school day had ended.
Although Ireland withstood conservative criticism, both within

16This wns not the first instance of cooperating betwe.en Chureh
and StP.te;· the plan was actually patterned on the Poughkeepsie arrangement, in effect in Nel.v York, since 1873.
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and outside the Church, and eventually received the qualified endorsement of the Vatican, the plan was abandoned because of the unstable
political condition in Minnesota.

But the experiment did not go un-

noticed and was tried again and again in many other communities with
varying degrees of usefulness.
Shortly

afterwa~d,

Father Thomas Bouquillon, a professor of moral

theology at Catholic University, and an acquaintance of Archbishop
Ireland, initiated what would subsequently be called, the "School Controversy."

Bouquillon !n a pamphlet entitled, "Education: To Whom Does

It Belong?," disturbed the Catholic equilibrium by putting forth the
then unheard of opinion that the Church was not the sole authority responsible for education.

He said rather it was the individual, the

family, the state, and the Church working together in harmony.

Need-

less to say, this undermined the conservative view that the state had
no rights at all over education since it \vas essentially a spiritual
activity.
The force of Bouquillonrs argument was to weaken the necessity for
parochial schools.

If the state had a right to education, even if the

right pertained only to secular education, then the parochial schools
were not absolute.

Their secular function could be supplemented or even

supplanted by state agencies.

Thus a very short time after the parochio.l

school enactments of Baltimore III, Bouquillon ,;.,;ras covertly suggesti_ng
that as long as their religious educational aspect was relegated to other
agenc:f.es, the paroc.hial schools could either be dissolved or transferred
t.o the public domain.
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To refute the Bouquillon paper, Father Rene I. Holaind, of the
Jesuit Seminary at Woodstock College, Maryland, issued another pamphlet
ent:f.tled, "The Parent First," which claimed that educat5.on was essentially the right and duty of parents and Church combined.

The state, he

asserted, entered in only at the request of either of the above.

What

Holaind was trying to establish was the principle that the state had no
authority over e.ducation unless ceded. this right by default on the part
of either Church or parents.
Thus the controversy raged.
to Rome to render a decision.

But in the last analysis, it was up

Accordingly, in November, 1892, Arch-·

bishop Satolli, special representative to the United States, studied the
matter and offered his Fourteen Propositions.

Essentially, Satolli's

points were a statesmanlike document which incorporated the best of both
viewpoints.

The quality of Catholic education should be improved, he

insisted; Catholic parents should be encouraged to send their children
to parochial schools.

But exceptions always would be tolerated as long

as faith and morals were not in question.

Moreover, priests could not

excot!Dnmicate parents for failing to comply with the dictates of Baltimore III.

Here aga:i.n the argument for Catholic schools was weakened;

Rome refused to take an absolutist stand and hence tolerated alternative
education in the situation of the public schools •
.As the twentieth century dawned, Catholic schools became estab-

lished.

The votce of controversy for all practical purposes ceased

~w

the schools went about their function of religious and moral education
along with the secular branches of knowledge.

In many instances develop-
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meuts in Catholic education closely parallelled those in the public
sphere.

The forerunner of the: National Catholic Educational Associa-

tion was established, schools multiplied, higher education emerged,
the quality of instruction improved, supervision became more evident,
dioceses began to organize schools into systems, and the Sister Formation Movement was organized to prepare the American teaching nun as
a classroom professional.

In the mid-1950's, the sleeping giant of

controversy once again began to stir until a decade later he sprung to
his feet wreaking havoc in Catholic educational circles.
The proximate history of the Catholic educational controversy
finally came in 1955, when Msgr. John Tracy Ellis published his now
famous essay on the state of Catholic intellectual life.l7

Published

at a time when public education itself was in the throes of change and
self criticism, affected by the new Sputnik technology, Ellis bemoaned
the sad state of the Church's system of higher educat:i.on.
The first area under attack by Ellis

~.ras

something that should

have be:::m "peculiarly" the Church's own; her scholastic tradition in
philosophy.

According to Ellis, Catholic colleges and universities

we·rc thwarting -apy unique contribution that might be made in the area
of ph:i.losophy by understressing the Church's rich tradition of Thomism
in favor of the sec.ular sciences.

Catholic higher education would do

far better, the priest-historian pointed out, contributing something
di.sl::.i.ncti.ve to the world 1 s body of knowledge rather than imitating the

l7John Tracy Ellis, "The American Catholics and the Intellectual
Life,"

Thou_ght, 30 (September 1955): 351-.388.
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research done on the secular campus.
Another area commented on by Ellis was the current proliferation
of Catholic colleges and other institutions of higher learning.

Be-

cause more and more religious congregations were establishing expensive
educational plants, the Catholic Church was perpetuating mediocrity.
Not only was there a scarcity of adequately trained personnel, but research facilities such as libraries and laboratories were poorly furnished.
A third factor which discouraged the rise of intellectuals was
what Ellis characterized as "the absence of a love of scholarship for
its mvn sake among .American Catholics. "18

As the critic of the 1950's

saw it, Catholic students were using education as an end without appreci.ating :i.t also as a means, which in itself was an object of love and
commitment.
Finally, Ellis decried what he saw as an exaggerated emphasis on
moral development by Catholic authorities.

So much stress was being

given to the students' morru. and spiritual goals that academic excelltmce was taking a back seat, frustrating the emergence of the true
intF~lJ..ectv:::.l.

This was a rather shattering blow to Catholic academia,

which had subco:1sciously supposed that by t.:nderscoring the spiritual
and the formational, Catholic schools w·ould prodnce intellectual results.

This th12:me was greatly stressed during the 1960's.

::.8John Tra.cy Ellis,
-~~monweal,

l~ovcmber

11,

11

CFttholic Intellectual Responsibility$"
p. 14-L•.

1955~
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The reaction to Ellis' paper ranged anywhere from qui.et rejection
t:o public outcry.
cism of Catholic

Many objected vehemently to the author's public critieducation~

Others repudiated Ellis for comparing Catho-

lie education with public institutions, which themselves were not free
from criticism.

Still others confirmed the wri.ter' s contentions by dis-

clainrl.ng any attempt to dethrone the Church's traditional scholastic and
moral philosophy.

But whatever stance one takes in regard to

¥~gr.

Ellis'

indictment, it marked a new era of intellectual openness in the Church;
end the questions raised provided the substance for the debate of the
1960's.
Ellis' vier..Ts were gre.atly shared by Thomas O'Dea, whose main rea-

soning for the inferior state of Catholic education was the lag in the
cultural values and social organization of the American Catholic Church
itself.l9

O'Dea singled out five characteristics of American Catholicism,

that were responsible for the prevailing climate of non-intellectualism.
These characteristics were especially applied to the parochial schools
debate of the following decade.

The negative attributes were as follows:

1) formalism, 2) authoritarianism, 3) clericalism, 4) moralism, and

5)

defen~:d ven.es s.

'l'he ftrBt factor cited by O'Dea, then, was fonnalism.

By this he

meant the tendency "whereby 'demonstration' replaces search, abstractions
replace e:xpcr:i.e.nce, formulae replace content, and rationalistic elaboration replaces genuine ontological insight."20

It saw the world as a

19Thoma.s F. O'Dea, Araerican Catholic Dilemma: 1m Inqui~L_ iato
the Inte1.1.eetual Life (New York: Sheed and Hard, 1958), p. 153.

·--- -·

20Itid~--:

p-:--155.
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finished creation, which was entirely evident as to its meaning and
essence.

And finally, all the elements of life were put into isolated

categories: religious and non-religious.
O'Dea explained the Church's non-intellectual emphasis by a second
element, which he called authoritarianism.

By this he simply meant that

educational leaders in the Church, who were mostly clerics and religious,
sought to impose pre--packaged solutions to all problems, using their
power of office rather than. the force of argument and research.

Such a

view seriously limited the notion of truth, which was rather a dynamic,
unfolding reality.

This authoritarianism reinforced the formalism cited

above.
The third factor responsible for the lack of intellectuals in the
Church was what O'Dea called clericalism.

As is obvious from the term,

cleri.calism meant the domination of the educational structure by priests
and those educated :i.n the priestly mold.

In this state of affairs, the

layman was hopelessly dependent on the hierarchic structure for his
~rision

of truth.

Moreover, he was alienated from the real world in which

h:Ls co11eagues worked, by an education that 1;.;ras foreign to him and monastic in tone.
A fourth characteristic found by O'Dea was moralism.
tendency to see spiritual danger lurking everywhere.
thing in it was an occasion of sin.

This was the

Creation and every-

A system of education with moralism

as its base, could hardly be expected to exalt knowledge for its own sake,
only as a means of saving one's soul.
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Finally, O'Dea posited defensiveness as a cause for the lack of
intellectuals in the Church.

Defensiveness was merely the ghetto stance

of the Church whereby it rejected anything that was not Catholic, and
clothed itself in an armor of apologetics.
quite

~imply

Such a view was unhealthy

because it closed itself off from ideological combat, which

has a way of purifyi.ng one's basic position and of adding new aspects of
truth to the discussion.

All of the above characteristics were attacked

in due course, and added fuel to the debate to come in the 1960's.
While the last volleys of Ellis' criticism were reverberating on
the American scene, a new front opened up in the Catholic school debate:
Vatican II.

This world-wide council of the Catholic Church, which con-

vened in 1962, had an important role to play; it freed bnerican parochial
education from its enslavement to the past.

The council introduced the

principle of pluralism into the Church, bringing the school out of the
ghetto.

Documents

su~h

as the Decree on Ecumenism and the Pastoral Con-

stitution on the Cnurch in the Modern World made it possible for a new
appreciation of truth.
The Decree on the Laity remotely paved the way for the more active
involvement of the laity in the Church at large and ultimately in the
field of education.

Although \'lhen the decree was issued, the schools

were largely staffed by priests and religious, the immediate future
t,wuld w::.tness dramatic. changes.

It also brought parents back into focus

as vlhat the council called, "primary educators" of their children; it
er..couraged them to take an active role in setting policy on school boarcis
and in assisting the \vork of education through parent organizations.
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Another important document, cited above, was the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World.

This statement had the effect

of focusing the Church outward and hence opening up Catholic education
to a dimension of service and social :i.nvolvement beyond itself.

The

role of the Church was to be more than just a preserver of institutional
values; it was now meant to be a leavener of society in general.

By im-

plication, the schools should do more to sensitize students to their
apostolic responsibilitiee.

The Catholic educational system should de-

velop leaders who will be agents of change in a world in need of reformat ion.
Ironically, the least influential document of the council was the
Declaration on Christj_a11 Educ.ati.on.
leadership i::t

th,~

This statement was meant to provide

Catholic instructional field; but it ended up being

merely a reformulation of past documents.21

Nonetheless, the declara-

tion found an atmosphere of acceptance as various American educational
groups, such as the National Catholic Educational Association, made
recommendations on how to implement it on the local level.
With the mentality of Vatican II altering the thinking of many
Catholic churchmen, a new ferment took place.

The monolithic thought

structurH of the American Catholic Church splintered; honest questions
begen to be asked.
lenged.

Traditional values and assumptions began to be chal-

Fittingly enough the major arena of questioning was the Catho-

lie school because of its strong role in socializing the Catholic masses.

_t.:.iL)n~

2lconfer Sr. Charles Barromeo Mucken.hirn, C.S.C., The Implic<:l=
of -~newal (Notre DamE~~ Fides Pu11ishers, Inc., 1967), p. 141.

r.
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The first real bombshell that exploded after Vatican II came in
the person of Mary Perkins Ryan, a frail New Hampshire housewife and
mother of five.

Heavily involved in the liturgical movement, Mrs. Ryan

noticed the great contrast provided by the Catholic schools with their
expensive institutional ramparts and dubious effectiveness.
were a ·hindrance to the growth taking place in the Church.

The schools
Mrs. Ryan's

book, published before the 1964 meeting of the National Catholic Educational Association, was the topic of discussion at the organization's
Easter enclave in Atlantic City.22

The next chapter will take up her

arguments.

22 Andrew M. Greeley denies the lvidespread attention attributE>d
to the Ryan book at this meeting.

CHAPTER III
THE INITIAL DEBATE: ARE PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
THE .ANSWER?
Chapter two examined the issues surrounding the development of the
parochial school movement in the United States.

Of particular interest,

however unorganized and muted, was the discussion on the absolute necessity of the Catholic schools.

As was indicated, those opposing a sepa-

rate structure of education for American Catholics, had to bow to the
forces of nativism, which rendered such a plan impossible.
seeds of their contention were not lost to history.

But the

Under the aegis of

Vatican II and with the coming-to-status of the Catholic Church in America, the question could again be raised: Is a separate system of Catholic
schools necessary?

Is not the rightful place of Catholic citizens, with

their fellow countrymen, in a common, educational structure where their
Catholicism and Americanism could be fused toward a common goal?
The purpose of the current chapter is to examine the opening arguments in the 1960's debate on Catholic education.

In particular, the

author will examine the thought of Mary Perkins Ryan, who figured prominently in the controversy of the period.l

She was the catalyst for much

of the discussion generated during this stormy decade.
lMany authors such as Andrew Greeley claim that she as no other
critic was responsible for the "total collapse" of morale among Catholic
school personnel. Confer Andrew M. Greeley, The Communal Catholic (New
York: Seabury Press, 1976), p. 171. The present writer is not as convinced of this seeming overstatement.
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In her book, Are Parochial Schools the Answer?, Mary Perkins Ryan
posed the crucial question.

Her answer was an insistent "no!".

As

pointed out in the beginning of her book, Mrs. Ryan was not opposed to
quality Catholic schools where they ex1.sted, but only to the academic
mediocrity that a masc system of parochial schools would occasion.
Mrs. Ryan's thesis might be further specified under nine substatements:
1. Paroc.hial schools are no longer necessary from an historical

point of view.
2. They are economically unfeasible, draining the Church of
important financial and human resources.
3. They are socially divisive.
4. They are unecumenical, perpetuating a triumphalist model
of the Catholic faith.
5. They seriously hinder the liturgical renewal taking place
in American Catholicism.
6. They discourage parents from assuming their role as primary
educators of their children.
7. They fail in the very area where they should excel: the
teachlng of religion.
8. They fail to promote social awareness.
9. They are isolationist, hardly supplying students with an
intellectual basis for life in a diversified society.
Having stated the basic issues underlying the argument to abandon
the Catholic schoolA, the author will now examine each in detail, indi-
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eating the various facets of Mrs. Ryan's thought.
The first point raised in the discussion, then, is that the Cathalie schools are no longer relevant from an historical point of view.
The charge was rather forcefully raised by Mary Perkins Ryan in her now
famous·book challenging the continuance of the parochial schools:
The notion prevalls, among Catholics and non-Catholics alike,
that elementary schools, high schools, and colleges under Catholfc auspices are an essential aspect of Catholic life, and that
belief in the necessity of a Catholic education system is almost
an article of Catholic faith. But, in actual fact, providing a
general education for its children is an auxiliary service, not
part of the essential mission of the Church.2
In the mind of Mary Perkins Ryan and many others, the very reason
why the Catholic school system emerged was because of the prevailing
anti-Catholic bigotry in the country in the mid-nineteenth century, and
not because of any intental imperative.

It was the fathers of the Balti-

more Council's fear of losing immigrant Catholic youth in the public
schools, rather than the rightness of the parochial school concept that
caused the injunction: "every Catholic child in a Catholic school," to
be implemented •
.As Mrs.

~yan

pointed out in Are Parochial Schools _!:he Answer?,

schools have never been an indispensable part of Christianity.

The early

Church propagated itself by word and example rather than by child-centered
institutions.

The Church took on its educational mission only when other

agencies fa::i.lE:d to provide general learning.

2Mary Perkins Ryan, Are Parochial Schools the Answer?
Holt, Rinehart and \-Jins.ton, 1964), p. 6. - - - - - - ·

(Nmv

York:
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The underlying strength of Hrs. Ryan's first point was that once
the parochial schools accomplished their purpose of protecting the religious and ethnic identity of the immigrant, and providing a vehicle
of Americanization and upward social mobility, the schools had lost
their reason for continuing.

No other fact heralded the seeming demise

of the parochial schools, then as one author put it, the joint reign of
Pope Johu XXIII on the Tiber and President John Kennedy on the Potomac.3
The Church was no longer living in the ghetto but had arrived on the
American scene.
The second point made by Mrs. Ryan was that parochial schools were
economically unfeasible, draining the Church of important financial and
human resources.

Mrs. Ryan's major criticism here was the massive effort

required to ser.:ve a rapidly diminishing portion of American Catholics.4
Commenting on the symbolic reality of the Church's misdirected resources,
Mrs. Ryan voiced her outcry:
To keep on as v>e are, struggling to support and extend the Catholic
educational system by our o-..rn. efforts, is clearly becoming less and
less feasible. The evidence seems to indicate that this policy
would mean educating fewer and fewer Catholics in proportion to the
total number, while continuing to absorb a major part of the Church's
personnel and. material resources.5
Further capturing the American Catholic imagination, Mrs. Ryan pointed
out the futility of spending over $100,000,000 annually to keep the para-

3Harvey Cox as cited in Michael O'Neill, "Personal Dimension,:; of
the :Future of Catholic Schools," Qotre Dame Journal £f Education, Vol. 2,
Spring, 1971, p. 38.
4Hhen Mrs. Ryan 1 s book \v.:!S written, 55 percent of Catholic
children were enrolled in elementary schools and 45 percent in high
schools under the Church's direction.
5Ryan, p. 162.
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chial schools goir.g when a large portion of that sum very easily might
be

chann~led

to parish religious education programs, the Newman Aposto-

late, and many urgently needed services to minority groups.6
Perhaps tite most indicting aspect of the non-feasibility argument
was Mrs. Ryan's assertion that despite the vast financial outlay, and
the overwhelming concentration of priestly and religious effort, the
parochial schools were largely duplicating the general education provided by the state anyway.

Looking to the years ahead, the New Ramp-

shire mother of five questioned this duplication even more seriously:
l~ill

the Church of the future be able to fulfill all these demands
and at the same time maintain a system of general education?
After all, the state today provides a basic education for all its
citizens. Is it reasonable to expect the Church to continue also
to offer the same service at the expense of these services which
it alone can provide?7
Mrs. Ryan's third point was that the parochial schools kept Catholie Americans from socially interacting with their fellmv citizens.
First of all, the very notion of a separate school system had a symbolic
message for the country: Catholics were an elite group, who did not want
to cooperate with the goals of the nation at large.

By establishing a

closed system of education, Catholics chose who they would educate.

Sub-

consciously, Catholic school officials fostered the attitude that public
sehools were outside the pale of excellence; and those who attended these
schools were in some way morally inferior.
Aside from whatever messages were conveyed by the parochial school!'.,

6rb5.d •• p. 164.

7rbid., p. 140.
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there was the practical reality that parents in no way were involved
with public school parents because of the seeming disparity of goals between the two.

As Mrs. Ryan put it,

the fact that the parents of Catholic school children are dravm
together by their common interests tends to cut them off from
their fellow citizens' concern with the public school and all the
interests that center on it ••• This in turn is resented by people
concerned with the welfare of the public schools, and marks off
Catholics as a peculiar and non-cooperative group, especially in
localities where a large proportion of Catholic children attend
parochial schools.8
Perhaps tied in with Mrs. Ryan's idea of social divisiveness, was
her fourth point that the parochial schools w·ere unecumenical.

As Mrs.

Ryan viewed them, the Catholic schools were not in keeping with the
spirit of open dialogue and cooperation called for by Vatican II.

The

parochial schools by their very nature did not sufficiently allow for
any indepth discussion of religi.ous beliefs other than that of Catholicism.

While it was true that the schools often offered courses in

comparative religion, these undertakings were more theoretical than
actual.

Moreover, the way subject material was presented precluded any

real objectivity; students were not stimulated by the give and take of
viewpoints that might ordinarily take place if the minister of another
faith were involved in the teaching of the subject.
Aside from the rather unenlightened way religion was presented i.n
the classroom, was the mentality underlying the teaching.

Although,

Vatican II strongly stressed the freedom and rights of non-Catholic be-

Brb:i.d., p. 55.
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lievers, the schools were by-and-large operating from a Tridentine9
modality.

As a result, Catholics approached their fellow citizens of

other faiths with a certain smug, know-it-all attitude, leaving little
room for any real dialogue.
Mrs. Ryan's fifth point centered on the liturgical movement taking
place in the United States in the 1960's.

As this liturgical pioneer

saw it, the parochial schools were hindering renewal by constricting the
Church's energy and personnel.

The whole underlying tone of Vatican II's

document on the liturgy was that Catholics become involved on the grass
roots' level in their own religious formation through Mass, the sacraments, prayer, and the practices of the Christian life.

Unfortunately

the schools stood in the way of this new awareness ever being diffused
to the majority of young Catholics.

In terms of sheer energy, the implication of Mrs. Ryan's writings
was that the schools by their archaic religious attitudes were in reality
institutionalizing old patterns of worship and belief.

Mrs. Ryan wanted

Catholics to be vigorous and independent, ready to recognize the voice
of God calling them to growth and maturity.

As long as Catholics viewed

the liturgy as something external, due largely to their parochial school
training, real Catholic education in the form of religious formation
would not take place.

The schools were preventing true universalism in

the faith life of the Catholic masses.

9Referr.i.ng to the Council of Trent (1545-1563). The Council
represented a counter-reaction to the Protestant Reformation chie.fly
through a strong apologetic return to Catholic doctrine.
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Practically speaking, the parochial schools hindered the liturgical movement chiefly by capitalizing on the priest's time and abilities.

Instead of spending himself preparing classes for a small per-

centage of Catholics, these religious leaders should have been devoting
their efforts to their primary responsibility -- that of liturgical
formation.

If the priests could abandon their role in the schools, the

parishes themselves would become centers of Catholic education.

Priests,

too, would find their ministry much more rewarding.
Another implication of Mrs. Ryan's writing is that the maintenance
of the Catholic school system discouraged parents from instructing their
children in religious truth.

By fostering the mentality that only the

clergy and religious involved in the parochial schools were official religion teachers, the Church was keeping the Catholic laity apart from
their childrenrs faith development.

If the .American Hierarchy at this

juncture in its leadership, should abandon the schools, the true balance
between parenting and adolescent faith development would be restored.
But as i.t was, Catholic parents were fearful and unengaged in this vi.tal
effort.
Mrs. Ryan 1 s seventh argurue11t for abandoni11g the parochial school
system dealt with the allegation that the schools failed in the very
area where they might have been expected to excel: the area of religj.on.
Her conm:..:mts are threefold, concerning the approach by which religion is
t.aught, the inculcation of morality, and the way the Christian life J.s
presented.
In the are.a of approach, the Goffstown house.wife lamented the
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overly formal way religion was taught.

To begin with, doctrine was pre-

sented in an unrealistically detached manner.

The truths of the faith

were taught as "what must be believed in order to be saved"lO rather
than as something to be lived and experienced from within.

In this vein

the content of faith was dry and uninteresting -- something to be put to
memory'and cherished as a protection against possible damnation.
When it came to prayer, too, there was much formalism.

Prayer was

taught as a "dutiful use of a means of grace rather than as communication
with God."ll

It was mechanical, relying on set formulas, which ranged

from rigid to overly pietistic.
it was aloof and uninvolved.

In all instances it lacked personalism;

What's more, the teaching of prayer made

little reference to the Bible and scriptural prayer, as found in the
psalms.
As religj.ous practice, there was the same regimentation.

CM.ldren

were herded into Church for First Friday Hass and confession and the
other exercises, which insured an other-worldly point of view.

"Partici-

pation" meant merely learning formulas and faj_thfully reciting and sing:l.ng at the right times.
The second area looked askance at, by the modern religious educator)
wae the r;my morality was inculcated.

Hrs. Ryan thought there was too muc:h

dispari-ty between the way a student was taught and how he actually behaved.

For some reason, she pointed out, teachers failed to model their

10Ryan, p. 65.

llrbid., p. 65.
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own teaching.

Students were closely guarded in matters such as examina-

tions and never given the underpinning reasons for their good behavior.
It seemed that they w·ere ne.yer taught that sin was an evil because it
•'

was "unworthy of members of Christ."12
Mrs. Ryan's final difficulty involved the manner in which the
Christian life was presented.

All too ofter priests and religious were

placed upon a pedestal, giving the impression that they were the only
first class Christians.

As a result, in the minds of many impression-

able youth, unrealistic expectations were instilled.

The fallacy of

such an attitude became manifested only too soon when the maturing student saw these representativE;S of the Church in an imperfect light.

But

even tlhere Catholic school trained adults developed a realistic attitude
tmvard priests and religious, the impression still remained that reli.gion
was exclusively their domain and only they were responsible for the work
of the Church.
Mrs. Ryan's eighth point was that the parochial schools by their
other-worldly focus failed to promote social awareness.13

The end pro-

duct of such a system, according to the lay writer, was that Catholics
were overly concerned with saving their own soul and n.ot with the mortal
peril that thei.r fellow human beings found themselves in because of
lack of life's very essentials.

a.

Writing in her controversial book, Mrs.

Ryan laid out the case as she saw it:
Catholics generally feel no religious necessity to carry out their
12Ibid., p. 67.
.,
13A fact co'l:'robcrated by the Greeley-Rossi study.
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daily work as a service of love to their neighbor; to fight segregation; to engage in the reform of the social and economic orders;
to involve themselves in efforts toward peace.l4
Mrs. Ryan's ninth po:tbt was that the parochial schools were intellectually isolationist.

By this she did not mean so much that the aca-

demic quality of the schools was lacking, but rather that the Catholic
system did not foster intellectualism.

Her main point ·was that without

the stimulation that comes from the diversity of ideas and beliefs represented by the public schools, Catholic education at best gave halfhearted
service to its students.

Expressing herself on this topic, Mrs. Ryan

said:
Even if it were possible to reform Catholic education completely
I am not convinced that attendance at a Catholic school would be
the best way of preparing a young person for Catholic living in
today's world. The atmosphere of a Catholic school is by nature
a sheltered, even a hothouse one. True, outside of school the
child or young person may have friends who are not Catholics. But
most of his day is spent in Catholic surroundings; he does not become accustomed to the massive impact of the prevailing secular
atmosphere in \Jhich he will ordinarily be required to live his
adult life. He is not prepared to stand up against the cold wind
of indifference; he is more likely to be reacting against what
seems like the over-religiousness of the Catholic school.l5
As might be expected from a work on education written by a litur-

gist, Mary Perkins Ryanvs book met with much criticism.

However, what

caused such great consternation was not the fact that Mrs. Ryan was obviously writing outstde of her field, but that she had captured the popular Catholic i.magination at a time when the old was giving way to the
new.

Riding high on the wave of l.:tturgical reform, and already in

th~?

publi.c gaze, Mrs. Ryan quickly became a popular spokesperson for the

------------14Ryan, p. 100,

15Ryan, p. 157.
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anti-school faction.

She was sharp, witty, and sufficiently costic to

receive national notice.
A month before the book was actually published, Msgr. O'Neil

c.

D'Amour, associate secretary of the department of school superintendents
of the.NCEA, branded her work "foolish" and "incredibly naive."l6

He

went on to say that Mrs. Ryan revealed "a complete lack of understanding
of education generally, American society and Catholic education."17
William McManus, superintendent of Catholic schools for the archdiocese
of Chicago called it "reckless" and "negative",18 a kind of "post-council
Utopia."19

And on and on the criticisms went.

However, not all churchmen and educators viewed Mrs. Ryan's work
with horror and ultimate disdain; John D. Donovan, noted educational
writer, in the October 2, 1964, issue of Commonweal, had somP. positive
th:i.ngs to say:
••• the contemporary cause celebre of Mrs. Ryan's book deserves
special mention. Its predominantly clerical and religious reviewers during the past few months seem to have been shocked to
their toenails by the daring of her criticisms and proposals.
For them the parochial school system appears to be as sacred as
motherhood or, at the very least, as sacred as the public school
system is to the American ncn-Catholic public. Her recommendation
therefore, that serious consid•:rations be given to setting it
aside because it is no longer exclusively or even best suited to
the spiritual and practical needs of Christian education today
has provoked a massive, emot:!.onal hemorrage. Indeed, at this
point in time, the issues she raises have hardly been confronted.
16
- "Roman Catholics: Schools Under Strain." Time,
March 20, 1964, p. 77.
17A.c; quoted in John A. 0' Connor, "The Nodest Proposal of Nary
Perkins Ryan, 11 The Catholic World, July 1964, pp. 216-223.
18Ibid.s p. 5-z;-:------ - 19william E. Mcl1anus, Part Two of "Two Vj_ews of a Controven::ia.l
Ne\o: Book," _frit~_£, April-Hay, l96q., p. 53.
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Instead an a .E_riori promise that her criticisms will be empirically
disproved was wildly cheered by Catholic school educators.20
The basic criticisms directed against Mrs. Ryan's book were on two
levels: on the level of methodology and on the level of content.
First of all on the level of methodology.

The fundamental charge

against Mrs. Ryan was that her work was a combination of personal opi.nions, scattered interviews, and a few sociological findings.

In no way

did her volume approximate any of the formal sociological research of a
Fichter or a Greeley.

There were only forty-seven footnotes, very few

of which were of a statistical nature.

In the work itself, there was no

indication as to the universality of her observations.
little evidence of how she formed her conclusions.

She provided

Commenting on this

serious lack, Andrew M. Greeley had this to say:
I do not demand from Mrs. Ryan statistical tables. There are
various ways of empirical data collection, and statistics are by no
means the best method ••• But surely those who are the object of Mrs.
Ryan's attacks have the right to know what her research methods
were; how many schools did she visit; how many classes did she
attend; with how many teaching nuns did she talk; how many school
administrators did she interview; how many different parts of the
country were investigatea; how· many Catholic parents outside of
her own circle did she conversH'? Until Nrs. Ryan provides this
infor.nation, the Catholic educator would be perfectly justified in
suspecting that she had done none of these things, that in fact her
book is strictly "annchair" research, and therefore, interesting as
a euriosity perhHps, b ..xt hardly as a ser:I.ous contribution to the
discussion of thE- merits of Catholic education. Indeed, the Catho-lic educator Hould be perfectly justified in commenting that Nrs.
Ryan simply does uot knoH her subject.21
In the same vein as Greeley, Dr. Roy Defarrari, who rebutted Ryan

-

20John D. Donovan, "Creating Anti-Intellectuals?," ComroonweaJ:•
O~tober 2, 1964, p. 39.
21Andrmv H. Greeley, "Yes, Parochial Schools Are the Ansv1er: A
Sociologist's View," _Catholic Schoo~- Journal, May 14, 1964, pp. 26-27.
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in a small book entitled: A

Com_r]~t~

§ystem of _catholic:_ Education Is

!!_ecessaEY., pointed out her lack of primary source material, among other
methodological errors.

He wrote:

While she quotes, :r-arely, and then from secondary sources, her chief
sources are her own eh."Peri.ences and conversations with certain consultants. Anything like a complete collection of primary source
material, and a systematic organization of this informationr followed by an objective appraisal of its significance, not a straining to exact support for preconceived notions, is completely lack1.ng. The reader is left in great confusion at times by the lack of
a logical sequence in the author's story. Certainly, any treatment
of a subject so vital as that of the book before us should have the
best logical scientific approach.22
The majod.ty of critics attacked Mrs. Ryan on the level of content;
their arguments are listed below and are arranged in antithetical order
to her main points as summarized earlier in this chapter.
First of all en the issue of necessity, Mrs. Ryan's critics rejected the notion that parochial schools represented only an historical
reaction to the existence of religious bigotry in the early 1800's.
base their arguments on the nature of Catholic education itself.

They

Catho-

lie schooling was not something that could be dispensed with at 'tvill.
The very nature of education called for a relationship with religious
t~Jth,

which served as an important integrating force.

To advocate that

general education be left in the hands of the public schools, as Mrs. Ryan
did, was to create a dicotomy between general truths and the absolute
truth upon which all knov1ledge hinged.
One of the first Catholic school spokesmen to point out the above
22Rcy J·oseph. Defarrari, A_ Complete Syst§E_l_ of _Q_atholic Educati?n
_Is N~e~sary~ (Boston: Daughters of St. Paul, 1964), p. lfl.
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argument was Roy Deferrari, a professor at Catholic University in Washington, D.C.

According to Defarrari, the hallmark of Catholic schooling

was academic integration, i.e., the fact that all subjects in the curriculum here held together by a basic theology, which served the function
of providing a rationale for what was lean1ed.

As Defarrari explained

it,
Academic integration, as we have attempted to describe it, is the
great differentiating factor in Catholic education. Moreover, it
includes religious education, if I Understand Mrs. Ryan's description
of it, but the latter cannot stand alone. General education, which
she appears to consider of minor importance, is held together and
unified by religious education. Catholic education, properly conceived and carried out, is held together as a compact unit ••• 23
In other words, religious formation as advocated by Mrs. Ryan, could not
be achieved unless in the context of general education.
Given the theoretical possibility that religious education could
be separated from general education -- a possibility strongly denied by
Defe;rrari

many criti.cs of Ryan doubted whether quality religion in-

structicn could be had in Confraternity of Christian Doctrine classes.
Although agreeing with Defarrari's defense of integral education,24
Lawrence J. Shehan, Archbishop of Baltimore, looked not to its essential
nature but to the implications of fragmentation.

Shehan viewed the Catho-

lie schools as a type of safeguard for public morality, without which
institution, the nation's morals would erode.

Commentiug in the April 4,

23Ibid., pp. 37-38.
2'•As opposed to the. theor;,: of "permeation," wh:i.ch tried to arti·fic.ially insinuate Catholic terminology inte> secular sciences. An example of this would be the uBe of missionaries or rosary beads as the
basic units in an arithmetic lesson.

r
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1964, issue of America, the Baltimore archbishop had this to say:
One main defect of education emptied of religious content arises
from the fact that religion forms the necessary foundation for
morality. The great central truth of religion gives the principles
of morality their validity as moral law and their binding force in
conscience. The elimination of religion from education is bound,
in the long run, to contribute to the weakening and even undermining of those moral principles and standards which not only are
imperative in the life of the individual but are also the foundation, the indispensable underpinning, of our country, our civilization and indeed of society itself.25
Francis Canavan, associate editor of the above Jesuit weekly, almost five months later, argued from utility for the continuance of Catholie schools.

He put his case squarely:

Whether we like it or not, children are going to spend a large part
of their lives in school. The education they get there will be a
major factor in their intellectual development. I do not believe
that the formation of the Church's members as full-fledged Cbristians in today's world can be accomplished if no effort is made to
integrate this intellectual development with their more strictly
religious development. To be done properly, this integration requires schools that are dedicated to achieving it.26
Those who differed with Hrs. Ryan's second argument of the feasibility of the Catholic schools, did so on several levels.

First of all,

the New' Hampshire housewife and mother of five gave the implication that
financial resources as found in the Catholic community would not be adequate in the future for financing Catholic schooling.

Many including

Chicago sociologist Andrew M. Greeley were quick to point out that the
money was there if only Catholic educators bothered to look.

---·-----25Lmvrence J. Shehan, "The Parochial Schools," .Americ~, Apr~.l 4,
1964 • p. 481.
26:Frand.s Canavan, Reply to John Julian Ryan as found in America,
September 19, 1964, p. 301.
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Looking beyond Catholic assistance on the financial support issue,
spokesmen such as Wilfrid Sheed saw a strong possibility for federal aid.
Sheed suggested the likelihood of government assistance on the basis of
the public service supplied by the Catholic system.

In an article in the

§aturdB:y Evening Post, several months after the publication of Mary Per-·
kins Ryan's book, he had this to say:
Should these schools, the parochial schools, receive public aid? To
this untrained eye, the constitutional language on this point is
loose enough for people to make what they want of it ••• I tend to
agree with those who feel that good education is a public service,
and that any school that provides it up to the required standards
should receive some public assistance, as it would in England,
Holland and elsewhere. In effect, this would mean that Catholics
would get some of their ow~ tax money back, instead of paying extra for the privilege of keeping the public schools less crowded
and less expensive to run.27
But underpinning the New Hampshire liturgist's feasibility argument vrere not only financial implications, but those of personnel as 'tvelL
Hrs. Ryan contended that for the American Church to come alive, priests
and religious would have to be retrained to become experts in the field
of rellglous education as opposed to teaching secular subjects as many
'liJere.

The fallacy pointed out was that anyone, given a Roman collar or

religious habit, would be a suitable candidate for religious education.

As Hrs. Ryan's critics concluded, being skilled in one field does not
mean. one is adequate to the task of religious educat:tcn.
p0:i.•.::.teci out, how could

th~

such a short span of t5.ml::!.

f:'_aL::z:da_y_

Besides, they

Church possibly retrain all its teachers in
rwat would happen to the schools in the mee.n-

27\.J:i.lfrid Sheed, "Speak:i.ng Out: Don't Junk tbc Parochial Scl~.oc1ls ,"
Ji.Y.g:~.':.!.il& Po~_!=._, ..Tune 13; 1964, p. 6, 237:23.
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Answering Mrs. Ryan's observation that religious vocations were
dwindling and hence the schools would not be adequately staffed in the
future, Archbishop Shehan

~pined

there was in fact no vocation crisis.

In his eatimation the seeming teacher shortage was caused by more and
more religious spending longer time in graduate schools as a result of
the sister formation movement of the 1950's.

Unfortunately, history

proved Shehan wrong.
Answering the charge of divisiveness, supporters of the Catholic
school system clai.med that their institutions "t-7ere in keeping with the
original purpose for which the public schools were founded: to provide
an education permeated with basic Christian principles.

While the public

schools evolved into a religiously neutral system of education, the
Catholic schools have perpetuated the distinLtively American institution
of the parochial, Christian schooL
Monsignor O'Neil C. D'Amour also pointed out that the Catholic
schools 't-lere distinctively American in that they operated on the same
historical basis ns the public. schools.

He said:

Catholic schools traditionally have been in a very true sence public
schools. They have draw11 their student bodies from the entire range
of the social structure. They have not lirnited their enrollment
eeonomically by the imposition of high tuition rates or intellectuilly
by the establishment of high standards of admission.28
Elsewhere, Monsignor D'Amour pointed out the distinctively American
contribution of the Catholic schools:
28o' Neil C. D'Amour, "The Catholic Case," as found j_n Daniel
Callahan, (ed.), F(-"cl~:r~.J: _::~id and f<!_thglic_ Schools. (Baltimore: Helicon,
19 6lf) ' p • 64 •
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••• Catholic schools are American schools. They are dedicated to profor the nation loyal, patriotic, and well-educated citizens.
They attempt to give to their students the best of preparation in the
secular fields of learning. In addition, they attempt to impart to
these students a knowledge of the things of God and to develop in
them a love of virtue. In an age confronted with a crisis of the
spirit, that which is n,eeded in America is a strengthening of religious education and not a weakening. Not only Catholics but the
nation and, indeed, the world have a stake in the future of Catholic education in our country.29
~~ding

Attacking those who would destroy the parochial school system for
the sake of creating a uniform system of public education, Wilfrid Sheed
pointed out an important value of educational diversity: Intellectual
pluralism.

As he put it,

The parochial school is one of the few surviving objects of cultural
diversity. To my mind~, it already mimes the public school much too
closely, but it is different enough to preserve a certain openness
in an increasingly stuffy society. Modern American life maintains
a consensus not only of opinion but of intellectual style probably
more overpowc!ring than that of any other civ:Uized country. The
consensus is so all-encompassing that many of us are not even aware
of its existence. As far as we are concerned, it is simply the only
way to think.30
Archbishop Shehan took Mrs. Ryan's fourth point to task by denying
that Catholic schools were hindering ecumenical dialogue.

Actually, the

church's educational system advanced ecumenism by insisting on the role
of religious truth and morality.

Commenting in America he said:

If education by its very nature requires that religion form part of
and be. integrated into, the curriculum of the schools, and if religious truth is the very foundation of morality, it is scarcely
necessary to dwell at length on the argument that the Catholic
school by its nature is contrary to the modern spirit of ecumenism.
Eoth Pope John XXIII and Pope Paul VI have given the answer to such
an argument in insisting that the movement for C.'hristian unity can
never be fostered at the expense of Christian truth, and that true
ecume.nj. sm must be carefully distinguished from a false irenid.sm. 31
29Ibid., pp. 69-70.
30Wilfrid Sheed, p. 6.
31Lawrence Shehan, JunericB;_, April 4, 1964, p. 481.
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Addressing herself to Mrs. Ryan's sixth point, that parochial
schools kept parents from assuming their primary responsibility as educators,

Sr~

Rose Matthew, I ..H.M., strongly disagreed in the May, 1964,

issue of the Catholic School Journal:
If we are being "realistic" about inadequacies in Catholic school
teaching of religion -- or any other subject -- let us also be
realistic about the amount of help parents can give in actual religious instruction which precedes religious formation. The parent
does net attempt to teach his children the mathematics, the literature, the social science, the physics, the chemistry, the secretarial skills which the child will need to operate effectively in
his adult society. The parent has neither the time nor the specialized understandtng to do this. He delegates his responsibil:t.ty to
the school. Is religion somehow different? While it is certainly
true that the home .3lllplifies or negates religious instruction and
formation provided by the Catholic school, it is just as true that
today's parent is no more able to provide the kind of religious
training necessary for the Catholic intellectual than he is the
general education.32
Corroborating Sr. Rose's argument, Mrs. Doris Barnett Regan, a
parent writing in the same journal, made the comment:
The majority of parents are not equipped by background, temperament,
discipline, nor their condition in life to undertake this kind of
trafning of their children. Even those of us who have had the bene·fit of excellent religious training from childhood through graduate
school are frank to admit this fact. Education in religion or in
any other field is a full-time job and require skilled professional
tee.che.rs. Parents with the best will in the world cannot supplant
the Catholic school. 33

As to Mrs. Ryan's point that Catholic schools usurped the parents'
right as primary educators, many critics called for more precision.
While it was C8rt.<.inly true that parents were the ones who ultimately

32"Ye8, Pa:;:ochial Schools Are the Ans\ver!" A Teacher's View,
Sr. Rose Hatthew, I.H.M., Catholic Schcol Journal, May, 1977, p. 26.
33Ibid. A Parent 's-View-:-n"a-ris B-amcttRegan, M.A., p. 28.
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chose what education best suited their offspring, their sending these
children to Catholic schools was by no means an abdication of that primal
right.

Far from replacing parental responsibility, the Catholic schools

actually implemented it.

of

}~erica

Francis Canavan in the August 15, 1964, issue

made that very point:

We-have con.stHntly asserted the primacy of parental rights in education. But that is not to say that the school is the family at
large or that teachers are mere substitutes for the parents of thej_r
pupils. Parents hav2 a fundamental right to choose the kind of education their children will get. It does not follow that they are
competent to give their children the formal education that modern
society requires.34
Answering the charge of academic isolationism, many spokesmen for
the paror.hial schools pointed out that because individual schools lag
behind public schools in one or the other academic areas, was no reason
to pose that they should be abolished.

Were that true, one would be

making the assumption that the Catholic schools were not capable of improvement -- a charg,e hardly defensible.

Moreover, the above critics

seemed to forget that the public schools were similarly being attacked
for not producing sufficiently high results.

\\"'hat would guarantee the

public schools being more effective in the light of more crowded classrooms and greater expenditures?
Looking back over the controversy generated by the Ryan book, it
now seems clear, as cne reviewer put it, that her book was more ubout
the problems of the Church than about Catholic schooling.35

But never-

34Franc:is Canavan, "The School: ~n1ose Is It?", America, August 15,
1961,, p. 1.55 •

.,-

J)Gerard S. Sloyan, as cited above, p. 52.
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theless, Are R._a..E_ochi.al Schools ~he_ fonswer? helped clarify the distinction between Catholic education and Catholic schooling.

For the longest

time, American Catholics equated the two and thus became rather shortsighted in exploring the rich possibilities for growth among the faithful.

With the air of the debate clearing, at the end of the sixties,

more substantive issues could be considered.

Before passing on to the

further stages of the Catholic educational debate of the sixties, it is
useful to summarize briefly Mrs. Ryan's contribution.

On the positive side, Mrs. Ryan drew attention to the importance
of Christian formation both within the schools and outside of them.
also made people aware of the teaching potential of the liturgy.

She

By

challenging the hierarchy to reexamine their financial priorities in regard to the parochial schools, she generated awareness for better, more
professionally staffed CCD programs.

And most important of all, she re-

emphasized the role of the laity in the Catholic educational process.
Accomplishments which represented no mean feat.

On the negative side, Mrs. Ryan's book represented a number of
faiH.ngs.
ship.

The book lacked scientific evidence and professional scholar-

The assumptions made, in many instances, were incorrect; such as,

the. ituplicati.on that the Catholic schools could easily be eradicated from
traditional Catholic life,36 that the schools were incompatible with a
rich liturgical life on the part of the local parish,37 that the schools
36confe:;: Msgr. George W. Casey as quoted in 11 Roman Catholics:
Schools Under Strain,t' Time, Harch 20, 1964, p. 74,
37
"Ar;-·Parochial Schools Nec:essary?", Commonweal,
April 17, 1964, p. 100.
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could adequately be replaced by CCD, Newman, and the Sunday homily,38
and that the parochial schools however many their failings, were in-·
capable of reforms sufficient to warrant their continued existence.39
Her insights about finances would later be contradicted by studies such
as Greeley's.

And finally the debate would shift to more important

issues~

However, Mary Perkins Ryan deserves credit as a woman who dared.
She helped the American Catholic Church face the changes initiated by
Vatican II.

Idealistic, unswerving, tenacious, she helped usher in a

new era for Catholic education.

And for that, she deserves our praise

and historical appreciation.

:38Ibid.

39Ibid.

CHAPTER IV

WIDER ISSUES OF THE DEBATE

In the preced:f.ng chapter the writer examined the question of
whether or not the Catholic schools 'tvere absolutely necessary for the
Church in the United States to fulfill its educational mission from
Jesus Christ.

In considering the question we concerned ourselves

ch.iefly with Mary Perkins Ryan and her controversial book, Are Parochial Schools the Answer?

As may have been noted throughout the last

chapter, Mrs. Ryan's work constituted a watershed in American Catholic
education thought.

She forced many churchmen and educators to wake up

and reevaluate the Catholic school system in the United States.

The end

result of the debate that she initiated was the insight that while Catholic sehools made a valuable contribution to the Church's teaching mission, they were by no means necessary in the absolute sense that many
were arguing, in the 1960's.
The intent of the present chapter is to go a step further and to
inquire into some of the crucial jssues raised by Mrs. Ryan's book.

Ac-

cordingly, chapter three will focus on three specific questions: 1) What
is the purpose of Catholic Schooling?
port themselves in the future?

2) How will Catholic schools sup-

3) Given dwindling Catholic resources,

what level of education should be accentuated?
The first question that concerns us then is, vJhy Catholic school-
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ing?

What purpose do the schools serve?

Up until relatively recent

times Catholic education in the United States had been
Catholic schooling.

sy~onymous

with

However, works such as Are Pa!£Shial Schools the

Answer? have undermined this certitude and caused us to begin to make
distinctions.
Traditionally, Catholic schools were confessional schools; they
were institutions designed specifically for making Catholics better members of the faith.

And while there was an evolution of consciousness as

to the ultimate purpose of Catholic schooling,! parish schools were
largely concerned with the instruction of Roman Catholics.

Up until the

middle of the twentieth century, the mainstay of Catholic education were
immigrants, especially those from Germany, Ireland, and southern and
eastern Europe.

The function of Catholic schooling was thus twofold: the

preservation of the religj.ous faith of the immigrant, and the gradual
assj.milation of these newcomers into American society.
The primary purpose of Catholic schooling was of much concern to
the American hierarchy because of the massive waves of illiterate immigrants streaming into the United States, and the anti-Catholic atmosphere
that existed in the public schools.

Justifiably so many American church-

men feared that unless the Catholic church maintained its own system of
schools, these foreign Catholics would not be able to hold on to their
native faith.

Of parallel concen1, 'especially among clergy of the same

e.thnic background, was the preservation of the group's customs and cul-

lccnfer James Nichael Lee, ];'he l:'urpose of Carh.<?.Ji5:. §chooHE.&
(Dayton: National Catholic: Educational Association and Pflauru Press, 1968).
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ture.

Quite frequently as was the case with the German and Polish j_m-

migrants, the Catholic schools included instruction in the native tongue.
The second traditional function of Catholic schools was of importance because the immigrant needed a middle ground by which he could
enter the American mainstream.

From the very beginning the Catholic

schools represented a climate of acceptance where the immigrant could
make the transition into the American lifestyle without too much cultural
shock.

The Catholic schools then went about the task of raising the

level of education and introducing the immigrant into the social and
political life of the country.

As such the Catholic schools were not

meant to imitate the public schools but to outdo them.

By providing an

education specifically tailored to the immigrant's need, it was thought
that the newly arrived pilgrim could enhance his upward mobility.
These two historical functions held fast roughly up until the election of John F. Kennedy in 1960, the first Catholic president, lvhich
event symbolically announced that the American Church had finally taken
its place among the other offid.al religious bodies in the United States.
It was at this juncture that Catholic schools began to experience an
identity crisi.s.

Vatican II brought the crisis to full term,

In an age. whe.n publi·:: schools no longer represented strongholds of
prejudice and anti-Catholic bigotry, and when more than fifty percent of
Catholic youth \vere already enrolled in these schools, not to

sp(~ak

the numerous Catholics involved in teaching and administration, the
lj_c schools had to find a new purpose or cease to exist,

of
C:ttho·~

Having resol veG.

the question as to wheth2r or not the Catholic sc.hools should cease to
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exist, the question now became, What is the role of the Catholic school
in a pluralistic society?

Is there a function which differentiates the

type of education offered by church schools from that available in public
schools? and similar questions.

John Tracy Ellis in his book, American

Catholicism, indicates the deep awareness of Catholic educators, once
~

Parochial SchcolH_ the A:18wer? faded from the scene.

He noted:

As the decade wore on, a further factor appeared in the minds of

an increasing numher of Catholics 't-7ho participated in this debate.
Granted that there were avatlable adequately trained personnel and
money to operate the parochial schools, these Catholics felt that
the problem was more fundamental, and they asked themselves such
questions as these: Should the schools' resources be diverted into
a ghettoized educational system? Would this not make the Church
ingrown rather than outgoing at a time when the spirit of Vatican
II seemed to have encouraged the latter? Should not the assets
formerly expended on parochial schools be directed rather to other
areas which would help to make the Church more relevant to the
secular community as a whole -- for example, to a social involvement that would assist in healing the wounds of that community?
Should not the cr1urch's resources, both personnel and money, be
employed with a broader Christian motivation to extend Catholics'
efforts to the world in which they live, rather than. simply to
take care of the educational needs of Catholic children in 8 1i7aY
that often duplicated existing facilities and opportunities available to all American children? Catholics thinking along these
lines saw the Church's school system as too self-centered to allow
a fulfillment of the basic obligation of love, that is, to be outgoing in its service to others as a Christian conscience should
demand. Such, then, have been the questions asked not only by many
of the Catholic laity but also by a growing number of young pastors
and the younger clergy and religious generally.2
During the 1960's three purposeful models of the Catholi.c school
emerged, each with its own emphasis and area of influence.
what might be called the Hission School.

The first was

Those who advocated this model

stressed the social bettennent function of the Catholic school.

2John Tracy Ellis, _Am~!"ieall CathoHcism, 2d ed., rev.
University of Chicago Press, 1969), pp. 194-195.

Seeing

(Chicago:
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the success of the parochial schools in Americanizing the immigrant,
these educators turned their sights on the new immigrant, the member of
a minority group, who was still on the outside of the social structure.
The Mission School advocates also highly regarded the education of the
handicapped, the poor, and other groups considered outcasts.
The Mission School concept of Catholic schooling had its origin
in the Declaration on Christian Education of Vatican II.

The Roman docu-

ment encouraged pastors and their flock:
••• to spare no sacrifice in helping Catholic schools to become increasingly effective, especially in caring for the poor, for those
who are without the help and affection of family, and those who do
not have the Faith.3
In line with the admonition for Catholic educators to serve the
less fortunate, Monsignor .James C. Donohue, superintendent of schools for
the Archdiocese of Boston, created quite a furor in the latter 1960's.
He strongly advocated the 01urch making education in the inner city its
number one priority. 4

Donohue first announced his contention at the

Mar.ch, 1967, meeting of the National Catholic Educational Association at
Atlantic City.

At thE. con·."ention, the Boston educator noted boldly:

Our first obligation as a Christian school system is in the inner
city. If we don't provide this apostolate then we are in trouble
when we try to ansvrer a question as to why ~.;e should exist. 5
3neclaration on_ Christian_ E~ucation as found in Austin Flannery,
ed., Vatica~ Council II_:_ Th~ C~nc.:b_1J.3r and Post Conc;i-liar _!?ocuments
(Northport, New York: Costello PubJ.ishing Company, 1975), pp. 734-735.
4Priorities 2 and 3 included religious educatior..) and element:.:n:y
and secondary schools respectively. For further explanation confer
James C. Donohue, "New· Priorities in Catholic Education,'' America,
April 13, 1968, p. 478.
5James C. Donohue as interviewed by James Conley i.n "Catholic
Schools in the Inner City," Cathol~£ Sch_?_ol ;[9_urnvl, September 1967, p. 5.
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As Donohue saw it, the Catholic schools should take on a sense of
wission; they should be a modern counterpart to the Church's former apostolate to the immigrant.

Ttte only difference now in terms of education

would be that those undergoing instruction would largely be non-Catholics.
But the socializing function of the schools would continue in the same
way as formerly.
To implement his plan, Donohue called for Catholic school superintendents setting up ad hoc committees on a diocesan-wide basis to determ:i.ne what might be done to reduce racial isolation in the schools.

The

committees would include representatives of the diocesan school board,
public school officials, civil rights leaders and members of other faiths.
Donohue hoped that the recommendations of these committees would serve as
a primer for a nation-wide conference on racial isolation to be convened

in the spring or summer of 1968.
Among Donohue's recommendations were cooperation between rich and
poor parishes, the building of new schools with new curriculums and parish programs, cooperation with the public schools in educational parks
and other centers where children from wide geographical areas could get
together for quality education.

Perhaps even more revolutionary, but

certainly in line with other yocal spokespersons of Catholic education,
was the idea that
Where appropriate we should offer some of our inner city schools and
the:i.r staffs to public schools--without recompense--to relieve erovu1··
ing and provide special programs for the children who need them most
w:ithout proselytizing.6
- - - - - 6James-c.-Dor.ohue, "Catholic Education in Contempora·.ry Society, 11
NCE~ Bulle_!::j.n, August 1967, p. 16.
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Father Michael 0 1 Neill, prominent educational writer of the 1960's
and superintendent of schools for the diocese of Spokane, Washington,
gave the underlying reasons for the Church's involvement with inner city
educati.on i.n an article that appeared shortly before Donohue's famous
address to the NCEA cited above.

Slightly altering the format of O'Neill's

comments, his ideas are as follows:
1 •••• Catholic educators ~houl~ become involved in schools for the
urban poor ••• because this educational problem is also a moral one
-- ~!lowing urban slum dwellers to escape their poverty~
2. Catholic education has available educational resources: experienced teachers, admj.nistrators, counselors, specialists, curriculum ideas and materials, educational "hardware," not to
mention property and buildings in slum areas that could be used
for educational purposes.
3. Catholic educators could run slum schools free of poll.ti.cal
vulnerability that plagues public schools in these areas.
4. Catholic religious teachers would be full-time residents in,
and part of, the slum community--a condition clearly not pre-vailing among public school personnel, for obvious and understandable reasons.
5. These Catholic educators would presumably remain in their
schools over long periods of time, as opposed to the rapid
teacher tun1over in public slum schools.
6. Religj_ous teaching communities could and should assign some of
their best teachers to these schools; again for obvious reasons,
public inner-city schools are notoriously unable to attract and
keep high-caliber teachers.
7 •••• priests, nuns and brothers are generally respected and
trusted by corecity residents, whether Catholic or not.7
Donohue's suggestion was attacked by many (although the official
hierarchy were noticeably silent).

Paul Heckenberg, national president

711ichael O'Neill, "The Parochial School Question,"
February 4, 1967, pp. 185-186.

America,
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of Citizens for Educational Freedom, charged that Donohue would put an
added tax burden on American Catholics since such a plan would surely
displace students currently enrolled in Catholic schools, in favor of
inner city Protestants.8

Editorial writers for Triumph magazine were

aghast that Doncbue would. sacrifice the teaching of Catholic doctrine
for an ·urban ghetto education little different than that offered in publie schools.9
Although Donohue's proposal that the Church center its efforts on
the inner city, he did not suggest that suburban Catholic schools be
Unfortunately~

closed.

churchmen such as ArchM.shop Dearden of Detroit

went to extremes in advocating that funds from suburban schools be diverted to the inner city.

He was taken to task in Greeley's,

~ew

Agenda:

An alternative approach (and one apparently followed by such ec-

clesiastical dignitaries as Cardinal Dearden) is to say that the
Church cannot maintain schools in both the inner cities and the
white suburbs, and that the blacks of the inner city have first
claim on the services of the Church; but this is the sort of ad-·
ministrative stupidity that has brought the Catholic Church in the
United States into chaos. There are clearly two distinct problems:
the white middle and upper m:iddle-class parochial schools, which
can be if not supporting at least sustained by subsidies from the
parish, and the inner-city parochial schools, which need financial
support from the rest of the diocese. Only the most incompetent,
narrow-minded administrator thinks that the way to get financial
support for the inner-city schools is by closing the suburban
schools.lO
The second purposeful model for Catholic schooling of the future
was the Experimental School model.

Advocates of this group suggested

811 The End of Catholic Education,"

T;-iumph, July 1968, p. 37.

9rbid.
lOAndrev! 11. Greeley, The Ne>~ Agcnd~

(Garden City, Ne"' York:

DoublQd~y

& Company, Inc., 1973), p. 261.
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that the present Catholic schools should become focal points for innovation.

Rather than duplieate the education offered by the public schools,

their Catholic counterparts-should
strnction.

b~come

leaders in the field of in-

Francis J. Sullivan, professor of history and philosophy of

education, Seton Hall University, embodied this thought.
for the

ecum~nical

In an artfcle

journal, Religious Education, Sulllvan corcmented:

••• where Catholic schools continue to exist, they should function
as experimental centers for the development of new techniques, new
methods, new curricula and new values in education. Moreover, when
a community experiences problems and difficulties not easily dealt
with in public education, the Catholic school should function as a
community school meeting wherever possible the challenge posed by
these problems and difficulties.ll
This view as reinforced by James C. Donohue, who while he viewed
innercity education to be the primary goal of the Church, nonetheless saw
the need for Catholic schools being centers of innovation.

Commenting

along these lines he said:
They must be nothing less than excellent schools, devoted to experimentation and innovation, serving to produce intelligent, wellformed graduates, and serving also as laboratories whose successes
can be communicated to publlc education and to the Church's own educational efforts in the ghetto.12
Michael O'Neill cites the general feasibility of the Catholic
schools adopting the experimental model.

In the second installment of a

two-part series on Catholic education, the Spokane educator came out in
favor o£ the idea:
••. there seems to be no basically discouraglng obstacle to Catholic
education's becoming a significant force in educational research
llFrancis J. Sullivan, 11 l-."Thither Catholic Education?'\ ReligJ-S'~~~
E!.£~<:.~_ion, September-October 1968, p. 356.
12nonohue, ''New Priorities in Catholic Education," p. 4 79.
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and experimentation. Such work often cannot be done by public
schools, for a variety of reasons, and private schools do not often
have representative groups of students. (One of the problems fn
educational research is that "experimental schools 11 are usually
university-operated schools attended by sons and daughters of professors and graduate students. Another problem is that they are
often not really very "experimental.") Catholic education could
use its relatively free and independent status to improve the quality
not only of its own schools but that of public schools as ·t-ren.13
TI1e third purposeful model of the Catholic school is the Christian
leadership model.

According to its exponents, this vision of the Catho-

lie school should be totally dedicated to producing a Christian elite to
se1~e

the Church in various important areas.

Neil G. McCluskey alluded

to this model in his book, Catholic Educatio!!_ Faces Its Future:
There are people who advocate that the Catholic school of the future
should be an elitist school, not in the sense of a high-tuition or
strict-entrance-requirement institution, but rather as a school engaged in a specialized task. One kind of preparatory school could
function as a leadership center both for the young men and women
from whom would come many of the priests, sisters, and brothers of
tomorrow and for other youngsters who would be prepared to assume
greater leadership roles as members of the laity.l4
Also implied in McCluskey's remarks was the fact that such a school would
also be a seed bed for teachers and administrators to perpetuate these
very schools.
Bishop Ernest J. Primeau, president of the NCEA, saw the Catholic
school as a leadership school in a slj.ghtly different vein.

The Catholic

Church should turn out leaders not so much in terms of Christians in top
roles, so much as grass roots Christians who lead by their heightened
social awereness.

In reference to the argument on priorities raised by

13Michael O'Neill, "The Parochial School Question, 11 p. 185.
l4Neil G. HcCluskey, Catholic Education Faces It~ Futur~ (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1969), p. 268.
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James Donohue, Bishop Primeau had the following comment to make:
The question is not whether we should be teaching white middleclass Catholics, but what we should be teaching them. The i.ssue,
in my mind, comes dovm ro this: Are we preparing white Catholic
Americans to fit into American society
or are we preparing them
to change American society by infusing it with values of justice
and charity to all men?l5
C. Albert Koob saw as a developing purpose of the Catholic schools
a leadership role in the area of ethnic identity.

Catholic schools could

sensitize American society to the riches of cultural pluralism and thus
socthe the alienation of the ethnic middle class.

Commenting in America

magazine, Father Koob commented:
It is possible, yet too early to tell definitely, that Catholic
schools might ultimately find their greatest reason for being in
the new social role that they can serve in a modern complex society.
Middle America, as Msgr. Geno Baroni reminds us, contains a large
segment that is Catholic, and that segment built its schools for
ethnic and cultural reasons as well as for religious training. Today Hiddle America is alienated. lv1iddle-class whites labor under
pressures that are not only economic but social as well. All of the
emphasis on helping minorities, as necessary as it was, has serred
to polarize the two groups. The needs are obvious, yet there is no
easy solution to this social upheaval. Homogenizing the cities or
the suburbs by hav:ing a.ll children attend public schools holds no
guarantee of improving the situation. The melting pot theory of
public education has been rejected. It is poss:i.ble that the Catholic school holds a great potential for responding to the alientat:ion
that has taken plac2.l6
Given the'- notion of consensus when it came to the purpose of Catholie schooling in pluralistic America, another issue that created considerable debate was how to finance this venture.

Within the Catholic

con:nnunity two basic solutions presented themselves, although not neceslSErnest J. Primeau, "The Dimensions of Catholic Education in a
Changing \<Jorld, 11 NCEA Bulletin, August 1968, p. 12.
16c. Alber-t Koob, "Catholic Education's New Game Plan," America_,
April 1, 1972, p. 337.
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sarily exclusive of the other.

The first was that the federal govern-

ment should bear the major portion of subsidizing the Catholic educational
effort.

'fhe second view believing that federal aid at most would amount

to a negligible sum, advocated that the Church look to itself for more
creative ways of keeping its system of schools going.
The basic argument put forth by newly formed pressure groups such
as Citizens for Educational Freedom (CEF) was that Catholic schools presented an essential service to the nation by saving tax payers millions
of dollars and preserved the pluralistic nature of the country's schools.
While this line of arg·mnentation was directed to the non-Catholic sector,
it was not espoused by all Catholic educators.

Some school officials

feared that government assistence would br::l.ng with it all sorts of red
tape which in the end would hamper the Church's educational effectiveness.
If the American Catholic hierarchy was any indication of where Catholics
stood on the matter of federal aid, then we might conclude that one-third
of the Church was for aid, one-third against it, and one-third neutral.
However, the real drama fn Catholic circles concerning the support
of the parochial schools involved internal finances.

It was one thing to

argue that the state and federal governments had not done their share for
Catholic schools, but quite another to imply that the Church lacked
creativity in mustering her m·m funds, or that the schools themselves
mismanaged their resources and were not accotmtable.

The latter allega-

tion, since it came from fellow religionists, created much more heat and
frenzy than the much more staid argmnent about federal aid.

What folJ.ows

is the sequence of arguments leading to a new look at Catholic school fi-
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nancing.
One of the f:i.rst creative thrusts in the process of reevaluating
the means of financing the Catholic schools came in t:he person of Anthony
Seidl, professor at the University of San Francisco.

Seidl initiated

conversation in the very beginning by stating rather bluntly that the
reason why Catholic schools were hurting financially was due to internal
mism~anagement

and poor fiscal policies.

In an article appearing in

\~at

Is Happening in Catholic Education?, edited by C. Albert Koob, associate
secretary of the secondary school department of the NCEA, Seidl exposed
the myth. of finances.

He said:

A popular pastime fur those concerned with Catholic schools is the
discussion of methods for relieving financial pressure for these
schools. The assumption is that the acquisition of more money would
improve their educational performance. Increased enrollments are
time and agai.n cited as one cause of the problem, as is the necessity
for employing more lay teachers. Rarely is any attention given to
the likelihood of managing the er.terprise with the resources available; seldom does anyone question whether adequate financial plans
are formulated, whether the financial transactions are properly
accounted for, or whether financial reports provide administration
with information essential to control and planning.l7
As Seidl saw it, unless Catholic administrators began putting the
schools on sound financial basis by introduc:i.ng fiscal responsibility in
the fot."'D. of adequate budgeting, long-term planning, accountability, anJ
financial :reporting, the schools would continue to flounder, eventually
going bankrupt,
Part of the difficulty v7ith Catholic school financing in the late
17Anthony E. Seidl, "Internal Aspects of Financing," as found in
C. Albert Koob, 2-d. , H~!:lt. ]s _!:.!_a__EE_£ni~ in Catpol i.e _!!:jueatio!!_ (v!asbington.,

D.C.,: National Catholic Educational Association, 1966), p. 178.
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1950's and early 1960's was that there was a great amount of secrecy surrounding the running of the schools.

Very often the pastor alone was

the chief financial person: He paid the bills and kept an accurate picture of the school's financial health.

He did so possibly because he

feared that if the school floundered, it would reflect on his leadership.
Thus the laity were never given any annual reports of the school's indebtedness, projected budget, or added demands.
Somewhat supporting Seidl's contention that Catholic schools were
in trouble financially due to poor budgeting, management, and accountability, Msgr. O'Neill C. D'Amour, in an article appearing in the NCEA
Bull~tin,

November, 1968, cited clerical leadership as the nemesis re-

ferred to above.

As D'Amour pointed out, the money was available for

running the schools; the Catholic faithful were just not being appraised
of present needs; they ·were not being invited to share in the planning
and administration of Catholic education.

To remedy the situation,

D'Amour called for the systematizing of Catholic schools w:i.thin individual
dioceses, the implementation of the board movement, and centralized financing.18
Another aspect of the Catholic school financial picture came in the
form of a scenario put forth by Neil G. McCluskey in his book, Catholic
Educa_tion

Face~

Its Future.

In this rather intense volume, the author

proposed financing the Catholic schools in a way very similar to the pub-

18o'Neil C:. D'J>..mour, "Catholic Schools Must Survive,"
Bulletin, November 1968, pp. 3-7.

NCEA
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lie school system: general taxation.

As McCluskey

\~ewed

it, the solu-

tion to current financial problems was to levy a kind of head tax on all
Catholics of a given diocese to support its schools.

He put his case as

follows:
••• Tuition is nm1 abolished. In its place there is a school tax
levied on every adult member of the diocese. The present system
of financing Catholic school education is unbelievably archaic, obsolete, anci inefficient. In this matter we are a good one hundred
years behind the public school system, whose architects long ago
argued successfully that the burden of support for the commonlyused public school ¥ms a total community responsibility because of
its important benefit to society. The token tuition collected by
the parochial school today is usually supplemented by regular throwit-in-the-Sunday-basket appeals to parish generosity. How much
fairer and more practical to share the tax burden and to concentrate
during certain periods of the year on whatever all-diocesan drives
for supplementary funds prove necessary. Henceforth, let the education of the youngsters in the rich suburban parish and the declining downtown parish be paid for out of the same central fund.
And if private schools directed by religious orders want to be supported in this way, it is only proper. that they become an integral
part of the diocesan system.l9
Another internal way of financing the Catholic schools was put
forth by William E. Brown in a book entitled, Can Catholic. Schools Survivet

Brown's basic idea was that Catholics might be motivated to con-

tinue supporting their schools by means of a deduction on. personal income
tax.

By doing away with tuition and encouraging parents of Catholic

school children to use the collection basket so that the cost of operating
the school could be wrltten off as a donation, the Church would continue
to keep itself going amid rising costs.

By this plan, according to Brown,

an individual parishoner \vould be able to shelter at least twenty percent

19Neil G. HcCluskeys "The Dinosaur and the Catholic School,"
August 1960, p. 236.

Bulleti~,

NCEA
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of his income from taxation.20
By a series of graphs and statistics, Brown also pointed out that
it would be cheaper in theiong run for Catholics to keep their schools
open than to bear the increase in taxes caused by a new influx of students into the public schools.

Armed with this arsenal of facts, edu-

cators might approach the private enterprise sector to enlist their support, since tax dollars were effectively kept down by the maintenance of
separate Catholic schools.

Catholics themselves would see the value of

continuing to underwd.te their own system; for closing the schools would
have the effect of creating new public Fchools and hence a higher tax
rate.

Brown's plan seemed to have its merits.
However, as several authors pointed out, Brown's research

what faulty.21

~ras

some-

In several instances he made some overly free generali-

zations that were not borne out by the facts.
careless in his factual references.

In other cases he was

Nonetheless, Brown caused Ameri.can

Catholics to begin the pr.ocess of fjnding more creative solutions to
their financial dilemma.

His writing challenged educators to pursue fur-

ther legal possibilities.
Another source of funding for Catholic schools was alluded to by
Russell Shaw, director of educational services for the NCEA.

In an

article for &nerica magazine, Shaw indicated some alternative means of
20william E. Brown and Andrew H. Greeley, Can Catholic Schools
(New York: Sbeed and Hard, 1970), p. 16i:-2lconfe.r Hichael O'Neill, "Pluses and Uinuses :i.n School Survival,"
Hotnentum, February 1970, p. 4 7 and Frances For.de Plude, Flickering Light
(New· York: William H. Sadlier, Inc., 1974), p. 106.
Survive?
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support within the Catholic community:
Even within the traditional structure of ecclesiastical fund-raising
by voluntary donations, remedies for this situation are possible.
One proposal is for so-called "progressive" tithing, under ~1hich the
well-to-do would contribute a larger percentage of their income than
the less affluent. Another possibility, little explored up to now,
lies in securing endowments for Catholic elementary and secondary
education.22
A rather. fon·Tard-lookir..g proposal about financing the Catholic

schools was advocated by C. Albert Koob, who posed the idea of centralized financing.

Although this idea had been proposed previously by

such popular educators as Nell G. HcCluskey and others, Koob put added
stress on operating the schools through a diocesan source, which in turn
would pay teachers' salaries, process bills, and apply subsidies in the
case of schools experiencing financial setbacks or other emergencies.
The advantage of diocesan financing through a common office as Koob saw
it was that those overseeing the educational process could get a better
pulse en the condition of the schools in the various sections of the
diocese; superintendents would also be in a position to encourage uniform
practices such as a common bookkeeping system, parallel salary structures,
and the like.

A centralized system of financing would also encourage

parishes to take more of a pastoral interest in poorer parishes and to
engage in such practices as "twinning."
Although Koob's idea was a good one, the state of Catholic education
at the time was such that a strong individualism still made central:Lz.ed
financing a mere pipe dream.

About all the dioceses have accomplished

22Russe11 Shaw, "Financing Catholic Education,"
ber 28, 1968, p. 242.

.America, Septem-
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in this vein was centralized purchasing.23
While many ambitious solutions to the Catholic school finance
problem, such as abolishing-tuition, a graduated tuition based on income, centralized financing, and the like, about all that came out of
the 1960's was a better management of funds, more professional procedures, and a heightened awareness of the need for a new source of
school income.
Aside from the question of direction, another important issue in
the discussion on Catholic schooling was, given the financial hardship
brought on by the 1960's, when was Catholic schooling optimally given
and received?

It was an important query since the cost of building and

maintenance had spiraled, and the cost of salaries quadrupled with the
loss of countless religious vocations.

Thus faced with limited re-

sources, leading churchmen sought to pinpoint when Catholic schooling
was most vital.

The discussion finally revolved around two opposing

views: one stressed concentrating on the early years when the child was
most impressionable and formed his basic attitudes toward religion and
life.

The other view put emphasis on the upper grades, especially high

school, when the student was ripening intellectually, and more apt to
benefit from a Catholic school environment.
The whole issue of readiness came to the fore at the 1959 gathering
of the National Catholic Educational Association.

In one of the major

addresses at the Easter week convention, Lawrence Cardinal Shehan of

23A good example of this is the Co-Op Purchasing Plan, which operates out of the offices of the Archdiocese of Chicago. Other dioceses
participating in the plan are Rockford and Joliet, Il, and Gary, Ind.
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Baltimore caused many educators to gasp with his provocative suggestion
that diocesan educational offices consider phasing out the early years of
parochial education.

In his talk at the convention, Shehan presented his

case as follows:
••• since it is common experience that during the younger years
attention and interest can be held by extracurricular religious
instruction, and since neither of these conditions holds true
during the years of adolescence, thought might well be given to
a plan to provide all children with a Catholic education, say
from seventh to the twelfth grade.24
When Catholic educators recovered from the shock, they began to
air the issues in the professional journals and popular monthlies.

The

first to give wide scope to the readiness argument was Msgr. Carl J.
Ryan, superintendent of schools for the Archdiocese of Cincinnati.

In

an article published the same year in Homiletic and Pastoral Review,25
Msgr. Ryan gave the pro's and con's of dropping various levels of Catholie schooling.

For the sake of clarity, he divided Catholic schooling

into 4 segments: primary (grades 1-3), intermediate (grades 4-6), upper
(grades 7-9), and high school (grades 9-12).

Summing up his presenta-

tion, the reasoning went as follows: the advocates for retaining primary
and intermediate schooling argued that these years were important for
establishing basic attitudes and core religious truths, for a qualitative program of sacramental preparation, for the initiation of patterns
of discipline, for student influence on the religious faith of parents,
and finally for avoiding the complex situation of transfers and adjust24Lawrence J. Shehan, "Christian Education: Our Commitments and
Our Resources," NCEA Bulletin, August 1959, p. 40.
25carl J. Ryan, "Which Grades to Drop?", Homiletic and Pastoral
Review, June 1959, pp. 815-820.
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m~nts,

which would take place if elementary education were dropped.

TI1ose for doing away with the early years of formal Catholic education
stressed the following faceors: the lack of religious doctrine in the
primary and intermediate years, the child's natural enthusiasm for CCD
at this age, the avoidance of a needless transfer in the case of students attending public kindergarten and then transferring to the parochial school, the added responsibility factor for adults who would have
to take more initiative in preparing their children for the sacraments,

and the resilient faith of youngsters in these years, which would be
rendered more dynamic in the high school years.

In September, 1959, the readiness argument became polarized in an
article appearing in the Catholic Educator, entitled: "What Level Must
\<le

Maintain--Elementary or Secondary?"

In the article, two teaching

sisters debated the merits of either position.26

Sister M. Josephina,

C.S.J., accentuating the elementary argument, cited the lesser cost of
educating pupils in these years and the greater availability of teachers,
•rho naturally spent the entire day building up a close relationship "t-rith

their class level.

She also cited some of the arguments contained in

the Ryan article.

Perhaps the most alarming aspect of her presentation

~~s

the implication that Catholics should keep the elementary years of

r:ducation because the Communists place parallel importance on these
/Ulrs.

Arguing for the secondary position, Sister Harriet, a Franci.scan,

~~l!Bt
1•t>r

26srs. H. Josephina, C.S.J., and H. Harriet, O.F.M., "What Level
We Maintain--Elementary or Secondary? 11 , _f~tholic Educator, Septem1959, pp. 36-41.
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mentioned the benefits to the Church from concentrating on this level.
These years, sister stressed, were key awakening years when adolescents
begin to question and to form £heir own intellectual opinions.

What

better way to assist them in this sensitive area than through a Catholic
high school education.

Other important effects were the bond between

high school students and the parish, especially in the instance of a
parochial high school.
The elementary-secondary debate also found its way into the proc.eedings of the 1962 NCF..A convention.

At the end of the elementary re-

port, Mrs. John 0. Reidl, past president and program director of a Milwaukee media council, and Sister Ann Virgina, principal of prestigious
St. Mary Academy, Monroe, Michigan, respectively debated the elementary
and secondary positions.

The new elements added to the discussion were

the impcrtance of the elementary schools as a seed bed for vocations,
and the stress on high schools as a means of terminal education.
The significant insight at this point of the debate was the realization that "every Catholic child in a Catholic school" was no longer a
possibility, and the harsh projection that many Catholic young people
lvculd not attend a Church related college.

George N. Shuster cited

three trends, 7...rhich accounted for the narrowing focus on secondary education: 1) the current .lag in high school enrollments, 2) the up-grading
of teaching religion., now more oriented toward the high school classroom,
and 3) the emergence of clerical·-lay boards governing the high schools,
·which involve -the community to a larger degree in Catholic education. 27
27George N. Shuster, _Catholic ~ducation i~ ~- Changing World (Ne\v
York: Holt, Ilinei.1art and Winston, .1967), p. 176.
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For the first time Catholic educators realistically viewed the
practicality of restructuring the traditional format of Church schooling; the Archdiocese of Cincinnati had led the way by dropping the first
grades in all of its schools.

Now more and more Catholic leaders were

gravitating toward a definite structure of Catholic schooling.

Most

plans seemed to revolve around the seventh grade to junior college years.
Witness comments such as those of Neil G. McCluskey and James Michael
Lee:
If we are forced to abandon a section of formal Catholic schooling, j_t ought to be the first six grades. To achieve maximum
results Catholic education should start with the 7th grade of
junior high school, continue through senior high school and include the 13th and 14th grades or junior college. A network of
Junior colleges under diocesan and religious-order direction
would mean that many tens of thousands of Catholic young men and
women, at a critical stage of intellectual maturation, would have
at least some access to what few of them will ever discover elsewhere, the philosophical and theological treasures of Chri.stian
humanism as well as the great documents of Catholic social thought.28
The present writer believes the solution lies in reinvesting personnel and money to prune away those branches of the Catholic school
system which are inefficient when viewed from the Church's purpose
in operating schools. Specifically, all elementary schools should
be abandoned; Catholic nursery schools should be inaugurated; Catholic secondary schooling should begin at the age. of puberty; Catholic universities as they are nmv should be dismantled and restructured into Catholic colleges within the nearby secular university
of stature.29
Much of the debate on the optimum readiness for Catholic schooling
might have been resolved if more educators made reference to the GreeleyRossi study published in 1966.

According to its authors, there was no

28McCluskey, "The Dinosaur and the Catholic School," p. 237.
29James Michael Lee, "Catholic Education in the United States,"
as found in the larger work edited by him, Catholic Educatj.on in the
vJe~~En:!. Worl~ (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of No.tre Dame Press:-196i) ,
p. 307.
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optimum time when any one level of Catholic schooling would be more
crucial than another.

The important factor necessary for any religious

outcomes was continuity.

F~r

any Catholic schooling to be effective, it

would have to build on a successive pattern of formal Catholic instruction.

Moreover, religious consequences were dependent upon a solid re-

ligious background in the home prior to schooling.
C. Albert Koob, former associate secretary of the National Ca.tholi.c Educational Association, later underscored this finding in his collaborated book, S.O.S. for Catholic Schools.30

He pointed out:

Research on education, notably in the Coleman Report, the government's massive study of the disadvantaged,emphasizes that the
earliest years are crucial for the development of attitudes and
skills. New approaches to the religious education of children
certainly need to be explored---approaches that put less emphasis
on rote formulas, and more on deepened insight and experience.
This, however, is a very different thing from emphasizing the education of adults at the expense of children. 01ristianity, we are
told is a "religion for adults." Obviously, that is true. But religious educators ~vho use this slogan as an argument for de;_emphasj_zing Catholic schools seem not to have thought through the implications of their own rhetoric. How, after all, do adults acquire
their religious attitudes and beliefs except by a long fonnational
process beginning in the earliest childhood years? How can adult
religious education be really effective unless it builds on an
already established foundation of knowledge and attitudes? The
argun1ent for adult religious education is in fact also an argument
for Catholic schocls.31
Perhaps the sanast voice in the primary versus terminal Catholic
education debate was Bishop .James Shannon, auxiliary of St. Paul,Minneapolis.

H:i.s thoughts agreed with the reconcillng position of

Greeley~

Koob, and many others--but not for empirical or psychological reasons.

----------30Albert Koob and Russell Shaw~ ~__Q~-~ J.or:_
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and 1:.Jinston, 19/0).
3J.Ibid., pp. 120-121.

.~.§thEJ.:i~
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As he viewed the debate, what determined the level of Catholic schooling to be retained was not parental influence or peer development, but
local leadership.

This being the case, Shannon saw no reason why all

levels of Catholic schooling could not continue.
ported in Trends

~nd

In an interview re-

Issues in Catholic Education, the Minnesota bishop

had the following comment to make:
I am confident there is a place for Catholic education at the ele-·
mentary, secondary, and college levels, but it will not be in all
the same places where it exists today. It will not necessarily
try to de all the things it has done in the past. It will depend
on the strength of the local leaders and on the enlightenment of
the leaders in the Church to put these goals before the people.32

As the 1970's dawned, many of the issues raised during the previous decade were resolved or at least accepted in a more favorable elimate.

In the first area of purpose, the Catholic schools found a more

individualistic reason for their continuance.

Reemphasizing their ori-

ginal religious purpose, Catholic educators refused to limit
to any social or economic strata.
population.

therr~elves

They would go on serving the entire

They would continue to offer a value-laden general educa-

tion, which would prepare American Catholics to gro·w in faith and citizenship aud thus ultimately make their contribution to the world at large.
The end of the 1960's saw financing and managing Catholic schools
still an important consideration of the Church.

The pros and cons

raised during this period had not been without effect, although the most

---··----32"The Dimension'S of Catholic Education: An Interview with Bishop
James P. Shannon," as found in J.'ret_!_ds and .!_ssues in C<=!tholic Education,
Russell Shaw and Richard J. Hurley, eds. (New York: Citation Press,
1969)' p. 328.
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noticeable change brought about in the following decade was one of attitude.

Gradually as responsibility for financing the schools was

shared with the laity through boards of Catholic education at various
levels, the vision of Anthony Seidl and others began to be implemented.
And while no unified method of financial support was pushed on a national
level, 'nonetheless, institutions such as endowments bega-n to be established.

Also with the refining of research, largely in the hands of

Andrc::w Greeley and Neuwien, and the establishment of the NCEA data bank,
a broader base was laid for future support.
Finally in the matter of what constituted the peak moment for
Catholic schooling, there was a return to the notion of continuous, systematic learning beginning at home and ending with adult education.

Ad-

vocates of elementary and terminal education saw the errors of a fragmented view of Catholic schooling and began to think in categories of
total education, going even beyond the scope of the formal institutional
setting.
The following chapter w·ill delve into the meaning and import of
the various studies •:)Ccasioned by the 1960's debate.

In many instances

the research fiildings already began to answer some of the crucial issues
still being disputed.

In other cases the sociological findings gave

direction to doubtful educators and encouraged them to begin the task
of rebuilding the Church's system of Catholic schooling.

But whatever

the effect of the studies, they put educational discussion on a firmer
foundation, aad dispelled a considerable amount of slipshod scholarship.

r
CHAPTER V
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
In the preceding chapters the author presented an overview of the
history and development of Catholic education up until the 1960's, and
of the perennial issues that culminated in Mary Perkins Ryan's book, Are
Parochial Schools the Answer?

After setting u.p the nature and scope of

the study in chapter one, chapter two indicated that the Catholic schools
were never fully accepted as the absolute means of carrying out the
Church's mission of teaching.

While a unique combination of factors

such as, prejudice, ecclesiastical politics, and ethnic pride brought
them into being and maintained them, the schools never quite accomplished
their goal of educating more than Hfty percent of the Catholic yotmger
population.

The chapter also treated the Americanizing elements within

the Church, who saw the public schools as a satisfactory substitute for
parochial schools.

Chapter three docmnented the opening debate of Catho-

lic education in the 1960's.

Encouraged by the new spirit of freedom

and inquiry fostered by Vatican II, Mary Perkins Ryan raised the sensible
question, "Are sectarian schoolc really necessary in a religiously
pluralistic societ:y?"

After developing the Ryan thesis, the chapter

then recorded the opposing voices of tha debate.

Finally chapter four

delved into the wider issues stemming from the initial discussion, issues
no longer dealing with the necessity of the Catholic schools in the
1960's, but w)th matters such as, the nature, scope, and utility of paro-
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chial education in a post-immigrant America.

The present chapter sifts

through the debate and establishes a climate of factualness by citing
the findings of signif'ican_!: research on the Catholic schools.
Scientific research in Catholic education is of recent origin.
Prior t;o the publication of Andr..:w Greeley's monumental work, The Education o~ Catholic Americans,! little sociological data regarding the
nation's Catholic schools had been processed.

Only a few treatises had

been done at the university level on this or that aspect of the Church's
teaching ntssion, but nothing on the global scale that was witnessed in
the 1960's. 2

The sci.entific studies em.nnerated in chapter five deal

with those that appeared in the period of soul-searching from 1955 until
1972, chief among which are the reports of Joseph Fichter, Reginald Neutllien, and Andrew Greeley.
The first empirical study on the Catholic schools was Joseph H.
F:f.chter' s Paroch:lal School. 3

The study, which appeared in 1958, was a

comparative examination of students in two similar schools: one a typical
parochial school under the pseudonym of "St. Luke's" and supposedly in
South Bend, Indiana; the other, William Howard Taft Public School, in
the same city.

The purpose of the study was to give an in-depth picture

of a Catholic school in operation, and to contrast the effect of parochial Gchooling with that of Catholics in the public school system.
lAndrew ~i. Greeley and Peter H. Rossi, eds., The Education of
Catholic Americans {Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company ,-1966).
-----2An example of some such studies may be found in Daniel Callahan,
Min1_of t~ Catho1ic .Laym.~_l (1\cv,T York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1963),
footnote 7, p. 156.
3Joseph H. Fichter, Paros;hial Sc_bool:_ !:_ Sociol2_gical Study (Notre
Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1958).
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Utilizing a team of ten :f.nvestigat.ors, Fichter examined every facet of
the Catholic school.

Throughout the course of the 1956-57 school year,

fourteen teachers and 632 students were tested, questioned,
and obccr-Ied.

inte~Tiewed,

The paator, parents, and other pertinent people were also

interviewed to complete the picture of the school.

The author's find-

ings were presented under four headings: 1) Patterns of Socialization,
2) Structures of Group Action, 3) Agencies of Control, and 4) Social
Correlates of the Parochial School.
Part one of Fichter's work dealt with patterns of socialization,
covering such areas as student position and progress in the system, religion, social attitudes and standards, conformity and conduct.

Signifi-

cant findings include the following:
First of all as regards social attitudes, Fichter found that the
children of St. Luke's "demonstrated more favorable attitudes than the
public school children on practically all of the statements made concerning eoncrete social problems of the adult world."4

On the other hand

Fichter went on to say that the Catholic school children in public school
showed "the highest percentages of unfavorable attitudes tovmrd Negroes
and refugees and towards the idea of aid to foreign countries."5
also had a high degree of ignorance about labor un:f.ons.

They

The author attri-

buted this not to family background but to the fact that the children in
the public school were not experiencing Catholic schooling.
Secondly, in the area of conduct, the priest sociologist found sur4rbi.d. ~ P· 130,

5rbid., p. 129.
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prisingly little difference in their standards.

Using a test, which

avoided any questions dealing with religious convictions or motivation,
Fichter and his associates found that neither Catholic schooling nor publie schooling had any effect

o~

standards of behavior, or at least, both

had an equal effect.6
Part two of the study described the structures of group action at
St. Luke's.

Principally concerned here were youth movements, organized

sports, cliques, clubs, and boy-girl relationships.

The chief findings

here also seem to be t\<JO in number: First of all, as might be expected,
St. Luke's students had a larger percentage of Catholic friends (75 percent as opposed to the 25 percentage of public sChool Catholics with
friends of the same faith.)
11

The important observation here is that of

the religion he professes."7
Secondly, despite the superiority of the Catholic school in other

areas, it seemed in the light of Fichter's study to be less successful
or at least less concerned with developing boy-girl relationships in
the normal course of school and outside class activities.8
The next major part of Parochial Schools dealt with the agencies
of control nt St. J.. uke's, specifically v1ith teachers, parents, parentteacher relati0nships, and methods of finance.

The only area where the

public school had more advantages over St. Luke's was in the area of
parent-teacher relations.

As the Fichter study bluntly put it, "The

par<:nts of St. Luke's tend to be servants of the. parochial school rather.

7rb·d
"37..
~.,p.k

Brbid., p. 266.
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thar. its superior, partner, or representative."9

As Fichter noted, most

of the parents tended to work for the school rather than with the school.
This was especially true in areas related to teac:hers and curriculum,
where parental involvement was looked upon as interference with the schoOL

By contrast, "the public school, with a full-time Principal and with
teachers who have free periods during the day, has an overwhelming larger percentage of pre-arranged interviews between parents and teache:rs."10
However, it should be noted that these interviews dealt mostly with behavj.or problems.
Finally, the fourth part of the study concerned the social correlates of the parochial school, including useful information on the religious training of the Catholic students attending the public school,
basic problems of elementary education, and the integration of school,
parish, and the wider community.

The only point worth noting here is

the truism that Catholics outside the parochial school system fare badly
when it comes to religious training.

As Fichter observed: "About one-

third of them cease attending Sunday school before they reach the eighth
grade.

This means that they go into adolescence, youth and maturity

with a small child's partial knowledge of their religion."ll
Perhaps the best way to summarize the Fichter study is to say that
it was the first complete, detailed study of a representative Catholic
school.

And •A<hile issue might be taken with minor aspects of the study,

the author nonetheless supported his findings by means of a question-

9rbid.

?

p. 345 .

lOrbid.

llrbid., p. 393.
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naire administered to Christian Family Movement couples representing 192
different schools, and to teachers associated with another 241 schools.
The information gathered involving the above 433 schools in 29 states of
the nation may be found in the appendix to Parochial School.
A year after publishing his volume, Joseph Fichter released summary findings about Catholic elementary education.12

His findings are

as follows:
First of all on the negative side, Fichter noted that in general
the classrooms of the Catholic grade school were more crowded than those
in the public sector, there being on the average of 45 students per
classroom.

As far as Catholic teachers were concerned, they were paid

less and did not have escalating arrangements for pay or pension plans.
In terms of teacher preparedness, the Catholic instructors did not have
the number and kinds of degrees that the public school teachers had.
Moreover, the Catholic teachers participated less in teacher institutes
and had fewer contacts with colleagues in other schools.

Also there was

less communication between the Catholic teachers and the parents of students.
Secondly, as regards curriculum, the Catholic schools lacked the
development of the public schools in the area of physical education and
overall departmentalization.

Likewise, the Catholic schools lacked the

resources for other courses such as crafts and vocational subjects.

12Joseph H. Fichter, "Are :Parochial Schools Worthwhile?", Catho_lic World, February 1959, pp. 362-7.
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Church institutions obviously stressed a heavy academic program as opposed to life adjustment courses.
Perhaps Fichter's

mos~

disappointing finding was that while Catho-

lie school students were not intellectually inferior to public school
students, there was no significant difference in their social attitudes.
Apparently in this study Catholic education in the late 1950's made no
more significant social impact on the minds of its students than did the
public schoo1.13
Fichter noted that parochial school children were more orderly and
self controlled than the public school children -- a fact that seemingly
stands in contrast to his finding about the universality of standards of
conduct for both parochial and public school pupils.

Apparently, Catha-

lie school students are more highly motivated to carry those standards
:Into practice.

Also Fichter observed that parochial school students

have the added advantage of being able to develop patterns of religious
practice, such as, prayer, Mass attendance, and the reception of the
sacrements.
In 1962 after a seeming silence i.n the Catholic press, Joseph Fichter raised some important questions concerning the effectiveness of Cathol'lc secondary education.l4
tj cing Catholic

adults~

In a national survey of 2,216 active, prac-

the author found some evj_dence that Catholic

graduates of public high schools had a better religious outlook than
13This point is disputed elsewhere in the Greeley-Rossi Report
quoted later on in this chapt(!r.
14.roseph H. Fichter, "Catholics and High School," ~:.meric~, l.J
September 1962, pp. 713-719.
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those who attended Catholic secondary schools.
Using a sampling, which included non-college-bound Catholic adult~
in every state of the natiQn, Fichter reported the

follo~~ng

findings:

First, as regards the leadership of the local Catholic parish, Fichter
concluded that products of Catholic high schools had a closer personal
relationship with the clergy than public high school students.

Only one-

fifth of those attending public institutions reported having a priest
come to their home as opposed to one-third of the Catholic high pupils.
However, public high school students had a higher estimation of the
clergy than those enrolled in Catholic secondary education -- a fact
possibly due to the Catholic high student's greater familiarity with the
priests on their faculty.
Secondly, when it came to listing the greatest problems facing the
Church, both groups stated the opinion that the main two difficulties
were the drop in the rate of vocations and communism.

However, the pub-

lie h1.gh school Catholics showed a more universal outlook in the choice
of the third problem; they cited moral indifference as opposed to antiCatb.olic bigotry mentioned by the Catholic high students.
Next, in the a·re:a of parish improvement, Catholic high school students seemed more satisfied; aside from some minor improvements in clergylay relations and in methods of financing the parochial school, they were
15The breakdmm of the sampling population lvas as follows: those
who completed 4 years of public high school - 45 percent, those having
attended 4 years of Catholic high school - 34 percent, those attending
both -· 6 percent. The remaining 15 percent surveyed either did not attend high school or at least did not finish.
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fairly content.

On the other hand, public high Catholics were more spe-

cific in their recommendations; they were concerned about improving the
quality of the parochial school and also involving the laity in the life
of the school.
~en

it came to the students' wider interests such as reading, the

survey revealed that Catholic high school graduates much preferred to
read for relaxation, while the public school students read for information
or personal improvement.

In terms of the choice of periodicals, Catholic

high school students understandably chose Church magazines while public
high Catholics read high caliber secular subscriptions such as Time
Newsweek.

&ld

The latter group were interested in broadening their viewpoint

by attending to good journalism and factual reporting.

They were con-

cerned about national and world affairs insofar as these events affected
their total secular and religious outlook.
In the area of oocial goals, there was much agreement between Catholic and public high students.

Both groups listed as being of utmost im-

portance, the reduction of er:Lne and delinquency, the securing cf basic
rights for all

P~ericans

of Cold War tensions.

regardless of creed and race, and the lessening

However, public school graduates ranked the secur-

ing of basic civil rights as of greater importance than the reduction of
crime and delinquency.
As far as general social awareness was concerned in matters such as,
political affiliation, race relations, foreign aid, and labor-management
relations, Fichter found many similarit:l.es between the tlvo groups.

Cather

lie and public students alike reflected the. same patterns of party allegi-
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ance.

Both groups showed a comparable awareness of the problems of race

in the United States.

Only in the area of foreign aid was a more univer-

sal outlook reflected: Catholic high school pupils were for reduc:f.n.g foreign aid while those in the public high favored increasing it.
Finally in the area of religion, Fichter noted a significant difference.

Public high school Catholics had a more vital interest in mat-

ters of faith than did their counterparts in the Catholic system.

The

author of the survey attributed this factor to the public high students'
overcompensation for a religious education that was insufficient in their
earlier years.
The general conclusion of Fichter's study seems to be that public
high school graduates iu the late 1950's and early 1960's were much more
soci.ally aware than Catholic high students.

On commenting on this notice-

able difference, the Loyola sociologist made the following remarks:
The significant differences of social awareness between the graduates of Catholic and publi.c high schools are not easily expla:tned.
The public school products are more progressive and alert, more iu·terested in the activities of their fellowman and in the welfare of
society. This consistent disparity between the two groups of respon··
dents is not the result of statistical chance; it is not a local o~
rtgional phenomenon, since our sample represents adequately all
dioceses in the United States.16
The whole effect of the above study was to cast doubt on the effectbreness of the Catholic high school program.

As Fichter indicated in

the concludj_ng paragraph of his article, the Catholic high school seemed
to be. more concerned with the hereafter than with preparing students fer ·

16Fichter, "Catholics and High School," p. 720.
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the present.
However, socially deficient as Catholic high schools might have
been, a note of hope was injected several years later when Donald Light
published his findings on the social involvement of students in Catholic
and other high schools.17

According to Light, Catholic high schools

were substantially more successful in integrating the educationally,
economically, and personally disadvantaged into the life of the school
than were other high schools.
In 1966 the results of two studies funded by the Carnegie Corporation were published.

The first was The Education of Catholic Americans,18

authored by Andrew M. Greeley and Peter H. Rossi in conjunction with the
National Opinion Research Center of the University of Chicago; it studied
the effect of Catholic education on recent graduates.

The other work,

edited by Reginald A. Neuwien, ~.vas entitled, Cathol:.:"!:.£ Schools in Actiol:!..l9
Unlike the former study, the Neuwien volume studied those currently enrolled in the Catholic system.

Taken together the Greeley-Rossi Report,

(also known as the NORC Report), and the Neuwien study gave much needed
input into the debate that was raging in Catholic education.
Jhe Education of Catholic Americans was the result of a three year
study i.n which 2,700 Catholics were personally interviewed and another

1,000 who subscribed to

Co~onweal,

were surveyed, along with a control

17nonald ~v. Light, Jr., 11 Social Participation in Public and Catholic Schools," Revi_gw of Religious_ Research 8 (1966), pp. 3-ll.
18Andre"t~ M. Greeley and Peter H. Rossi, eds., The Education of
Catholic .Americans (Chicago; .Aldine Publishing Company, 1966).
19For full citation, confer footnote 2 of Introduction.
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group of high school students and Protestants.

The study, which at-

tempted to assess the effect of Catholic education on its graduates,
delved into three major categories of effects: religious, social, and
aspirational. 20
In the first area of religious outcomes, Greeley and Rossi tried
to determine whether the commonly avowed purpose of Catholic education
had been accomplished, i.e., Catholics who were more vigorous in the
observable phenomena of their faith: church attendance and reception of
the sacraments, orthodoxy in doctrinal and ethical attitudes, religious
knowledge, acceptance of Church authority, and church involvement.

The

authors reached the following conclusions:
1. Catholics who went to Catholic schools do score considerably
higher on measures of sacramental behavior, but even those who
did not go to Catholic schools score relatively high on such
measures.
2. Catholic school Catholics are no more likely to concede teaching authority to the Church in matters in which most people
agree that the Church has a right to teach and in matters in
which most say the Church has no right; but in areas of disagreement, such as race, sex, and education those who went exclusively to Catholic schools are more likely to grant the
Church teaching authority.
3. In doctrinal and ethical matters, the Catholic school Catholic
is somel..rhat more orthodox, especially in matters such as sexual
morality and papal primacy, whi.ch have been of considerable
symbolic importance in recent Cathol:l.c history. There are also
moderate differences in attitudes on fam:i.ly size and mixed marriages.
4. Catholic school Catholics are much better informed on the doctrinal fine points of the:i.r religion.
5. They also participate more in church activities, but not as much
20writer's own division.
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as might have been reasonably expected; we suggest that family
behavior might be more important than schooling in producing
organizational commitment.
6. With our admittedly limited tools, we could not discover any
relationship between- Catholic school attendance and disposition
to help others.21
The second part of the study concerned the social effects of Catholie education.

Involved here was the traditional charge that Catholic

schools were d:f.visfve j,n that they failed to integrate their students
into the American mainstream, and that Catholic school graduates entertained soc.ially intolerant attitudes.
To answer the divisiveness argument, Greeley and Rossi examined
the role of Catholic school graduates in the life of the community.
Specifically, this aspect of the study attempted to find out whether
Church educated Catholics were less likely to have Protestants and Jews
as friends, neighbors, or fellow workers; whether they were less likely
to be involved in community activities; and whether they were less apt
to be well informed on current events.

All findings were negative.

Al-

though, it was understandable that Catholics attending Church schools
would choose friends of their own faith, during their student dayss once
they graduated their social interaction \<)as the same as for any other

group.

As regards community involvement, the study also affirmed tha.t

cne's school had little to do with one's secular activities; it made no

difference whether Catholics attended Church institutions or public
schools.22
21Greeley-Rossi ~ The ~d~H~a9-on of Catholic Americans, p. 72.
22Ibid., p. 119.
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The other aspect 8tudied in this grouping was whether or not Church
schools developed any "ri.gid ai.1.d intolerant attitudes" towards members of
other groups.

The research once again yielded a negative conclusion:

"Catholic school Catholics are actually more tolerant wi.th regard to
civil liberties and are no more anti-Negro, anti-Semitic, or anti-Protestant. "23

Ho"t-Tever» the study did go on to note that while there was no

evidence of divisive attitudes among Catholic school products, neither was
there any indication of a more heightened social consciousness.24
But while the study showed an apparent neutrality on the part of
the Catholic schools in promoting greater social awareness in Catholic
school graduates as opposed to public school Catholics, there were reassuring signs.

Upcoming Catholic graduates scored low on measures of

anti-Semitism, indicating a statistically significant relationship between their Catholic education and their positive attitude tmvard Jews.
The Greeley-Rossi Report at least suggested that there was supportive
evidence to the effect that "Catholic schooling had a positive social
effect on the younger and better educated."25
The thi.rd major area explored by the Greeley-Rossi study was that
of aspiration in terms of the economic and occupational achievement of
Catholic graduates.

Seeking to find out whether Catholic education had

23rbid., p. 137.
24This point was addressed in the meetings of the National Catholic Educational Association for a number of years following the publication of the Gree.ley-Rossi Report. To Teach As Jesus Did (1972) was a
prime example of how the Church later made upfor the-poo~· educational
showing in the area of social commitment.
25Greeley-kossi, The Education of ~~tholic AmP.ri~an~, p. 137.
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an adverse effect on its graduates in the above area, the research team
came up only with negative findings.
terferred with achievement..!

Catholic education in no way in-

In fact, the authors found that "Catholics

who went to Catholic schools were more successful than Catholics who did
not."26

Also the degree of success was in direct proportion to the

socio-economic status of one's family and the amount of education already
experienced.

Likewise, the degree of difference in achievement between

high socio-economic status graduates of the Catholic and public schools,
was much greater than between high and low socio-economic status coordinates of the same system, Catholic or public.27
The net effect of the Greeley-Rossi study was that for the first
time in the history of Catholic education there was statistical evidence
based on comprehensive research to support the claims of Catholic education.28

In an article written for Our Sunday Visitor in 1966, Andrew

Greeley summed up the impact of his study in the form of six positive
conclusions and six reservations.29
First of all in the area of positive results, Greeley pointed out
these important benefits:
1. There is absolutely no evidence that Catholic schools are academically inferior.

----··----26 Ibid., p. 156.

27 Ibid., p. 147.

28While Neuwien's Catholic SchooJ.s in Action rendered some interesting statistics in terms of the 1962-1963 Catholic school picture
there was little in the report upon which to base a long-range evaluation of the effects of Catholic education. Moreover, the study was
seriously hindered by some serious me.thodological errors.
29Andrew 1'-1. Greeley, "The Facts About Catholic Schools, 11 Our
Sund;~ Visitor, November 1966, as condensed in The ~tholic: 1_)l_gest,
February 1967, pp. 14-16.
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2. There is absolutely no evidence that Catholic education isolates
Catholics from other Americans.
3. Catholic schools have considerable influence on the religious
attitudes, knowledge, and behavior of those who attend them.
4. There is some evidence that the schools are feeling the influence of the recent changes and developments in the Church.

5. Despite all the criticism and controversy, Catholic schools are
still extremely popular.
6. There is no reason to think, at least in the short run, that
Catholic schools will not survive.
In a mor·e sobering vein, the Chicago sociologist priest then gave
his six reservations.
1. Catholic scho0ling has relatively little impact on those whose

families are not devout Catholics.
2. Catholic schools have many bitter enemies both inside and outside the Church, and while sympathy is growing for the schools,
especially among non-Catholics, so is enmity growing among Catholics.
3. There is a severe lack of dynamic and creative leadership within Catholic education, at all levels.
4. The morale of many Catholic educators (particularly those in the
Religious Orders) is very low, and in some instances near collapse.
5. There is an appalling lack of coordination and cooperation in
Catholic education at every level.
6. While great strides have been made, there is still a tendency to
think that order is a greater value than freedom and that external conformity ls more important than a respect for the dignity and the uniqueness of each personality in the school.
The second study published in 1966 was CsthoH.c Schools_.!!!. Action,
also called the Notre Dame Study; its major editor was Reginald A.
wien.

Neu-

The work was funded by the Carnegie Foundation and Catholic school
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personnel30 to study the situation of Catholic education at the time.
The study, which was conducted :i.n the 1962-1963 school year, involved 9,451 elementary and 2,075 secondary Catholic schools in thirteen
dioceses, and represented a cross population of students all across the
nation.· As such, the study was meant to be "objective and informative"31
rather than evaluative as is evident from the fact that the study made no
comparison with public school counterparts.

Basic areas covered by the

report were Goals of Catholic Education, Enrollment in Catholic Schools,
Staffing, Preparation of Religion Teachers, Catholic School Students'
Religious Understand:i.ngs, Inventories of Student Attitudes and Opinions,
and Parental Reflections on Catholic Schools in General.
The core of the Notre Dame Study was composed of the findings of a
special instrument called, the Inventory of Catholic School Outcomes:
(ICSO).

Presupposing religious education to be the main reason for the

Catholic School's existence as a separate system,32 Neuwien was concerned
about three specific measures of the school's effectiveness; 1) what the
students knew about their religion, 2) what their attitudes were about
applied religion in general, and 3) what their opinions were about the:i.:r
Catholic education.
Beginning with the first area of religious understand:i.ng, Neuwien
found that students as a whole did well, although there was no discernible
30The funding came as a reaction to the publication of Mary Perkins Ryan's book, Are Paroch:la.l Schools the Answer?
31Neuwien, Ca.tholic Sch~ciC:3 in ACtf-o;--;·p. X ..
32Ib:i.d., p." 11~5.
----
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pattern which the responses took.33

Of the two groups tested, i.e.,

e:i.ghth graders and seniors, there was a significant difference, but not
as great as expected.

As a group, girls in all-girl high schools showed

the best understanding of their religion.

It should be mentioned, how-

ever, that measuring religious outcomes in the area of knowledge was
based on Post Vatican II theology, which could have affected responses,
especially in more conservative schools.
The next area of the ICSO concerned itself with students attitudes
and values i.n the area of religious vocations, minority groups, mixed
marriage, and other facets of the Catholic picture.

Specifically

t~eated

were tl1e areas of religious-moral attitudes, occupational aspirations,
civic-social attitudes, attitudes toward family values, and finally educational aspirations.
The summary conclusions presented by this secti.on of the inventory
declared that the Catholic position was most often espoused by girls than
by boys, and then mostly on the elementary leve1.34

These respondents

had spent most of their schooling in the Catholic system, and planned to
continue.

They view·ed themselves as being successful in school and as-

sociated in the main, with fellow Catholic school students.

As for their

religious practices they attended Mass over and above the usual requirements.35
33Ibid., p. J66.
3t..rnten~st:i.ng enough, Greeley and Rossi found the opposite to be
true in the NORC Study. Their findings indicated that males, especially
on the college level, had a deeper commitment to the Catholic position.
35Neuwien, _9athoJ.i£. School§_!!!. Actio~, p. 220.
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In terms of the other categories included in part two of the ICSO,
the students interviewed had two Catholic parents, one or both of whom
were highly educated in Catholic or secular institutions.

When it came

to social class, it was found that the higher the level of accomplishment, the greater the tolerance of minority groups and the more recurrent
Y..ass attendance.

Families represented by the middle and lower level of

the social ladder showed a stronger endorsement of religious vocations
and traditional Catholic family values, such as a reluctance to sanction
divorce or even mixed marriages.

Also these f&milies were actually in-

volved in joint prayer and religious discussion.
The third phase of the ICSO sought to find out how students viewed
the goals of their schools, and the relative success of the schools in
carrying out these goals.

Also solicited were students opinions regard-

ing parental interest in the schools and their respective influence on
religious formation.
The survey yielded the following conclusions.

First of all, as

regards the goal.e, students ranked the religious-moral aspirations of
the school as mos'c ::..mportant.

Hhen it ca.'ne. to occup3t:i.onal-vocational

goals as opposed to intellectual-academic, the respondents favored the
former by a small margin.

Hovn~ver,

the schools in J..mplementing these

when it came to the achievement of

~oats,

th~~

students assigned greatest

success -co vocational goals with religious and intellectual goals in
second and third place respectively. 36
36rbid., p. 255.

Also in this connection, studentr,
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•.Nho rated themselves academically higher gave the schools a higher suet7.ess rating.

- of religious-moral goals, also included in
Finally, in the sphere
part three, there was a low perception of success.

Fewer high school

studen~s assigned success than the elementary students did.37

Wnatever its merits, the Notre Dame Study was not without its
limitations.

In 1966, when the report was still a recent publication,

William H. Conley, under whose leadership the study originally began,
before Neuwien took over, harshly criticized the work.38

His initial

complaint was that because of a publication delay, much of the factual
information was out-of-date due to the rapidly changing Catholic educational situations.

However, in terms of the actual study, Conley went

on to fault the instruments used for measuring the religious outcomes
and student attitudes, as being inadequate to render altogether useful
information.

Moreover, the depth studies themselves were subject to

serious misinterpretation.

~ben

it came to the interviewing process,

for example, Conley noted that insufficient documentation was made
throughout the study.

Finally, the major problems of education were

not specifically enumerated.

The Notre Dame Study was rather hazy in

pin-pointing current issues, such as "centralization at the diocesan
levels, equalization in financial support, clarification of status cf
370nly 28 percent of the. high school students saw their schools
as successful in implementing religious-moral goals as opposed to 43 perCent at the elementary level, (Neuwien, Catholi~ Schools i~ Action, p.

256).
38\ltilliam H. Conley, "Catholic Schools in Action - A Critique",
Jou:r:_nal, 66 (November 1966): 2'7-30.

CC!_t;llO~:i.c Sc_E.oo~
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the office of the superintendent, long-range regional planning, development of school boards," and the like.39
In 1968 the Universit;y of Notre Dame in conjunction with its Office of Educational Research undertook two distinctive studies dealing
with the Diocese of Denver, Colorado, and Saginaw, Michigan.

Both areas

were experiencing a decline in the number of parochial school students
and inquired into the relative effectiveness of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine as opposed to the religious education in the Catholic
school program.

While the results were understandable and predictable

in the light of earlier studies, the recommendations of both reports
had import for the future role of Catholic education.

Among the sug-

gestions w·ere a stronger commitment to the world as advocated by Vatican
II; centralized planning, programming, and budgeting; consolidation and
cooperation in the use of elementary facilities; :J..nvestigation of inexpensive teaching aJds; establishment of tuition a:1.d school fees; formation of an equalization fund to help poor parishes support their schools.
In the area of Catholic school personnel, the Denver and Saginaw reports
suggested increasing teacher specialization, improved academic quality,
salary scales, and subsidies for teacher education.

In the sphere of

administration, the Notre Dame sociologists recommended the establishment c.f regional councils to act in an advisory capacity to school boards
and as channels of information, the centralization of authority over high
schools, and in general, a greater cooperation between public and Catha-

39 Ibid., p. 30.
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lie schools.40
The previous studies listed in this chapter gave us some indication of the scientific findings about Catholic education in general, and
a few sidelights about Catholic education on the secondary level.

Any

survey. on Catholic education during the later 1950's and the early
1960's would not be complete without some mention of the plight of Catholie higher education.

The following are two representative studies deal-

ing with Catholic graduates, the other with lay and religious professors
in the institutions themselves.

Obviously~

the research done in this

area could absorb an entire chapter. by itself.

But since this is not

the particular focus of this study: only a brief treatment will be given.
The two studies cited are Andrew Greeley's, Religion an~ Career,41 and
John D. Donovan's, The Academic Man in the Catholic College.42
One of Andrew Greeley's works, which treated the nature of Catholie higher education was published in 1963 under the title of Religion
and Career.

The study dealt with college graduates of June, 1961, and

examined their undergraduate experiences as well as their future career
plans.

Greeley's basic hypothesis was the rather negative criticism

mounted by John Tracy Ellis that Catholic higher education was anti.intellectual by nature.

Supposing that Ellis 1 contention was correct

that Catholic higher educaticn limited its graduates due to lack of ac40Harold A. Buetow, Of Singular Benefit (New York: Macmillan
Company, 1970), p. 361.
41Andrew M. Greeley, Religion a.nd. Career (New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1.963).
42Jolm D. Donovan, The Academic Man tn the Catholic College
(New York: Sheed and Ward, 1964).
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complished professors, adequate libraries, and research facilities,
Greeley set about finding a negative correlation.

Sampling 40,000

graduates of 135 Catholic colleges, Greeley reached the following conelusions:

1. Catholics are as likely as Protestants to graduate from college.
2~

Catholics are more likely than Protestants to go to graduate
school and to choose the arts and sciences.

3. Catholics are persevering in graduate school, planning to get a
Ph.D. and pursuing research careers in about the same proportion
as Protestants.
4. Catholics in Catholic colleges and Catholics in secular colleges
at"e strikingly similar in their career plans, occupational
values, and intellectual orientations.

5. Catholic college graduates, as compared with non-Catholic college graduates, are less likely to fall away from the faith
and more likely both to attend Church regularly and to evaluate
their religion as a source of satisfaction.43

6. Catholics are more likely to plan business careers and to work
for large companies than either Protestants or Jews.

7. Catholics are more interested in making money and less interested
in helping others than are Protestants, yet consider their religion as important as a career among sources of life satisfaction.'•4

A sociological study, Greeley's Religion and

C~,

established

that Catholic higher education was not anti-intellectual, even though
there might not be high visibility in terms of the number of Catholics
doing extensive research and gaining prominence through publication in
scientific journals and other scholarly periodicals.

The ahsence of

43The Catholic apostacy rate accord:fng to the study increased
among scholars by only 2 percent.
44R~_!g}.on and Career ;:evie~tJed by Robert M. Brooks, Arrterica, 18
January 1964, p. 102.
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intellectuals in Catholic and non-Catholic circles was not due to the
system but to the nature of immigrant Catholicism in the United States.

-

As the author explained it, "the lack of Catholic scholars in the past
was related both to poverty and to ••• the tardiness of some of the ethnic
groups, in adjusting to the American attitude toward higher education. " 1•5
Another study related to the anti-intellectualist argument on
Catholic education is found in the book, The Academic Man iu the Catholie College, by John D. Donovan, published in 1964.

The study, financed

by the Catholic Commission on Intellectual and Cultural Affairs, had as
its purpose the examin&tion of the intellectual growth of Catholic college professors.

To reach his conclusions, Donovan surveyed about 300

randomly selected, lay and religious professors in twenty-two Catholic
colleges and universities.
Donovan's work is divided into three parts and a sunmary.

The

first section deals with the historic and religious structure of Catholie higher education.

The secund gives the social origins of those in-

terviewed, along with their

own

personal progress from elementary to

graduate schools, and their present professorial situation.
in the third section of thf! study, Donovan

pres(~nts

And finally

a correlation be-

tween professional values and rates of publication \nth family and school
sod..::l:i.~~ation.

The summary of the work contains the author's basic find-

ings.

-----------
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Obviously, for the purpose of the present survey of scientific
data concerning Catholic education, Donovan's conclusions are most important.

The basic thesis-presented in the author's summation is that

Catholic higher education of the later 1950's and early 1960's was relatively ineffect;_ve in the sense that it lacked the resources to pose
ultimate questions.

Schools lagged behind their secular counterparts.

The professors lacked the intellectual underpinnings of their profession.

BecRusa they came from families with low socio-economic back-

grounds, which tend to put a low value on intellectual

achievement~

the

Catholic professors studied, similarly lacked the academic appreciation
of their profession.

They valued teaching above research and scholar-

ship, a fact which accounted for the scarcity of published works.

More-

over, because of the religious monopoly in Catholic education, Catholic
lay educators were hindered by a system of religious training, which
lacked an essential respect for experimentation and free thought.
While

Th~

!_cademic Man in the Catholic College is essentially a

telling study about the professional atmosphere of the typical Catholic
college, Donovan's work must be put into perspective.

Tne basic weak-

ness with this study is that there is no comparable information concerning non-Catholic. professors or Catholic professors in secular institu-·
tions.

Also, the study does not differentiate betwPen the situation of

lay or religious professors at older, relatively well-established Catholtc institutJ.ons an.i the circumstances surrounding new·er, struggling
schools.

The implication of many reviewers of this study is that the

Catholic situation may just be reflecting the general state of educat:Lon
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in ge.neral.
Before attempting any comment on the scientific studies undertaken
during the late 1950's and early 1960's, several comments should be made
about the general state of research on Catholic education.

First of all

until ·a relatively late date, sociology as a science was looked upon
with a great deal of suspicion.

Understandably, the few Catholic socio-

logists that there were, were considerably hindered in their attempts to
encourage Church leadership to delve into the concrete, observable phenomenon underlying the Church's teaching mission.46
Somewhat related to this first point, the American hierarchy as a
whole had shown little interest in its leadership role in Catholic education and for the most part exercised cautious restraint in fostering
research.

It was only the National Catholic Educational Association

(NCEA), a private professional organization that took the initiative to
encourage study on the Catholic system however limited until the present.
A third factor hampering scientific studies has been the lack of
financing, which when allied with factors one and two, had made Catholic
educational research virtually impossible.

It has been only with the ad-

vent of major universities, such as Notre Dame: and the offer of assistance from charitable foundations, such as Eli Lilly and the Carnegie

/l{},;i)ha D. Dcmova.."l, "Cr-eating Anti·-Intellectuals'?", C~mmonyeal,
October 2~ 1964, pp. 37-39, calls attention to the irony of sociologists
such as Andrew Greeley, coming to the defense of Catholic education \dH~n.
their own science was given a "traditionally low estate" (p. 38) by that
same system.

,
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Corporations that any research took place at all.
And finally, the Catholic sociologist was hindered by the sheer
lack of baseline statistics on Catholic education on the national level.
As Frank Bredew·eg remarked in U.S. Catholic Schools, 1973-74, before

1969 when the NCEA data bank went into operation, there were no meaningful statistics on the nationwide status of Catholic education.47
Thus the lack of sci.entific esteem, the want of Church leadership,
and the scarcity of funds combined to frustrate any sociological treat-·
ment of the Catholic schools or to provide any significant data for further research.
For the most part, the scientific studies enumerated in this chapter are of limited value.

And while they exhibit a dramatic rise in the

quality of sociological research itself, they also raise numerous questions about the methodology and validity of content.

For instance, when

it came to sampling, an importm1t part of the sociological method, Fichter concentrated on only

t~vo

schools: one Catholic, one public.

While

he gave us a comprehensive picture of a seemingly typical paroc.hial
school, his st·udy had little to offer about Catholic schooling in general.
While Donovan presented a wide sampling in the study of Catholic college
professors, he did not make use of a significantly UtJ.iform population.
On the other hand, Neuwien made pse of an exhaustive sampling, yet raised

a number of doubts about the reliability of his findings.

Much of his

47Frank H. Bred~weg, lLS • .:::at:hol:Lc Schools, 1973-74 (Washington,
D.C~: Natio!la.l Catholic Educat:Lonal J,ssociati.on;Jfif2,.), p. 1.
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data had to be first processed by the U.S. Bishops in Washington, D.c.48
and thus was dated.

Some of his questionnaires, as mentioned earlier,

were phrased in ambiguous ~anguage.49

Likewise his interviews were not

as representative as they might have been.
Perhaps the only consistent contribution to the state of Catholic
schools has been the research done by
ates.

ft~drew

M. Greeley and his associ-

Religion and Career, The Education of Catholic Americans, and

Greeley's follow up study, Catholic Schools in a Declining Church,50
all exhibit a steady, painstaking approach to the study of the Catholic
schools.

For the most part, Greeley is very careful in setting up his

hypothesis and follows through 't·7ith a clear presentation of the evid.ence.

While his works abound with complicated statistics and tables,

he nonetheless provides many direct summaries.
Taken together, the various studies touched upon in this chapter,
indicate that Catholic schools are here to stay.

Beginning with Fich-

ter's classic study, we find out that Catholic schools iu the late
1950's were not second-rate institutions.

Although classrooms were more

crowded than the public schools, and while teachers sometimes lacked the
de.grees and professil1nal involvement of their secular colleague, Cathalie students were nonetheless on an intellectual par with other students.

1f8James

Michael Lee, interview held during the Religious Educational
Association Convention, St. Louis, Missouri, November 22, 1977.
49confer Mary Perk:ins Ryan, "Data, Data, Eve~.;here," Critic,
December 1966-January 1967, pp. 76-79.
50.Andrew Greeley, H:Llliaru HcCready, and Kathleen McCourt, Catholic
School~ }.1'. -~ peclinin.:.& Church (Kansas City: Sheed and Ward, 1976).
·
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And while Catholic schools lacked the sophistication of public schools
in terms of buildings, programs, and financing, these Church-run institutions had an advantage which their secular rivals could not offer:
a more intimate, personal atmosphere where religion was fostered and
students learned discipline and patterns of Christian living.

As Andrew Greeley brought out in his massive NORC study, Catholic
education did make a difference, but under two conditions: that students
came from devout practicing families, and that the Catholic education
received was continuous from elementary to graduate school.
But the studies also pin-pointed an area where the Catholic
schools were mediocre, espectially in the light of formalized teaching:
social attitudes.

Most repvrts seemed to agree that Catholic students

had the same basic prejudices and social misconceptions as their public
school friends.
In the area of higher Catholic education, studies indicated that
Catholic graduates were more hopeful and optimistic than many other
graduates.

Catholic students were just as likely to graduate and go on

to be successful as their secular counterparts.

And the more successful

they became, the more value they put on the Catholic schools.
But here too, the studies found areas for improvement.

Catholic

professionals had to take a more intensi.ve look at research and publ:l.cation.

A.'l.d institutions themselves had to improve their libraries anri

research facilities.

1.09

After examining the various

studies~

it seems that the most sig-

nificant thing about Catholic schools is that they do have an impact on
adult behavior.

At a time when most educational research is coming to

the conclusion that schools in general have relatively little effect on
life after graduation, this is no insignificant revelation.

In comment-

ing on·his study, The Education of Catholic Americans, Andrew Greeley
makes this very point:
••• in the light of the educe.tional research done. since 1963 by such
scholars as Christoph~r Jencks, James Coleu1an, Daniel P. Moynihan,
the most striking phenomenon reported ••• is that parochial schools
have any impact at all. For the basic theme that runs through contemporary educational research is that education doesn't make m~ch
difference at all. It would seem to me that if the work of Coleman,
Jencks, and Hoynihan had been done before The Education of Catholic
Americans, the response, at least from the secular education world,
would have been one of astonishment arod perhaps joy, because somewhere, somebody had found at least some evidence that what went on
in the classroom had impact on adult life.51
Thus we might conclude with Andrew Greeley and many others' comments on the American Catholic scene that Catholic schools are valuable
and effective alternatives to the public schools.
The scientific studies documented above did much to clarify the
debate of the 1960's.

Although, ironically, many of the issues chrono-

logi.cally current with the publication of research, might have been
eradicated by reference to scientific data, the studies eventually vindj_cated the existence of the CathoH c schools.

They aecomplish.ed the

purpose for which they were established: religious education in the context of secular learning.

The credibility of institutlonal learning hav-

.51 Andrew H. Gr•-oeley, The New Agenda (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1973), pp. 268-69.
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ing been established, the task of the Cnurch was now to pick up the
pieces, to heal the ideological gap end recommit itself to Catholic
education.

The time was ripe for bringing Catholic leaders together

for the purpose of moving into the future.

The next chapter documents

the Church's major thrust toward the future of Catholic education.

r
CHAPTER VI
WASHINGTON SYMPOSIIDf

Thus far we have examined the historical factors that were part
of the milieu of the 1960's in Catholic Education.

---

We have seen how

Mary Perkins Ryan, by her book, Are Parochial Schools the Answer?, oc-

---

casioned the beginning of a stormy period for the Catholic schools.
After answering the ultimate question about the existence and continuation of the schools, we found that questioning had become a way of life
for Catholic educators, and that all facets of the Church's teaching
mission were now subject to vast debate.

In the subsequent chapter on

scientific studj.es, we saw that Catholic schools were not as bad as
some of their harshest critics claimed, nor as good as the staunchest
defenders would have us believe.

The schools merely reflected the tur-

moil and internal questioning of the period.
The current chapter will focus on the Washington Symposium, which
convened during the week of November 5-10, 1967, in the nation's capital.
In many respects this meeting served as a Catholic educational summit,
a kind of watershed in which new ideas were expressed and serious prohlems were met head on.
sion brought about

a

As the chapter will indicate, the five-day ses-

certain amount of consensus and helped channel much

needed energies into the unfinished task ahead: to pick up the pieces of
the Catholic educational debate of the 1960's and to mcve into the future
with a renewed sense of mj_ssion.

The final statement of the Symposium
111
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was not without its critics but che major work of reconstruction had
begun.
The original idea for a symposium on the future of Catholic education grew out of a suggestion at a meeting of the Problems and Plans
Committee of the National Catholfc Educational Association shortly after
the close of Vatican II.

In a discussion of The Declaration on Chris-

tian Education, the committee suggested that small groups of scholars
be convened to make some inferences from the document for the United
States.

They also suggested a restatement on the Catholic philosophy on

education so that it might relate to recent social change.

Toward this

latter end, the committee envisioned an assembly of Catholic philosophers, theologians and educators.

The proposal was discussed in various

forums and eventually resulted in the convocation of the Washington Symposium.l
In the mind of Father C. Albert Koob, Executive Secretary of the
National Catholic Educational Association, which was the sponsoring
organization, the Washington Siroposium had as its purpose
"to generate a great deal o:E interest in three problems, namely,
financial problem~, the structural problems, and the problems of
lay involvement, with a view toward getting some new ideas and
new vievrpoints that perhaps have been overlooked before. 2
However., the greatest diffic.ulty facing t.he meeting
--~0

~..-u.s

that what-

-------

lConley, Catholic School .Journal, January, 1968, p. 31..
2Rev. C. Albert Koob!
Praem::- as :Lnterviewed by Dr. Conley in
''h~ash:i:.lgton Sy11posium c'n Catholic Education,"
Cath~lic School .:!2UE_I_?._?.l,
67, (November 1967): 50.

o:··
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ever document or consenous, which would be forthcoming, would have no
binding force or official approbation; tha work of the Symposium would
merely be exhortatory.

Cotpmenting further on this point, Koob went on

to point out:
The Symposium is intended to furnish guidelines that will look forward to possible solutions to our problems. What we would hope for,
since the national level does not and will not have the power to
make decisions on this, is that in each diocese, the materials generated by the Symposium, will become working papers for a local conference or symposium. And then in the light of agreement or disagreement with lvhat has been suggested, or their ability or inability to do what has been recommended, they will then formulate
their own policies in accord with what we have suggested.3
Seemingly, the Washington Symposium only set up a model for renewal on
the local level.
As to the particulars of just how the Washington Symposium would
be convened and who would be attending, Father Koob also had a rationale.
Since it would be a summit meeting, the Executive Secretary of the NCEA
and his staff sought out prominent educators within the Catholic system,
representing every range of thought on Catholic education.

In addition,

Father Koob invited people outside the Catholic schools, and civic
leaders who would contribute their own particular viewpoint to the conference.

An initial listing of possible Symposium participants showed

a rather unmanageable 500, lvhich the NCEA staff eventually reduced to

slightly over 100.

The final number arrived at was 1094 plus sixteen

NCEA staff members.

Included in the participants were Bishop Willian1

3
"Father Koob Looks at the Future of Catholic Education
an intervie~"catholic Educator, 38 (September 1967): 51.
4The offi-cial proceedfugs--of the Symposium publlshed by the NCEA
li.scs 108 and 14 staff members.
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MCManus of Chicago, Sociologists Andrew Greeley and Reginald A. Neuwien,
John Cogley, Robert Hoyt, editor of the National Catholic Reporter, Mary
Perkins Ryan, Jacqueline Grennan, Msgr. O'Neil D'Amour and many others.
The basic procedure employed by the NCEA was to send out four
position papers dealing with the areas of sociological backgrounds,
structure, finance, and lay involvement in the area of Catholic education.S

The participants who then received the papers, were invited to

respond prior to their actual attendance at the Symposium.

The re-

sponses were processed and formed the basis of discussion at the gathering.

The major work of the five-day meeting was done by six groups of

roughly about fifteen participants.
was given on each group's discussion.

At the end of each day, a summation
Finally, on the last day of the

Symposium, a sta.tement was issued regarding the future of Catholic educ.ation.
If the impression was given in the months preceding the Washington
Symposium, that the meeting would be a typical dry, bureaucratic working
out of ideas and solutions, the impression 'tvas soon dispelled.

A week

pri.or to the Washington meeting, fifty-six religious educators met at
Oklahoma City,dudng a national c.onvocation of the Catechetical Forum,
and expressed dissatisfaction with the rather narrow focus of the Symposii.m:.
Bernard

Under the leadership of S;.tc.h luminaries as Hary Perkins Ryan,
Coo~<e,

GerArd Sloyan, and Gabriel Moran, the organization of

Sin "Father Koob Looks at the Future ••• ," p. 49, Fr. Koob mentions i·hut: the four areas emergej after a committee of fourteen summed
up aLL the problems they saw in Catholic educat1.on.

r
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professional religious educators issued a six-point "reminder" to the
NCEA.

Their concerns phrased in the form of question, were as follows:

1. How can available personnel, facilities and finances be best
used for the education of the total connnunity?
2. How can parishes be encouraged to hire professional religious
educators to coordinate education programs?

3. Is it possible to set up several research centers to give religious educators advanced training?

4. How much freedom should religious educators have to create their
own programs?

5. What variety of adult education programs can best be developed
at the present time?
6. What steps should be taken to develop with other churches
classes about religion for the public schools?6
It appears on the surface that Mary Perkins Ryan and her fellow religious educators suspected the NCEA of being rather partial to the
Catholic school interests of the Washington Symposium.
Regardless of what suspicions filled the air, the Washington
pos:tum got off to a start on Sunday, November 5, 1967.

Sy~-

The site of the

meeting was the Marriott Twin Bridges Motel-Hotel, Washington, D.C.

From

the very beginning the participants were aware of a lack of organization
which was especially noticed by several bishops attending the meeting.
Referring to the obvious 1.ack of structure, Father Koob ment:!.oned t.hat
this

h<:~~:i

been done deliberately to a·-rcid any impressions that the Sym-

pos:i.un: was

partial to a.ny given Catholic educational interest. 7

"a 6-point quiz for educators, 11 National Catholic Re-.
porter~ November 1~ 1967, p. l,
7Br. Columba.n Conway, C. F. X. , ''as school shak~rs, they don't impress him," To the Editor, J~ati~p_?.l Catholic f.epor.::_~r, November 8, 1967,
P· 7 •
6-···-·----

r
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However, despite Koob's quest for balance at the Symposium, it
soon became evident that the task of designi.ng a blue print for Catholic education, would not

b~

an easy one because of the seeming impos-

sibility of getting people and viewpoints together.

Moreover, the

rather fixed nature of the discussion groups stifled some of the cross
fertilization of ideas.

As mentioned above, there were four major papers which were treated
at the Symposium.

They were entitled: The Social Functions of Catholic

Education, by Dr. Robert Havighurst of Fordham; Efficie.ncy, Equity,_ and
the Economics of Catholic Schools, by Father Ernest Bartell, C.S.C.;
The Role of the

.L~an

in. Catholic

Edu~ation,

by Dr. John J. Meng, exe-

cutive vice president of Fordham University; and a final paper, StrucJures in the Catholic Schools, by Dr. John I. Goodlad, dean of the graduate school of education at the University of California.
The first paper, Social Functions

o~

Catholic Education, by Havig-

hurst, dealt essentially with a sociological and historical discussion
of Catholic schools.

Havighurst put into perspective the developments

taking place in Catholi.c education since the schools' beginning, especially in regard to the suburban schools.

By contrast he listed the

d:i.ffi.cul!.:ies facing the inner city schools, the upward economic and
sod al rit:e of the Catholic population, and the "suburban captivity" of

the Chun:h, v7hich brought about a loss of contact with t:he inner city.
IiaYighurst
bile,

the~'

Since

thes~

H<.iS

quick to point out that as Cat'hol:i.cs became upward mo-

tended to enroll more of their children in non-public schools.
r-;chools

al~e

value-oriented institutions, they cannot teach

r

(
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or change these values but only clarify those of society.

It was here

that the author heavily emphasized that the schools have little effect
on moral and social character since the family, peer groups, and society
are the most important factors.8

His concluding remarks pointed out

the irony that the more successful the Catholic population becomes,
eventually moving out to the suburbs, the less institutionEl support it
gives its former schools in the inner city.9
The second paper considered at the Symposium was Ernest Bartell's
paper, entitled, Efficienc;y, Equ:l.ty,_ and the Economics of Catholic
Schools.

The basic thrust of the treatment was that the current system

of providing financial support for the schools contrasts strongly with
the Church's teaching on social justice, imposing undue burdens on the
poor and on religious orders.
In the main budy of the pnper, Bartell enumerated many of the financial woes facing the Catholic schools and explored new possibilities
for supporting them.

In the mind of many, Bartell's approach was too

negative in approach and provided little substance for adequately discussing the financial problems of the schools.lO
The third paper for discussion, The_ Role of the b_ayman i.n Catholic
Educa~~~,

by Dr. John J. Meng, had a very clear message: Catholic edu-

8John F, Wagner, "Clips and Comments: The NCEA Vushington Con·Catholic Ed<1cation," Catholic Educator, December, 196 7.
91-Jilliam H. Conley, "A Report on the '1\ashington Symposium,"
Catholic Scho<?J:. .:I.£.1-!rnal, January 1968, remarks that some discussion
groups i.gnored the Havighurst paper after it was presented.
lOC~nfer Conley, .fatholis:_ _.~hool Journal, p. 29.
ferenc.e

Oi.1
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cation has changed, the Catholic laity has changed; therefore, a pastoral approach to Catholic

s~hools

based on piety and religious de-

ference and not on the informed advice of the Catholic majority, is no
longer tenable.

To illustrate his point, Meng cited the new involve-

ments of the Catholic laity as members of public school boards, nonparoch:f.al parent-teacher organizations, and other groups.

As Meng 's

paper pointed out, Catholic lay people were no\v fully capable of making
decisions about construction and maintenance

costs~

educational develop-

ments, problems of curricula, and many other facets of the educational
ministry.

Meng concluded with several questions re.garding whether Catho-

lie schools should teach secular subjects as well as religious subjects,
whether Catholic education should be controlled in whole or in part by
lay people, and whether Catholic education should move into the field
of social problems.ll
The fourth and final paper considered by the Washington Symposium
was entitled: The Structure of Catholic Education, by Dr. John Goodlad.
Rather surprisingly the paper said nothing about the structure of

Catho-~

lie schools themselves but rather made suggestions for the future, based
on the author's ov.'!l research involving the University School at UCLA.
Goodlad suggested that the ground work for innovation be laid by selecting specific schoolo for innovation and then granting them a higher degree of authority and responsib:f.lity.

Some innovations he found helpful

llJohn E. Wagner, "Clips and Comments~ The NCEA Washington Confe1."ence on Catholic Education,'' Catholic Educator, December 196 7, p. 5,
calls Heng's paper the "Host disappointing~£ the four papers.
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were the non-graded and team teaching methods, which created a freer
environment and greater flexibility in working with students.

He con-

cluded his remarks by strongly stressing the need for teacher training
both before and during a teaeher's employment.

While stressing the

individual needs of bc•th the beginning teacher and the more experienced
professional, Goodlad also suggested the possibility of hiring both for
an eleven month period, which would include time to upgrade the quality
of the teacher's instruction.12
The first full day's session got underway on November 6 with a
general period which set the tone for the individual workshop groups
that would be working on issues raised by the four major Symposium
papers.
There seemed to be two major topics discussed in the two general
sessions which began and ended the day's agenda: the relationship of
the educationally disadvantaged to the Catholic schools, and the scope
of Catholic education itself.
Beginning with the first topic, the area of Catholic education
and its

soci~l

fm1ctions, the question was raised whether improving the

social studies and humanities curricula of the existing Catholic elementary and secondary schools was the answer to improving the soc:i.al
lot of the poor, when many religious would rather move out of education
into the direct social service sphere.

Havighurst answered in the af-

12catholic Education To~ and Tomc~row, p. 78.
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firmative although he readily admitted the expanded role of the Church
in meeting the needs of the socially disadvantaged.
At this point Robert Hoyt of the

~ational

Catholic Reporter raised

the question of Catholic enrollment policies and their effect on public
education.

The issue addressed by Havighurst was that of parents re-

moving their children from the inner city public school in order to expose them to the more socially advantageous atmosphere of the private
school.

Havighurst admitted this was a fact of life but advocated giv-

ing top priority programs for residential integration in the inner city.
Discussion followed relating the Havighurst pape.r to some current sociological studies, in particular, the Moynihan report on the negro family.
As the discussion progressed, it became evident to many, including
Dr. Gerald Gutek of Chicago's Loyola University, that before justification might be given to the existence of Catholic schools as an adjunct
to American pluralism, the distinction between Catholic schooling and
Catholic education had to be made.

In most of the discussions thus far,

Dr. Gutek observed, the two terms were being used as opposites.

What

should be done before going any further in the deliberations, would be
to subsume the two under the general categorJ of Catholic education,
meaning the entire educational effort of the Catholic 01urch.

Mary Per-

kins Ryan took advantage of Dr. Gutek's clarification, to reiterate her
basic contention that wh.at the Church needed to do at this time in its
history was to consider "the whole problem of educating the People of
God 11 before looking at the Catholic schools in isolation.
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At this point Sister Joan Bland brought up the fact that while
everyone involved in Catholic education agreed on the ends, very few
reached consensus on the means.

Sister called for some tmited effort

to set priorities and encourage national planning.
Another clarification was called for by Mr. Scott, who stressed
the need to differentiate the three end products of Catholic education:
Recular service, religious education, and adult education.

In his mind,

he thought that the three areas should be separated and discussed individually and then arranged in priority if the continuing discussion
were to be fruitful.

On the second day of the Symposium, there seemed to be a general
climate of cooperation as Uary Perkins Ryan and Sister Emil, IHM, former head of the Sister formation movement, issued a joint statement on
the problems of Catholic education.

The statement, which acknowledged

the need to give all positions due attention, emphasized three main
points: 1) the belief that Christians had a special commitment to the
total education of all peoples, 2) the recognition of the fact that religious education was wider than the structures of Catholic schooling,
and 3) the realization that by fulfilling the needs of religious education all agencies of education within the Church would prosper.

Al-

though the statement was rather optimistic in view of the Church's
dwindling resources, the statement was a good example of the cooperative spirit presented in 1-Jash:tngton, D.C.

Unfortunately, the statement

never becan~e part of the Symposium record.l3

13John F. Wagnt'::'~ uClips and Comments: The NCEA W:1shington Conference on _Cat_l1oli~_ Ed~£_ati<_?n,." Catholic Educator, December 1967, p. 4.
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As the Symposium began to generate controversy, a number of issues

divided the membership.

For one thing, there was considerable discussion

on the subject of tax aid.

One particular group came out quite strongly

for the "freedom of choice" argument of the Citizens for Educational
Freedom and the organization itself.

Another group was a bit more cau-

tious,·merely acknowledging the right of citizens to work for public
assistance to non-public schools.

In qualifying their support, the lat-

ter group mentioned that any attempt at securing government funds should
"respect the integrity of politics"14 and not put obstacles in the path
of ecumenical progress.
Another controverted point, was the proposal to grant religious
and priests direct negotiating powers between themselves and educational
administrators.

The proposal made by Father Michael O'Neill, Superin-

tendent of Schools for the Diocese of Spokane, Washington, was an attempt
to introduce greater professionalism and accountability among theChurch's
teachers.

As O'Neill envisioned it, the contract provision would include

such things as salaries, working conditions, terms of service, and the
like.

Obviously, such an innovation would greatly complicate the work

of religious superiors, accustomed simply to assigning individuals at
"tdll, without deference to competency or personal preference.

A related proposal aimed at putting the salary of religious on a
par with lay teachers.

In that way, instead of the parish budgeting so

14Robert G. Hoyt, "Catholic education symposium: participants
call it disappointing," National Catholic Reporter, November 15, 1967,
p~

le
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much for room and beard, transportation, and other expenses, religious
teachers could take care of it

themselw~s.

The

1~esult

of such a plan,

of course, would loosen the control of the religious orders over their
members while at the same time granting them greater freedom in line
with the spirit of Vati.can II.
There was also a bit of controversy on the issue of granting
Catholic teachers -- priests, brothers, and sisters -- freedom to
choose an individual career or area of specialization.

The proponents

of this proposal stated the vocations would be greatly stj_mulated, if
aspirants to the religious life knew they had some direction in their
0~~1

professional development.
On the final day of the Symposium, it was only too evident that

the ambitious hopes envisioned in the planning stage, were not to be
realized.

The shortness of time and the difficulty of coming to con-

sensus, made possible only a rough working paper of the issues and recomr
mendations of the vlashington meeting.

But all participants despite their

own personal reservations, came to a deeper awareness of the need to continue \orhat had been begun in thei.r workshop sessions.
Some of the rer.ommendations of the Symposium were as follows:

1. To establish a national commission of people involved with all
phases of Catholic education to complement the work of the restructured National Catholic Educational Association.
2. To form boards of education on the diocesan level, which would
be responsible for total religious education and would work for
such things as centralized financing$ coordination and placement
o£ personnel, and articulation with the vad.ous state and regional
organizations.
3. To make the Catholic college or university the "creative center
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of the diocese" in solvin.g educational problems
4. To initiate immediately, a large scale, adequately financed study
of resources, personnel training, religious facilities, theology
and philosophy courses, and programs of ecumenism, liturgy and
social services available.

5. To study the adult education movement in th~ Church and to critically appraise traditional forms of adult involvement.
6. To study the trend to actively involve the handicapped in classroom study and in other levels of life and work in the community.

7. To communicate and cooperate with all types of existing agencies
involved in the development of pre-school education.

8. To make professional competence the primary criteria in filling
teaching and administrative positions in every phase of Catholic
education.
9. To initiate direct negotiation of salary scales and other contractual conditions between educational administrators and individual members of religious communities.
10. To bring about full fiscal accountability and community involvement in est.ablishing financial priorities and needs, and to establish budgets for education and welfare activities based upon
parishoners' ability to pay.
11. To develop new methods for educating disedvantaged children and
to involve the Catholic SLhools in this development.

12. To make available the prac.tice of budget planning, uniform fiscal accounting, and other sound procedures to those who have a
legitimate interest in them.
13. To develop ~ S?irit of openness and candor bet~veen Catholic edu•
cation personnel and the public and news media.

14. To endorse broader

pa~ticipation of those involved in Catholic
education, in ecumenical dialogue and in programs of coope:ration.15

When the Symposium ended its five day period, there was no g:reat
feeling of consensus, but nevertheless participants were fairly agreed

___________
,

15BRsed on "Recommendations of the Washington Symposium," Caths::
lie. School ~ou!ll31, 68, (April 1968): 39-39.
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on the following;
1. The scope of Catholic education as including more than schools.
2. The desirability, if not the necessity, for research on all problems of Catholic education, including outcomes of schools and of
alternative forms of education.
3. The continuation of Catholic schools.
4. ·The role of the laity in all positions in Catholic education.
5. The need for rapid development of boards of education.
6. Participation in a national assessment of all of American ed.ucation.16
Since the Sy·mposium ended with a rather unrefined statement, the
membership selected twelve representatives to draft the final document.
Father Koch m1d Russell Shaw, agreed to serve as chairman and secretary,
respectively, for the ongoing work of the committee.

Notable personali-

ties on the committee included Father Virgil Blum, S.J., founder of Cit:tzens for Educational Freedom; Philip H. Des Marais, Deputy Assistant
Secretary, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and lvelfare; Father
Paul C. Reinert, S.J., President, St. Louis University; Robert Hoyt,
Editor, National Catholic Reporter, and Mary Perkins Ryan,

Editor~

The

Living Li.ght.l7

16william H. Conley, CSJ, Janua1-y 1968) p. 31.
170ther committee trembers included: Msgr. Bennett Applegate,
Superintendent of Schools, Diocese of Columbus, Ohio; Rev. James M.
Darby, S.M., Provjncial Superior, Dayton, Ohio; Msgr. Justin A. Driscoll,
President Loras College, Dubuque, Iowa; Rev. Pierre DuHain, Assistant
St:perjntendent of Schools, ArchJioce~'e of San Francisco; Dr. Thomas A.
Garrett, Executive Director, College of Admissions and Information Center,
Washington, D.C.; Brother James F. Gray, S.M., Director of Education,
Society of Mary, Glencoe, Mo.; Rev. Thaddeus J. O'Brien, 0. Carm., Assistent s~perintendent of Schools, Archdiocese of Chicago; and Hsgr. Hilliam
M. Roche, Supcrintenclent of Schools, Diocese of Rochester, N.Y.
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One of the most heated arguments ensuing in the revision of the
initial Symposium statement. imrolved the proposal that salary scales and
other contractual conditiotts be negotiated directly between the administrator and the individual member of a religious order.

Understandably

this provision cut i.nto the core of the Catholic educational establishment, where religious orders were autonomous and individual members assigned at the discretion of theil:· superiors.

The difficulty which the

proposition wanted to correct, was the lack of accountability o.1 the
part of religious superiors and the placing of inadequately trained or
:f.ncompetent religious in the schools.
hired on his/her ov-m merits, and

a~

If a teaching religious could be

individuals, the quality of the

Catholic schools could be safeguarded.
The above contract proposal appeared in the nearly
final draft of the Symposium.

completed~

But before the committee accepted it, a

strong opposition was voiced, calling for exclusion.

When the initial

franers of the provision themselves reacted, there seemed no way to compromise except by removing the contract section and making note of it in
the footnotes.
When the final revision was made to the statement of the Washington Symposium, and the document published in February, 1968, there were
a few participants who disassociated themselves from it.

They included

Dr. Francis L. Broderick, dean of Lawrence and Downer University, Appleton, Wisconsin; Sister Miriam Joseph

Farrell~

P.B.V.M., supervisor of

Catholic schools, Gilroy, California; Ausiliary Bishop Mark J. Hurley of
San Francisco; anrl Hrs. Mary Perkins Ryan, editor of !_l}s:.. Living Light.
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While the contemporary literature did not indicate Dr. Broderick's
reason for rejecting the Symposium statement, there seems to be some indicat:f.on that he objected t{) the government support aspect of the document.

A critic of federal aid to Catholic education, Broderick contended

that church schools have no right to request such assistance.

Sr. Miriam

Joseph said the draft lacked the real flavor of the November 5-10 meeting.

In a statement made to the National Catholic Reporter,l8 the Catho-

lie school supervisor gave her reasoning:
I thought it did not reflect the vlbrant discussions (at the symposium), that it wss a bland statement rather than a stimulating
blueprint for the future, and that it assumed certain things and
treated them as facts. For example, it assumed such things as
diocesan boards of education do not exist; in fact, they do in
some instances.19
Bishop Hurley had difficulty with the Symposium statement on two
points: balance and wording.

As Hurley saw it, the document made serious

omissions of the role of superintendents of schools and their staffs as
professional leaders.

Moreovers there was no specific mention of the

role of elementary and secondary schools, as well as their teachers and
students, who comprise the largest segment of Catholic education and
NCEA membership.

By contrast, he thought too much attention was given

to high, special, and adult education and to what he referred to as the
"special pleadings"20 of the Symposium.

The above imbalance, in the mind

of the San Francisco auxiliary, did not adequately resp(;:ct the discussions
18_____
"Catholic educators call for research," National
_9atJwli_£ Reporter, February 21, 1968, p. 1.
19J'ol1n ltl. Wagne.r, "Clips and Comments", Catholic Educator, Apr:tl
1968, p. 5.
-20Hark J. Hurley~ "Hurley: some omissions," National Catho_!ic.
Hepg_!te~, Feh·uary 21, 1968, p. 7.
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which took place at the November 5-10 meeting.
A rather glaring defect of the final document according to Hurley
was the improper allusion to Vatican II documents for support in appealing for funds to keep the Catholic schools going.
the

wo~ding

of the

S}~posium

As Hurley pointed out,

statement gave the impression that Vatican

II sanctioned the right of Catholic school administrators to impose the
onus of financing on Catholic parents.

In actual fact, the Vatican I I

documents alluded to say nothing of the kind; they merely respected the
right to freedom of choice in education.

If anything, Hurley said, Vati-

can II documents, such as the declarations on Christian Education and on
Religious Liberty upheld the right of parents not to have unjust burdens
imposed upon them for the sake of "a genuine, free choice of schools."21
In a more summary vein, Hurley objected to the Symposium document
because it failed to reflect the "truly free spirit of discussion" which
took place in \.Jashington.

The final document represented what he im-

plied '"ere "doctrinaire and facile solutions to sophisticated problems. "22
Perhaps the most vocal of all the critics of the Symposium document was }fary Perkins Ryan.

While she frankly admitted to benefitting

very much from the process of the actual Symposium, and from her work on
the finishing committee, she had great difficulty with the tone engendered in the finalized document.

Her basic criticism was that the cul-

minating statement was too "cool, calm and collected"23 and did not ade2lrbid.
22rbid.
23Mary Perid.ns Ryan, "Mary Perkins Ry<:!.n: a question of 'realism,' t!
Na~ional _Catholic Re_£9_!_!:~!_, February 21, 1968, p. 6.
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quately convey the urgency of the contemporary Catholic educational picture.

Mary Perkins Ryan expressed her reservations in an article in the

National Catholic Reporter, excerpts of which follow:
The document does, certainly Gtate the need for 'renewal,' experimentation, creatiYity a.nd so on. But it does so, I feel, without
communicating any sense of the frightening urgency of the present
situation in which the related problems of poverty and peace grow
more pressing every day.
Again, the statement seems to me to assume that all is serenely well
with the Church j_n the United States. We need simply to plan more
intelligently, use our resources more effectively and communicate
with the Catholic and non-Catholic more persuasively to increase our
resources. We shall then be on the way not only to maintaining and
improving Catholic education in the sense of schools and colleges,
and to providing adequately religious education for all Catholics,
but also to expanding the educational service of the Church to
society - e. g. , in the inner city •••
Thirdly, the statement gives the impression that 'an enduring but
flexible structure' constituting 'an institutional base for educational service' actually exists in the Church, a structure needing modification, updating, strengthening, expanding, but basically
sound and in good shape ••• One of the objectives of the symposium
'tvas precisely to work toward such a structure - but it doesn't
exist now. Moreover, to me the statement does not project any real
awareness of the variety and potential value of means of Christian
education which are life-centered rather than school or classcentered. Its basic yiewpoint is an academic one - one increasingly findi.ng to be too narrow. 24
Other negative comments on the fina.l Symposium statement included
those of the committee of the Secondary School Department of the NCEA.
Included in corrnnents are the following:
l) thl7! notiou that diocesan school boards might bring about con-

fusion and disagreement rather than clarity.
2) the idea stressed in the symposium statement that priests,

brothers, and sisters be free to "participate in different

________ _______
...

24rbid.
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professional endeavors in the Christian apostolate"25 seemed
ironic in view of the fact that the current difficulties in
Catholic education call for closing the ranks and a recommitment on the part of priests and religious.
3)

the suggestion thaC members of religious orders be free to
negotiate ther salaries and other contractual agreements was
thought to unleash a whirlwind of dissension and conflict.
AS was indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the Washington

Symposium marked a turning point in the 1960's discussion on the Catholic
schools.

Originally summoned to construct a new philosophy of Catholic

education subsequent to Vatican II, the conference had the effect of
gathering all the Church's energies together for a new and unified leap
into the educational future.

While its gains seemed modest at the time,

i.n retrospect the Washington Symposium gave clarity and precision to the
work of refashioning the schools and restating school policy.

The fol-

lowing chapter will attempt to indicate the overall benefits derived
indirectly from the Symposium, and to make some reflective comments and
observations on the foregoing treatment.

25Michael P. Sheridan and Russell Shaw (eds.) Catholic Educator
Joday and Tol!!S'rrow_: Proceedings of the Washington Symposium on Catholic
Educations Nove:nber 5-10, 19E7. (Washington, D. C.: National Catholic
Educational Association, 1968), p. 121.

CHAPTER VII
POSTSCRIPT TO THE 1960'S: PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS
AND COMHENTS

As indicated in the last chapter, the Washington Sympositm had the
effect of calming the troubled waters of controversy in Catholic educationa! circles.

This is not to say that all questioning ceased, but

only to point out that much of the negative, destructive criticism had
abated as American Catholic educators took a more realistic look at the
future.

The conference did much to create good will and to get people

communicating, to jointly confront problems and to work for solutions.
Perhaps most symbolic of the new spirit of

cooperation~

though virtually

unnoticed in the Washington Symposium proceedings, was a joint statement
on Catholic education issued by Mary Perkins Ryan and Sr. Mary Emil
Penet, who represented opposite poles of the academic spectrum: the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine (CCD) and the Catholic schools.l Though
the statement was deleted from the official record of the Symposium, it
nonetheless represented the ne1q mood in Catholic education -- one of
unity and coope'!:'ation among, for want of a better name, liberal and conservative educators.
Lookir.g back on the 1960 1 s, this author now sees a time that was
out of joint.

Aside from the effect of the cultural and political

!John F. ~~ragrter, 11 Clips c:nd Comments: 'l11e NCEA Weshington Conference on Cathollc Education, 11 Q£~hoJ.!s'.:. Educ1_1._!:or, December 196 7, p. 4.
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changes taking place during that period, the religious upheaval in the
life of the American Catholic Church was of crisis proportions.

For the

first time the laity witnessed such phenomena as a bishop leaving the
active ministry to marrj a divorcee, a community of nuns opting out of
their traditional garb in favor of new experimental lifestyles, a priest
publicly accusing his bishop of racism, a band of militant lay persons
picketing a tea given by the racially purist Catholic Daughters of the
American Revolution, and finally a frail New Hampshire housewife calling for the demise of the parochial school system.

Truly as one com-

mentator put it, the entire decade could be summed up by saying that
"the old has been destroyed but the new has not been build."2
The question that now confronts us is Why?

What accounts for the

explosive situation that occurred in American Catholicism, and Catholic
education in particular?

What transformed pious, quiet believers into

outspoken critics and malcontents?

The answers are not quick in coming,

because the phenomenon of the American Catholic Church is very similar
to that of the natior1 at large.

Some may claim that it was Vatican II

that ignited the fuse and started Catholic educators debating.

Others

point to an even broader movement of reform already afoot in the 1950's,
~mder th~

and

Th,)T.IlHS

le.ad1:1r&hip of such TJ.en as John Tracy Ellis, Gustave l-Jeigel,
F. 0' De a, which did not surface until the following decade.

Still others see contemporary
political~

e~cplanbtions

in the sod.al, economic,

and cultural uncar.cur:re.nta of the period.

It is the opinion

2Andre"1 H. C·;:ee.ley, Cor.1e Blow Your Hind Hith He
New York: Doublc:day & Company, In~-=-:-1971),-p.-134 . . -

(Garden City,
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of this writer that all of these interpretations have import in composing
a true picture of the stormy 1960's yet none stands by itself.
Perhaps the greatest-reason for the crisis in Catholic education
was the absence of a modern philosophy of Catholic education.

~~en

Catho-

lies took their place alongside their fellow countrymen, a great identity
crisis was created.

It appeared that the ghetto had been dissolved and

hence Catholic Americans could never again dissociate themselves from
civic concerns.

However, the progress of the 1960's showed that that was

only a surface reaction.

As educators considered a Catholic educat1.on

without parochial schools, more and more it appeared that there were nonnegotiable vs.lues that only Church institutions could provide
such as religion., liturgy, and a theological point of view.
flection~

w•-

values

Upon re-

what Catholic education really needs lv.as, borrowing Greeley's

words, a "new· agenda."3

In effect, much of the argumentation of the

1960's resulted from an inadequate understanding of the nature of Catholi~

schooling, and the lack of sufficiently detailed goals and objec-

t:i.ves. 4

Vatican II with its schema on Christian Education, Ecum.enism,

and Religious Freedom, called for a bold new direction for Catholic
schooling; but unfortunately, no one knew what to make of the deeper
question of purpone.

Even the Washington Symposium, summoned ostensibly

tu forge a new philosophy in tune with Vatican II, failed to achieve

3confer Greeley's book by the same title cited elsewhere in this
dissertation, ~•·here Greeley shows the transition taking place in Catholic
thoughts by mentioning the new focus of human development as opposed to
the traditional purpose of sectarian education.
4confer John B. HcDowell, "Spell Out t,Jhy Our Schools Exist,"
_fatho_lic EcJ..ycator, January 1969, p. 19.
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that end.
A second reason for the crisiG in Catholic education concerns the
priests and religLn:s

\~ho

staffed the schools.

Pursuing this line of

thought, H:ichael 0 1 Neill, director of the Institute for Catholic Educ.ational Leadership at the University of San Francisco, claims that the
Catholic school crisis was essentially a crisis of vocation.

Finding

themselves in the midst of a Church that was now opening out to the
world, and realizing that the concept of service was much broader than
the schools, priests and nuns abandoned the classroom for other areas
of the apostolate especially the inner city.

On a deeper level, the crisis of vocation concerned more than just
the scope of apostolate.

O'Neill indicates that many priests and sisters

were going through a kind of "mid-life crisis."

Having pledged them-

selves to the Church in their youth, at a time when their vocation was
more

fen~or

than commitment, these teachers found themselves suddenly

caught up in the whirlpool affecting the Church at large.

Hany then

left the pr.iesthood a.nd the religious life in favor of other lifestyles
and modes of Christian witness.

As a result, the schools were in an

uneasy balance as lay persons pondered questions of finance and Christian identity.

Had the schools been staffed with lay persons to begir..

with, 0 1 Neil1 opines, there would have been no crisis in Catholic education.5
A

furth~~r

reason for the Catholic

edu~aticnal

cris:i.s is cited by

5Michael O'Ne:tll, "Personal Dimensions of the Futu:re of Catholic Sc.bools, 11 N~tre iJ.nn~ .Jou~!_ of Education 2 (Spring 1971): 36-43.
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Andrew Greeley as the "failure of nerve" on the part of the hierarchy.6
Never having actually provided leadership in Catholic education other
than endorsing papal statelllents on the topic, the American bishops began
to waiver in their support of schools in the 1960's.

Instead of publicly

encouraging the faithful to continue their efforts in behalf of Catholic
formal education, the bishops put a moratorium on new school construction.
This was especially true of the suburbs where population and financial
resources abounded.
Greeley gives many reasons for the lack of nerve on the part of
the Bishops.

First of all, should the Bishops undertake a program of

building, they would have to have greater recourse to the laity for the
actual financing of r:he.se schools.

However, in so engaging the laity,

the Bishops ·would have to cede partial control in view of the laity's

j_nvestment, which of course, Greeley implies, the Bishops could not do.

An additional reason for the Bishop's reticence in the school question
vms

thelr :£.solation from the fact gathering processes.

Thus whatever

the reasons for their lack of leadership in supporting traditional
structure, the BJ.shops presented a weakening front as more and more
dioceses dropped grades and eliminated schools.
Having briefly indicated factors that in some way contributed to
the Catholic schools crisi.s, the author would now like to comment on
some

direr~t

outcomes of

th.~

dAbate.

They appear to be three in

number~

------6conier st:.c,tf::t'~uts made by Andrew 11. Greeley in Catholic Schools
.!:!l!!Pe~_lir.d~~E!.:~!'.:?.b.• (ci.t~d elsewhere), pp. 311-12, 3i4-25.-
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1. a better understanding of the nature and scope of Catholic

education :f.n general,
2. a greater appreciation of the role of the school in the light
of the Church's broader educational mission, and
3. a deeper awareness of the universal value of religious formation no matter where it is found, in the schools or in partial
programs of Catholic education; or in other words, total religious education.
The first major result of the 1960's debate was a better understanding of the nature and scope of Catholic education in general.

Up

until the beginning of the above decade, the idea prevailed that Catholic education was synonymous with parochial schooling.

This was of

course understandable when one reflects on the dictum of Baltimore III:
"every Catholic child in a Catholic school," which brought parochial
schools into being even before the church itself was constructed.

How-

ever, whatever the cultural and historical reasons for the improper
identification, the same mistaken notion carried over into the 1960's.
It was c•nly when the debate had run half its course that a process
of interi.orization took place.

The process went something like this:

1. ·Critics look at the outcome of parochial schooling and see them

lacking as regards Catholic education.
2.. C:dtics propose alternative pograms of Catholic education and

exaggerate their potential.
3. Net satisfied
dra~d.ng

w1.~h

c::..ther position, the

~rit:i.cs

return to the

l1oard ;:rnd re-examine their basic assumptions; Catholie
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education is much wider than they thought.
Thus critics nmde a complete circle beginning with the question whether
Catholic education and ending with the more incisive question, w:l.ther?
As i.ndicated above, the· initial failure of the Catholic schools

debate.was ln not defining what Catholic education was.

Mary Perkins

Ryan began with the assumption that Catholic education was religious
formation, and naturally enough found the schools wanting.

Edward M.

Keating, editor-in-chief of Rampatts magazine, mistook the contemporary
form that Catholic education was taking in the schools and made the
historical mistake of false chronology.7

Other critics looked at en-

rollments and failed to see who was being served.
Fortunately as the 1960's progressed, the precision required for
debate revealed the obvious breakdown of terminology.

Commenting in an

informative booklet, entitled The Purpose of Catholic Schooling, James
Michael Lee introduced a note of clarity:
The terms "education" and "schooling" should not be taken synonymously, since there is a vast difference betw·een the two. Education is the process whereby a person learns something. Consequently, a person is always in the process of being educated at
every moment of his waking life and in a vast panoply of situations.
Learning to walk or to play the piano, watching a baseball game on
television, strolling along the beach, developing facility in speak:tng German, falling in love
these are all part of a person's
education.
Schooling, then, const:i.tt.;.tes only one segment of a person's education. Sometimes schooling is called "formal education~" indicating
that it is a planned, S} SteiJJatic, deliberate activity which has as
:tts main objective to sharpen, enhance, and codify the educative
process. As a definition, formal education is the totality of ex7

7

'Ed~vard

House, 1965).

M:. Keating, The Scandal of Silence (Ne\-1 York: Random

r
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periences which the school directly or indirectly furnishes the
student to enable him to develop and mature. These experiences
include intellectual learning, moral conduct, social skills,
emotional growth, spiritual satisfaction, and guidance.B
Once the

necessa1~

clarification had been made, pedagogical

leaders began to look more deeply into the overall nature of Catholic
education.

What was the element that all programs had in common?

What

integration had to take place for the Church's teaching mission to be
fully implemented?

What response did Catholic education call for?

Was

it intended to bolster sectarian commitment, or was there a wider implication for secular society?

These questions were taken up by the

American bishops and also by the NCEA.

Under the aegis of the United

States Catholic Conference (USCC), these questions were answered in the
form of a revolutionary document entitled To Teach As Jesus D:td.9
(The document will be treated in a later part of this chapter.)
The second broad

~ffect

of the 1960's debate was a greater appreci-

ation of the role of the school in the light of the Church's general educational miss:i.on.

As early arguments showed, many critics of the 1960's

had an unrealistic notion of what the schools were supposed to accomplish.

The schools were criticized for everything from being a bastion

of sectarian piety to being institutions of strictly secular learning.
The dialogue ensui.ng from this period helped to limit what could be
realisti.cally expected of the schools: a rudimentary education in a context cf Christlan values and religious truth.

8Ja~es Nlchael Lee, The Rur_pose o~ f?-~~holic §chq_oling_, pp. 6-7.
9To Jeac!} !;.s Jesus Did (United States Catholic Conference, 19 73).
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The process by which the American Church came to the above conelusion was much like the way educators came to the definition of Catholie education.

However, wben it came to the schools, there was the

added realization that Catholic Americans had to receive a formal education anyway; why not infuse that time with a religious dimension?
Moreover, educators were no longer convinced by the earlier arguments
that basic religious attitudes were formed in the pre-school years and
hence parochial schooling was a waste of time.

As

c.

Albert Koob

pointed out, religious attitudes do not just suddenly happen; they are
implanted no doubt in childhood, but require a lifetime of assimilation.
Catholic schools provide the nurturing assimilation.
view was also supported by the Greeley-Rossi Study,

This point of
t~hich

showed that

Catholic schools did make, a difference, even though small.

As a postscript to the financial argument of the parochial schools
debate, further research has revealed that these institutions are not
beyond the resources of the Catholic faithful.

.Andrew M. Greeley in

research such as Religion and _fareer has shown that Catholics are much
more prominent economically and socially than ever before in American
history.

Iu fact, the higher up Catholics are on. the socio-economic

ladder, the more supportive they are of Catholic education.

As the

University of Chicago sociologj_st points out, the money for Catholic
schools is there; it is just a matter of tapping that resource.lO
The third outcome of the 1960's debate is a deeper awareness of
lOconfer Andrew M. Greeley, Catholic Schools in a Declining
C~ur.·ch,

pp. 24L,-62.
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the. universal value of religious formation, or the recognition of the
need for total religious education.
existed between the

propon~nts

In the early 1960's much friction

of the Catholic schools and CCD, each

holding a rather intransigent position on the relative merits of their
area of the apostolate.

Howevers the 1960's discussion once and for all

cleared the air as both factions realized that neither ·was the full
answer.

Catholic school officials realized they could not be satisfied

with merely educating children, without also affecting the entire Catholie learning community.

On the other side of the coin, staunch CCD

advocates, such as, Mary Perkins Ryan, recognized that they had been
somewhat naive in their expectations of the informal learning process
and again validated the schools.ll

The net result of the debate was a

greater sharing of Catholic educational resources and a more genuine
spirit of cooperation.
Related to this new mood of cooperation was the insight that religiouG formation, the aim of both formal and informal programs, was a
trans-j.nstitutional and trans-generational phenomenon.

No matter where

Catholic education takes place and regardless of who happens to be its
recipients at the particular time, the new thrust of the Church's program of education is total religious education.
education is a lifelong learning process.

In this light Catholic

The Diocese of Rockford,

Illinois, is especially helpful here in shedding light on this all-inclusi"'re notion.

In its curriculum guide it defines religious (Catholic)

llWitness Mary Perkins Ryan's comments in the introduction to her
book, We 7.!£ All in Thi?_ Together (Holt, Rinehart an.d Winston, 1972), p. x.
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education:
Religious education is a lifelong process in which the person
is invited to synthesize his life experiences~ to recognize
(integrate) the presence and truth of Jesus Christ in those
experiences, and to af..firm the goodness of his life. This
process is cumulative: there is the moment of initial integration (or conversion to Christ); there are intermediate
moments of challenge, reintegration, and reaffirmation (or
growth in Christ); and there is a final affirmation of the
ultimate meaning of life (or eternal salvation).l2
TI1us the 1960's debate emphasized a new focal point -- not the parochial school, not the CCD programs, but all Catholics whatever their religious stage of development.
Tile latter pnrt of this chapter deals with the U.S. Bishops document,

T~

Teach As Jesus Did, published in 1972.

Although the Bishops

had summed up some of the traditional reasons for continuing to support
Catholic education, in November, 1967, almost concurrent with the Washington Symposium, as one author put it, the document expressed "more commitment than conviction. •' 1 3

To Teach As Jesus Did is a much more revolu-·

tionary document; it actually expresses the finest synthesis on the 1960's
Catholic educational debate.
The pastoral letter begins with a summary on the nature and scope
of Catholic education in general.

According to the Bishops, Catholic

education was the embodiment of Christ's commission to the Church to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
the Church's teaching mission.

This mandate is the cere concept of

It is a call not only for Christians to

12Ken Allen, James HcLoughlin, and Margaret Knittel, Curriculum
Guide fCbicago: Private Publication, 1973), p. 1.
l3Hilliam E. Grown in his book co-authored with Andrew M. Gree ...
ley, fall Catholic;. Schoo~~ Survive?, p. 51.
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fulfill their vocation in life, but to transform society in general and
imbue it with Gospel values.

As the Bishops put it:

Catholic education is an expression of the mission entrusted by
Jesus to the Church He_ founded. Through education the Church
seeks to prepare its members to proclaim the Good News and to
translate this proclamation into action. Since the Christian
vocation is a call to transform oneself and society with God's
help, the educational efforts of the Church must encompass the
twin purposes of personal sanctification and social reform in
light of Christian values.14
The dimensj.on especially affected by the Catholic education debate was the contemporary aspect of the teaching mission.

In the past

critics, such as Mary Perkins Ryan, Robert Francouer,15 and many others
called attention to the way Catholic educators kept students isolated
from the present 'vo:rld.

This was particularly evident from some of the

early 1960's studies which revealed a notable lack of social awareness.
Accordingly

1'2_

Teach

~s

Jesus_ Did, drafted under the influence of Bishop

William Mcl1anus, who was no stranger to the 1960's debate, stressed the
necessity of social transformation.16
Further specifying the mission of Catholic education, the Bishops
delineated three interrelated spheres of the teaching apostolate: Message, Community, and Service.

As the letter continued:

The educational mission of the Church is an integrated ministry
embracing three interlocking dimensions: the message revealed by
God (didache) which the Church proclaims; fellowship in the life
of the Holy Spirit (koinonia); service to the Christian community

14To Teach As Jesus Did, p. 3.
15confer Robert T. Francouer, "The Price We Pay," Commonweal,
January 31, 1964, pp. 538-542.
16ror an. interesting article on the backgrotmd of the pastoral,
confer \.Jilliam E, MeManus, "To Teach As .Jesus Did: A Chronicle," Li.ving
~i~t 11 (Summer 1973): 278-83.
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and the entire huruan conununity (diakonia).17
In effect, To Teach
education.

~s

.:Jesus Did, advanced the scope of Catholic

It was no longer to be thought of as an other-worldly under-·

taking associeted exclusively with parochial schools, but as an allencompassing way of living the Gospel and transforming American society.
This mission involves the three dimensions of instruction, worship, and
social action.

Thus Catholic education involves all types of communities

with the Church and all levels of commitment.

Catholic education is a

global attempt to sensitize Christians to the truth of the Gospel and
thus to better humanize and energize the community of man.
The pastoral was no less revolutionary when it came to the central
focus of Catholic education: the parochial schools.

In an attempt to

reaffirm the value of the schools, the Bishops declared in rather emphatic tones:
Of the educational programs available to the Catholic community,
Catholic schools afford the fullest and best opportunity to realize the threefold purpose (doctrine, community, service) of Christian education among children and young people. Schools naturally
enjoy educational advantages \>.Thich other programs cannot offer or
can offer only "lith great difficulty. A school has a greater claim
on the time and loyalty of the student and his family. It makes
more accessible to students participation in the liturgy and the
sac:raments, which are powerful forces for the development of personal sanctity and for the b,tilding of conmmnity. It provides a
more favorable pedagog:i.cal nnc:1 psychological environment for teach-ir:g Christian faith. ld
Essentially what the Bishops stressed \\1 88 that Catholic schools were the
best means of implementing the thn.efold missioi1 of Catholic education:

teaching, fonning commu.."'lity, and rendering service to the nation.
17 To Te;~h As Jesus Did~ p. 4.

I8rb"id-:-:-v-: 28.---- --
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the treatment below, the author will draw some specific inferences for
parochial schooling in the light of To Teach As Jesus Did's threefold
division.
The first aim of the Bishops in terms of schooling appropriately
enough was Teach:i.ng.
questions such as

Traditionally the Catholic schools struggled with

mw should teach? What should be taught? and How

should it be taught?

And depending upon whether one placed at the top

of the list of priorities, wisdom, piety, or knowledge, the above three
questions were answered.

During the 1960's, chiefly through the efforts

of educators such as O'Neill D'Amour,l9 a high value was placed on intellectual development and academic excellence.

This stress linked with

the newer insights about the need for community in the schools, andtheir
service role to society, brought a new awareness of Catholic schooling's
Who? What? and How?
In answer to the first question of who should teach, the 1960's
came back with the answer: only competent professionals, whether religious or laity.

Mueh of the discussion of this period centered on the

educational outcomes of Catholic schooling, and the professional preparedness of instructors in the parochial school.

The Sister Formation

Movement begun in the late 19l!CJ' s and early 1950's did much to update
the profeBsional standing of teaching communities of nuns, even though
there still existed one or the other congregation that :insisted on Telegating sisters to the classroom, directly out of the novitiate.

.A'd~.

Hm·7-

19con:Ee:r 0 7 Neill C. D 1 ..:\:nour, "The Purpose of Catholic Schools,"
1-t;~_r:i~~ April 22, 1961, pp. 5-7.
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ever, educational critics such as Mary Perkins Ryan, Michael Novak, and
others forced the awareness that Catholic teachers could not rely on
religious profession or
tional

backgrou~d.

pe~sonal

piety to bolster their lack of educa-

Religious and laity alike had to conform to state

and national standards set by their secular counterparts.
As to what to teach, the awareness that emerged at the end of the
1960's was that the primary focus of the Catholic school was religi.on.
If Church schools had any validating purpose, it was the key Gospel message that all men are saved in Jesus Christ.

In the pre-1960's religion

was taken for granted due to the strong symbolic presence of priests and
religious in the classroom.

Despite the fact that religious instruction

r;1as usually cold and didactic, unimaginative, and compulsory, very little
thought was given to professional training for the teaching of religion.
Mary Perkins Ryan bemoaned the other-worldly context of religious instruction; Michael Novak inveighed against the religious lack-luster
context in which the faith was presented.20

Gabriel Moran complained

that too much doctrine was given too soon in the formal school context.21
Thus it was only a matter of time that Catholic school theorists saw the
importance of revitalizing and re-emphasizing the religion curriculum in
parochial education.
But even more than that, Catholic leaders viewed the importance of
rellgion as an integrating discipline, giving a value context to the
20Micha.el Novak, A Ne~ g_eneration (New York: Herder and Herder,
1964), p. 181.

21Gabrtel ~·io1_·an, V:~s!.~!l. !:'P.d Tacti.cs (New York: Herder and Herder,
1968)' p. 145.
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other subjects in the syllabus of studies.

Thus religion became not so

muc.h a what in the curriculum so much as a how, a manner of relating
and interpreting.

In effect, religion was more than just an academic

subject; it was the justifying reasn!l for all teaching and learning in
general.

And as such, all teachers were religion teachers.22

.When it came to how to teach the message of the Gospel and those
secular subjects that provided its cultural milieu, the Bishops challenged Catholic educators to abandon those traditional methods, which
seemed out of tune with modern pedagogy.

Many of the 1960's critics

attacked the traditional, apologetic, teacher-centered approach to
Catholic education then in its decline.

As one educator put it:

••• i.f the Catholic schools are to fulfill the nation's need for
a really free education, they must implement this modern philosophy of education. They must educate for understanding, not indoctrination; self-knowledge, not memorized recall; for freedom,
not docility. Only then will the schools justify their existence
and exhibit their divine purpose, for only then will they have
created human beings, not animals; freed men, not slaves; coheirs with Christ, made in the image and likeness of God.23

The implications of this new approach of how to teach the faith,
were many.

First of all, education should aim at critical conscious-

ness; students should be invited wholeheartedly in the learning process
to assim:Uate Gospel values

not in a disinterested manner, but on

predisposing faith and open to ongoing revelation.

Moreover, teachers

should also be viewed as learners, mature faith-filled adults who although superior in knowledge and experience, are nevertheless still in
the process of their own education.
22~H.tie~ _9-nd CoE._J.Petencies_ of Teachi~ Religion (Washington,

D.C.: National Catholic Educational Association, 1973).
23John F. Heyen;, "Agginrnamento fo:r the Catholic Philosophy of
Education," _Cathol:t_£ Educator, April 1966, p. 22.
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Secondly, learning should be linked with life.

If Catholic edu-

cation is to have permanency in the life of the adolescent, it must deal
with the vital issues of the present.

The content of instruction must

not only enculturate end humanize, but also prepare the young adult for
witness outside the school context.

In this sense the message of Catho-

lic educati.on is intimately linked with the service aspect.
And thirdly the how of the message of Catholic education should
also be ritualized in liturgy and linked with the life of the sacraments.
If education is to build community an.d transform society, it must necessarily incorporate an element by which the future kingdom of God i.s celebrated as already eminent.

The 1950's model of Catholic education was

justly criticized because patterns of worship and sacramental involvement were forced upon the student.

Whether it was daily Mass at which

student leaders intoned the prayers and their peers responded in slow
labored fashion, or First Friday confessions, there was less celebration
and more routine boredom.

The decade that followed made educators m·mre

of the need for real freedom if students were to take up the call to
ti·ue discipleship.

Students should not be coerced to approach the altar

but rather invited in the spirit of the worshiping, believing school
community.
The second end of the Bishops' pastoral, To Teach As
was Community.

~esus

Did,

Up t.mtil the beginning of the 1970's the notion was

fairly prevalent that what was important about the Catholic schools ·was
their p·coduct: the final output in terms of learning, behavior, and
values.

But very little stress was put on the interaction by which the
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student arrived at these signi.ficant outcomes.

Father C. Albert Koob,

former p.resident of the National Catholic Educational Association, in
the same year as the pasto:al, stressed the same communal emphasis as
the

Bishops~

The fundamental goal of the entire school program is the creation
of .a connnunity of faith where human knowledge and culture are transmitted and brought to life by this faith, and where wisdom is shared
in a spirit of freedom and love.24
The important point that Koob was making was that personal witness
was an essential part of any learning.

Students developed mentally,

morally, and religiously especially through role models.

Depending upon

whether or not their teachers lived their lessons and challenged their
students to do the same, the final product would be lasting or ephemeral.
The same held true in the matter of how the teaching community themselves
modeled the fa5.th as a group in the school environment.
The community of faith emphasis was no doubt a benevolent response
to harsher criticisms of the early 1960's by such writers as Michael
Novak, who claimed that the school structure was overly authoritarian
and did not allow for any kind 'of free discussion. 25

Outspoken jour-

nalists of the period called for a spirit of inquiry and healthy skepticism.

Values, they insisted, could not be imposed from without; they

had to be internalized and espoused as one's own.

And it was particu-

larly the teacher, as even secular studies as the Coleman Report later

""''4 C.Albert Koob as quoted in Carl Balcerak, "Farewell to Father
Koob~"
Nomentum,
Hay 1974, p. 17.
..... ::>~-fichael Ft)V;!k, "Catholic Education and the Idea of Dissent,"
Commonw;:~al, April 27, 1962, pp. 105-107.
~-
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indicated, who had a significant although small effect on what was
learned and valued.
The final end of To Teach As Jesus Did involving the schools was
Service.

While Catholic social encyclicals long advocated involvement

on the-part of Catholics in the issues and concerns affecting the community, the early 1960's model of the school was little able to translate these imperatives into action.

Little wonder that critics such as

Daniel Berrigan26 complained that almost every other religious group had
a consciousness raising educational process but the Catholic Church.
Even the physical lack of any large number of blacks and other minority
groups in the Catholic schools caused editorial comment by such writers
as John Sheerin.27
As envisioned by the Bishops, the notion of service was much
broader than mere social education and even integration.
valved everyone in the educational community.

Service in-

It involved creative ways

of both students and faculty engaging in the social betterment of the
community in which they lived,_not only through the curriculum where attitud.es could be changed and greater understanding generate.d, but also
outside the schocl context where actual service could be rendered.

The

B:tshops' pastoral letter challenged Catholic educators to once again
tur::1 outward, aft:er the introspection of the 1960's, and find new avenues

to replace those programs which were abandoned, such as, the Catholic
26Philip Berrigan, "Racism and Roman Catholics," Continuum 1
(Winter 1964): .516-522 .
27John B. Sheerin, "Our Segregated Catholic Schools," Catholic
Wo~Jds March 1963, p. 334.
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Students Mission Crusade, the Young Christian Students movement, and
many others.
Thus when all is said and done, the Catholic schools debate had
a

~.,ery

salutary effect on the American Catholic Church.

It served as

the major vehicle whereby the principles and concepts of Vatican II
were applied to everyday American Catholic life.

Moreover, coming at

the beginning of a new era when Catholics were loosening their ties
with the institut:f.onal church, the Catholic schools debate proved that
the Church's st:mcture was still viable.

Even though Catholics were

more liberal in their thinking and allegiance at the end of the 1960's,
they still would endorse the notion of a Church that perpetuates the
teaching nd.ssion of Christ.

Not only did the debate enable Catholics

to better understand the educational nature of the Church and her missfon, but the H60 1 s d:i.scussion also reaffirmed the necessity of fonnal
schooling for the future.
This "i)tdng said, the Catholic schools debate of the 1960's takes
its place in the annals of American Catholic education.

It was an ex-

c:t.t:ing per1od -- a period full of fire and fury, when issues were clarified :-.md bold new- paths forged for the future.

But whatever insights

the de:cad?. brocght, we now can repeat the words of John Cogley, a colorful writer of the period, who himself has passed from the scene:
An era has en(1.ed; an historic period has passed.

Like all historic periods, it was on balance a mixture of magnificence and
mistake, of benevolence and mischief, of accomplishment and
stupidity. He can praise it or denounce it, but we cannot pro-
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long it. It is over. A new day has dawned for the Church and
with it a new day for Catholic education.28

28.John Cogley, "Catholic Education -- after the Conncil,"
Bulletin 63 (August 1966): 49-':J7.

NCEA

SUMMARY

The basic thesis of this work was that Catholic education in the
Un:tted States, during the. 1960's, reflected the general state of unrest
and uncertainty as the nation at large.

The parochial schools much like

their public counterpart were caught up in the political, cultural,
social, and economic v.pheaval of the period.

The author developed his

thesis by means of seven chapters, beginning with an introduction setting up the general background and scope of the study, and ending with
a personal postscript conmenting on the foregoing period.

The funda-

mental conclusion of the work was that Catholic schools still serve an
important function in providing a religious, value-laden education
against the background of a unifying theological world view.
The heart of the dissertation began with chapter two, which explored the historical situation out of which the parochial schools
arose, and documented several controversies leading into the 1950's.
The author's basic conclusion was that the parochial schools were never
absolutely necessary for the preservation of the Catholic faith, nor
was the mandate imposing Catholic education ever justified from a consideration of the early Baltimore Councils.

It was merely the existence

of bigotry in the public schools, and the intransigence of the American
Catholic bishops that brought about the prolific growth of the schools.
Only when American Catholics had arrived as first class citizens, and
against the; background of Vatican II, was it that Catholics began to
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openly question the continued existence of the schools.
The following chapter examined the arguments of one of the first
critics of the parochial school system in the United States: Mrs. Mary
Perkins Ryan.

Mrs. Ryan's main contention was that the parochial schools

represented an obstacle to ecumenism and Catholic participation in democracy.

After exploring the main tenor of Mrs. Ryan's thought, the

author then commented on the methodology and content of her work, Are
Parochial Schools the Answer?

The chapter ended with an evaluation of

the Ryan contribution to the Catholic educational debate of the 1960's.
Given the continuing need for Catholic schools, chapter four
examined three wider issues of the debate: 1) the new emerging purpose of Catholic schools, 2) the problem of finances, 3) the future
locus of Catholic education.

After i.ndicating developments in all

three of the above areas, the writer concluded that while economic and
social factors were at work modifying the externals of Catholic education~

the tnu:Utional function and purpose remained the same: paro-

chial sch.ools existed to prov1de a quality education permeated with
relfgious truth and values for as large a segment of the American population

~s

possible.

In chapter five, the author attempted to reinforce the discussion
thus far presented,

~vith

factual, scientj_fic evidence supporting the

effectiveness of the parochial schools.

Main studies cited included

those of Joseph Fichter, Andrew Greeley, Reginald Neuwien, and John
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Donovan.

Although the Donovan Study raised some important questions re-

garding the quality of intellectualism in Catholic education .• the studies
showed that Catholic education had been effective.

With a few minor ex-

ceptions, the studies indicated that Catholic schools had been successful in producing the results for which they were intended.
Chapter six dealt with the Washington Symposium, held in the
nation's capital from November 5 to 10, 1967.

The author contended

that while the conference did not directly bring about a definitive end
to the Catholic education debate, it had great symbolic significance
in attempts at reconstruction in the period following the 1960's.

At

least from a logical standpoint, the Symposium for the first time in
recent history brought together the diverse elements of the conflict
for the purpose of ending the strife and facing the future cooperatively.
In the final chapter tiLe author gave a postscript to the 1960's.
He examined some of the possible reasons for the Catholic education
crisis in the f:i.rst place, a.nd briefly listed the general outcomes of
the debate.

Lastly, the au thor

e.x:pa tiated

on

T~ Je~h

As

!~sus

Did,

the pastoral letter of the American bishops in 1972, \·7hich set the
scene for future developments.

The chapter ended with an explanation

of the historical sigrd.Hcance of the 1960's debate in the context of
the

wiuc~r

development of the Clmrch in the United States.
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